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receivers the world
Pioneer believes that any objective
comparison of quality/performance/
price between our new SX-1010,
SX-939 and SX-838 AM -FM stereo
receivers and any other fine receivers
will overwhelmingly indicate Pioneer's
outstanding superiority and value.

The most powerful ever
Pioneer uses the most conservative
power ratl!ng standard: continuous
power output per channel, with both
channels driven into 8 ohm loads,
across the full audio spectrum from

20Hz to 20,000 Hz. Despite this
conservatism, the SX- 010 far
surpasses any unit ever produced with
an unprecedented 100 + 100 watts RMS
at incredibly low 0.1% distortion.
Closely following are -he SX-939
(70 + 70 watts RMS) and the SX-838
(50 + 50 watts RMS) both with less
than 0.3°x® distortion. Due power

supplies driving direct -coupled
circuitry maintain consistent high
power output with positive stab'lity. A
fail-safe circuit protects speakers and
circuitry against damage from
overloading.

Outstanding specifications
for flawless reception
FM reception poses no challenge tc the

e>fceptionally advanced circuitry of
these fine instruments. Their FM tuner
sections are designed with MOS FETs,
ceramic filters and phase lock loop
circuitry. The result is remarkable
sensitivity, selectivity and capture ratio
that brings in stations effortlessly,
clearly and wit maximum channel
separation.
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Total versatility pl is innovations
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Cnly your listen ng interests limit the
capabilities of these edraordinary
receivers. They have terminals fo.
every conceivable aommodaticr:
rea)rds, tape, microp hones, headset. plus Dolt and 4 -channel
multiplex adaptors. Ccmpletely
unique on the SX-1010 and SX-939 is
tane -to-tape duplication while
listening simultaneously to another
program source.. The SX-838
in icvates with -s Recording
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The finest stereo
has ever known.
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There can
be only
one best.
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switches t pnove bass and treble
controls fcr more precise tonal
compensation for room acoustics and
other pro; ram source characteristics.
In tt e i respective price ranges,
these are unquestionably the f nest
values in sereo receivers the world
has eve- known. Audition their
unique-ess at yc ur Pioneer dealer.
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adaptor
Headsets
Noise reduction
4 -channel MPX

Master control system capability

recording

ile listening to records and vice
ve -sa. Up to three pairs of speakers
nay be connected to each model.
w

Pionee-'s engineers have surpassed
themselves with a combinatioi of
control features never before found
in a sing -e receiver. All three units
iicluce: pushbutton function selection
with illuminated readouts on tie
ultra wide tuning dial, FM and audio
muting.. loudness contour, hi/low
filters, dual tuning meters and a
dial dimmer.
Never before used on a receiver
are the twin stepped bass and treble
lone controls found on the SX-1010
and SX-939. They offer over 3,C00
tonal vaiiations. A tone defeat
switch provides flat response
instantly throughout the audio
spectrum. The SX-838 features
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SX-1010 $699.95; SX-939 3599.95,
SX-838 -w499.95. Prices irc'Lde
walnut cat inets.

Also n BIV and more
moderately priced.
Pioneer's Host complete and ïnest
line of 3c eivers ever, presents
equally c stanc ing values starting at
$239.95. Shown iere are the 3X-535
1

-$299., SX-636 - $349.95

SX-737

- $399.95. All with walnut cao nets.

U.S. Pioneer Electronics Corp.,
75 Oxford Drive, Moonachie,

New Jersey 07074
West: 13300 S. Estrella, Los Angeles
90248/Midwest: 1500 Green eaf,
Elk Grove Village, Ill. 60007/Canada:
S.H. Parker Co.
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That white line of dirt was scooped
up from deep within the record's
grooves by . Some "record cleaners" only push record dirt and debris around. Not . Others (the
silicone based ones) gloss over the
surface and hide the dirt left behind.
is
Again, not . That's because
chemically formulated to solubilize all contaminants which affect
your record's surface. Then the line
of dust, along with all other particulate matter, is removed from your
record through capillary action onto
our brush fiber without leaving a trace
of residue (or a trace
of dust) behind.
i
Send 250 and a
self-addressed,
stamped envelope
for our Technical
Bulletin "Clean
Records and
Ge_,14...
Chemistry", to
...,.
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find out what's
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In the beginning there was
foldedhornbassreflexacousticsuspension.
And now BIC VENTURI
For about 40 years, speaker designers
have been juggling the characteristics they
wanted from speakers: Compact size, high
efficiency, high power -handling, and deep
ranging,pure,.clean, gut -reaction bass.
They tried folded horns:efficient.
clean, good power -handling, but too
large for most homes, quite expensive. They tried the bass reflex:
Efficient, compact, but limited by
uneven, one -note bass. Ditto the
labyrinth,but far less efficient.
Today's favorite,the acoustic
suspension: Compact, smooth,
deep ranging bass. But inefficient (requiring costly,highpowered amplifiers)and limited
dynamic range.
A virtue here,a virtue there
-- but all with corresponding
compromises.
Ironically, the principle
that combines these objectives
into one compact cabinet has been
around for some 180 years: The
VENTURI principle of fluid motion
transformation, reapplied in a form
better suited to acoustics (patents
pend). Our simplified diagram shows
how the scientifically formulated VENTURI
coupled path functions as a step-up transformer. Up to 140 times more bass energy
comes from the duct as comes directly from
the woofer. And bass is reinforced broadly
over the low frequency spectrum, not at a
single "tuned" frequency.
The BIC VENTURI coupled path also
operates as an acoustic, low pass filter,
cleansing harmonics and distortion components from the bass waves. So, the bass not
only goes down further and is louder, it's
cleaner and more natural. And requires
hundreds percent less amplifier power than
other speakers of comparable size and performance. Yet, even though BIC VENTURI need
less amplifier power, they can handle more.
This new principle eliminates compromises
in cone, suspension and magnetic design to
"match" cabinet characteristics.
Above the woofer, you can see our midrange. To match the exceptional high
efficiency of the bass section, we had to
invent a new horn, combining two different
types of flare, conical and exponential,
BICONEXTM (pats pend). It provides wide,
smooth dispersion in both horizontal and
Check No.

7

vertical planes, so placement in the home
won't be critical. BICONEX covers the full
midrange to well beyond 15,000 Hz without
crossover network interruptions, for
distortion -free, smooth response.
Our super tweeter handles just
a half octave from 15,000
to over 23,000 Hz. While
you can't hear single
frequency tones in that
range, the accuracy of
musical "timbre"
depends upon those frequencies being added in
proper proportion to
the complex tones you
do hear. An important
subtlety.
Because you hear
less bass and treble at
low and moderate levels,
we built a DYNAMIC TONAL
COMPENSATION circuit
(patents pending)
into the speaker. It
adjusts speaker frequency response
as sound pressure output changes,
automatically. Amplifier "loudness contour"
controls can't do that. Result: aurally
"flat" musical reproduction always, regardless of volume control settings.
Our Formula 2 is the most efficient
speaker system of its size, yet can be used
with amplifiers rated up to 75 watts per
channel! Formula 4 has deeper bass and can
be used with amplifiers up to 100 watts.
Formula 6, the most efficient, will handle
125 watts. Hear them at franchised BIC
VENTURI dealers. Or write for brochure:
BRITISH INDUSTRIES COMPANY
Westbury, N.Y. 11590, a div. of Avnet, Inc.
Canada: C.W. Pointon, Ont.
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A Primer For Tape

Selection-William

A.

Manly discusses the "audio
box" from which you choose
tape

All About "Q"-Don Davis
continues his article on
speaker directivity

Understanding Speaker

Tests-Richard Heyser
talks about impedance
Plus all the regular features

Equipment Reviews
Include: Marantz 4400
receiver

Audioclinic
Joseph Giovanelli
Record Damage During Changer
Cycling
Q. In your personal opinion, do you
think records are damaged by using an
automatic record changer of high quality instead of a manual turntable? 1 am
thinking specifically of the short "sliding" that takes place when a record is
first dropped onto another record-as
well as the initial shock of the drop.Leonard Wiener, Chicago, Illinois
A. I do not think that the dropping
of one disc onto another or the sliding
of one disc onto the one below it during
record changer cycling will damage
your records in any way. If you examine
the construction of modern phonograph
records, you will note that the outer
edge of the discs are thicker than the
playing surface of the disc. Further, the
center area around the label is also
raised. This means that when two discs
are stacked on each other, the two raised
areas will make contact; the actual
recorded area will not.
Of course, records can warp. When
this happens, it is then possible for
grooves to make contact. Even so, I have
not noticed any signs of damage because
of this. This is true even of lacquer
discs, which are softer than vinyl pressings, and which do not have raised
portions.

conclude, therefore, that the equalizer
is producing some bass boost at low
frequencies. Perhaps this boost occurs
at frequencies which are too low to affect
the sound of the program on the disc.
The fact that one channel produces
more of this effect than does the other
channel appears to be a problem of unequal response of the equalizers.
About the only way you can prove this
is to make a frequency response run of
each channel. You will probably see a
bass rise on both channels, starting at
perhaps 40 Hz. One channel, however,
may show more of such a rise than
does the other one.
The controls of an equalizer such as
yours are sensitive. If you are just a bit
off the true flat position of any control,
you will experience a rise or fall in the
response associated with that control.

Amplifier Overload

Q. 1 have a pair of relatively inefficient loudspeakers. My receiver is
a 25 watt rms unit. Once in a while I

wish to listen to my music at very high
volume. When I do, the front panel
lights on the receiver dim slightly,
especially when low bass notes are
struck. There is no exaggerated distortion until the receiver is driven to its

full
Equalizers and Warped Discs
Q. I wonder if you will help me with

About the cover: This lovely
mandolin and very old sheet
music are from the collection of
Janet Lee, our new designer.

my problem. I use a Dual 1219 changer
with a Shure V15-11 cartridge. I also use
an Acousta-Voicette equalizer and two
Altec 1-7-500's. Since I connected the
equalizer, each time I play a record, no
matter how slightly warped it may be,
I hear a low frequency flapping sound.
With the equalizer out of the circuit or
with the low frequency filter of my
receiver turned on, this sound disappears. Also, when changing records, the
moment the stylus leaves the record, a
low-frequency "thump" is heard. This
sound is more apparent in one channel
than in the other.
What can be at fault, the cartridge or
the turntable?-Val de La Guardia,

capabilities, but the dimming lights
tend to make me think that I may be
harming the amplifier.
Is this dimming a sign of amplifier
overload? Am 1 harming my receiver by
playing it this loud?-Randy S. Parlee,

Greenfield, Wisconsin
A. I suspect that, when you turn up
the volume on your receiver to a point
where the music is really loud, your
power supply voltage falls below its
normal level, thus dimming the front
panel lights. This dimming is not necessarily an indicator of possible damage to
the amplifier but it is obvious that you
are running the equipment near its
overload point.
Check your instruction manual to see
if there is any mention of dimming
lights as a possible warning device.

Panama
A. The problem of "thumps" which
occur each time the disc rotates or when
the tonearm is lifted appears to have
something to do with the equalizer.
When the equalizer is not in the circuit,
you do not have the problem; when it is
in the circuit, you do have it. I can only

If you have a problem or question on audio,

write to Mr. Joseph Giovanelli, at AUDIO,
134 North Thirteenth Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 19107. All letters are answered.
Please enclose a stamped, self-addressed
envelope.

AUDIO
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This is

what makes the

Scmsui 771 so great:

specs. Paarures.
Looks. And Price.
Sansui, already famous for quality and value has agair ou-done itself with the 771 receiver.
Look at the specs: powerful 80 watts RMS total, both channels driven into 8u -mare than enough to powetwo pair of speaker systems-at very low 0.5%, total harmonic dis-ortion, an FM sensitivity of 2.3µV (IHF).

Look at the features: two tape monitors, two auxiliary inputs, three pairs of speaker selectors,
two filters (hi & lo) and more-even a microphone circuit. Visi- your nearest Sansui franchised dealer and isten
to the tremendous Sansui 771. Then listen to the price.
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SANSUI ELECTRONICS CORP.

11311 Gardena. California 90217
SANSUI ELECTRIC co., LTD , Tokyo, Japan SANSUI AUGIO E-JROPE S.A.,
ELECTRONIC DISTRIBUTORS (Canada) Vancouver 9- BC

Woodside, New York
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Antwerp. Belgium

Nothing is
beyond your
reach with
Bever
mike stands
and booms.

Tape Guide
Herman Burstein

Cassette or Cartridge?
Q. It seems to me from what

I have

read that either a cassette or cartridge
machine would answer my hi needs.
Would you be so kind as to tell me the
advantage of each system. Since Tm a
beginner, please do not get me involved
with graphs and figures as Tm not an
engineer: I find in reading such information that I'm twice as mixed up as
before.-Alfred C. Leichman, New York,
N.Y.
A. It appears that cassette is a bit
ahead of cartridge in terms of quality.
However, cassette is a 4 -track system,
while cartridge is generally 8 -track.

fi

As one of the
world's leading
manufacturers of
quality microphones, Beyer believes that a microphone is only as
good as its stand.
After all, it doesn't
make much sense
to spend hundreds
of dollars on a
microphone only to
find you can't put it
exactly where it's

needed.
That's why we've
designed a line of
booms and stands
that enable you to
place a mike almost
anywhere. From

ground level to

131/2

feet above the
studio floor.
These very rugged, beautifully
finished stands and

booms combine
rock -like stability
with maximum flexibility. And at a price
you can afford.
Why make do
when you can make
good with Beyer?
Beyer mike stands
and booms from
$12 to $88.

Another innovation
from Beyer Dynamic,
the microphone
people
Revox Corporation
155 Michael Drive
Syosset, N.Y. 11791

Thus cartridge has the advantage of
more recording and playing time per
reel. On the other hand, this additional
time involves a sacrifice in quality. For
hi-fi, my present vote is for cassette,
particularly in view of new developments that are bringing cassette performance closer to the performance of
open -reel machines.

Low -frequency Thumps

Q. I have encountered a problem
with my Concord Mark III tape deck.
During soft passages or during spots
where no signal is on the tape, I can
hear low frequency thumps through my
speakers. The thumps come at irregular
intervals and usually come in clusters.
The thumps can only be heard through
the tape deck, and cease when the deck
is turned off. So the amplifier is not
defective. The thumps also happen on
tapes recorded on another deck. Your
help would be appreciated.-Robert L.
Martindale, Chevy Chase, Md.
A. Your letter suggests that the
problem of thumps originates in the
playback electronics of your tape machine, most likely in the first or second
amplification stage. It may be due to a
defective transistor or other component.
It may be in the nature of low-frequency
oscillation, which is greatly amplified
by the large amount of bass boost supplied by the playback electronics. Or
the thumps may be low -frequency noise
on the tape, which is due to oxide irregularities and "developed" into noise
during recording. Shifting to another
brand or quality of tape might then be
of help. If the tape is not the problem,
I suggest that you have your machine
checked by a technician.

6

Citizens Band

I

Q.
have a neighbor who has gone
completely off his rocker regarding the
citizen band. He is on the air at all times
of day and night, and when he is away
his wife takes over. They have quite a
bevy of kin folk also interested, and
when there is a gathering of the clan,
the street is full of many men and wo-

men walking about with walkie-talkie
units. They use the units for more than
a hobby and substitute the CB units
for telephones which have been disconnected. This is in violation of FCC

regulations. FCC knows about the
problem. I pick up the unwanted conversations at the most inopportune
times, especially during a pianissimo
passage of a classical piece.
use only
shielded cable throughout my system,
and ground all units. Do you know of
any other method of shunting out the
interference?-Name withheld
A. Are you getting the CB signal in
recording or in playback? In either case,
try a small capacitance of a few pF
between the first electronic stage and
ground. The capacitance should be
between the input (usually the base of
a transistor) and ground.

I

Head Wear

Q. I own a TEAC 4000 and have used
it for three years without any major
problems to speak of The one item that

does concern me is head wear. All four
of the heads show distinct wear, but the
audio is just as fine as ever. How can
tell when head wear is too much?-

I

Ronald A. Bohl, Clinton, Iowa
A. When treble suffers, excessive
head wear is indicated, particularly
wear of the playback head. A well-made
head is constructed with deep gaps, so
that a good deal of physical wear can
occur before performance suffers.

If you have a problem or question on tape

recording, write to Mr. Herman Burstein
at AUDIO, 134 North Thirteenth Street,
Philadelphia, Pa. 19107. All letters are
answered. Please enclose a stamped,
self-addressed envelope.

AUDIO
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the first time in your life, you can hear music precisely as it was recorded.
Down to the last incredible detail.
Until now, the very best high fidelity loudspeakers have been described as transparent.
Now, innovative design and precision engineering have made it possible to take a
giant step beyond transparency -to the Invisible Sound of Braun speakers.
Music passes through Braun speakers with such natural clarity the speakers seem to
disappear. Only the music is real. Once you experience the Invisible Sound of Braun
speakers -the ear-opening sound of live music in your living room -you'll never be
satisfied with conventional speakers again.
We'll be happy to explain to you how and why Braun, and only Braun, is able to
achieve Invisible Sound. We'll also describe our complete line of speakers in detail,
and send you the names of the selected group of Braun dealers in your city.
Write: Braun Loudspeakers, 377 Putnam Avenue, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139.
Phone: 617/492-0970.
For

THE

SOI\DOF
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What's New in Audio
B&K Phase Meter

Type 2971 enables frequency response
test systems to automatically plot phase
response curves, not possible before.
The Phase Meter can tolerate 50 dB
changes in signal level of both the reference and unknown voltage. Readout
is both digital and analog. The 2971 can
be used for phase comparison of any
repetitive waveform. Price: $1920.
Check No. 50 on Reader Service Card

Avid Speaker System

Quartz Crystal Chronometer

The all -electronic AR-720K from
ARIES, Inc. is a digital time -keeper
for use in many locations. The device
displays either 12- or 24-hour time
by means of red LED readouts.
Silent, with no moving parts, and
readable in the dark, the chronometer
can be mounted vertically, horizontally or recessed behind a panel. Power
consumption is less than 1/5 amp. at
12 V. d.c. The display can be shut off,
leaving only the LSI circuit operating
and using less than 1/100 ampere.
Average building time is 2-3 hours
and the kit version requires only a
small soldering iron, wire cutter and
screwdriver. Dimensions: 21/4 in. square
by 3-5/16 deep. Kit, $69.50; wired and
tested, $99.50; 24 V. adaptor, $10.00.

Onkyo Receiver

The TS -500 is a fully automatic, all
mode 4 -channel receiver. It plays any
4 -channel material-CD-4, SQ, or QSin any sequence just by setting the
automatic switch. All demodulators and
decoders are built in and a joy stick
control provides 4 -channel sound balance. The unit delivers 25 watts/ channel
(rms) and is BTL strapped to provide
better than 50 watt/ channel (rms) in
the stereo mode. Until December 31,
Onkyo is offering two 4 -channel test
record albums (one for CD -4, the other
for SQ) free with the purchase of the
TS -500. Price: $749.95.
Check No. 54 on Reader Service Card

Check No. 52 on Reader Service Card

Technics Cassette Deck

Harman/Kardon
Demodulator
Adaptor
The 44+ is designed for use with

Designed for use in four -channel setups, the Model 60 is a 2 -way bass reflex speaker with a 21/2 -inch wide dispersion tweeter. The unit's unique
shape, high efficiency and low cost all
contribute to its adaptability to a quadraphonic system. A minimum of 5 watts
drives the system, which can handle up
to 35 watts and lists a frequency response of 60-17,000 Hz ± 5. The floating grille is available in two colors and
wall brackets are included. Price: $59.95.

Dolby circuitry and front -loading operation are featured in the RS-676US. In
addition to the normal Dolby functions,
this deck makes it possible to record
directly from Dolby-encoded FM broadcasts, or to feed the decoded output to
your amp or receiver, without recording,
for ordinary listening. Other features
include HPF heads, solenoid controls,
three -digit counter, memory play switch,
tape selector for CrO, for both record
and playback, peak level check button,
master level control and a balance
control. Price: $459.95.

Check No. 51 on Reader Service Card

Check No. 53 on Reader Service Card

8

existing four -channel receivers lacking
built-in CD -4 circuitry. It provides the
impedance characteristics required by
CD -4 cartridges and feeds the high
level inputs on existing quadraphonic
receivers. Controls include a pushpush power switch and a 3 -position
function switch for: CD-4/AUTO,
which actuates CD -4 circuitry when
carrier frequency, impressed in the
groove walls of all CD -4 discs, is
present; STEREO, which defeats the
CD -4 circuitry completely, and BYPASS, which directs the signal from
the turntable or changer immediately
into your amp or receiver. Price:
$119.95.
Check No. 55 on Reader Service Card
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You are about to be introduced
to a fundamentally new concept
in record playing equipmentthe new family of BI Cturntables.
YOU will discover in them
all the superiorities of manual turntables.
They are also the first belt -drive units
that can be programmed to play
a series of discs. A new generation
of turntables has arrived.
B c

0

taken an unusual step.
created a warranty policy meant to be as solid as our turn-

So, we have

We have

tables.

Your BIC 980 or 960 is fully warranted against defects in parts,
materials, or workmanship for 2 full years. In addition, if it is found
defective within 10 days after you buy it, your dealer is authorized to
exchange it for a new one on the spot.
This warranty is the best testament to our faith in the fundamental
excellence of these machines.
They are beautifully engineered and built.
They represent a departure from other designs, but a departure
based on simplicity and rock -solid engineering and manufacture.
They eliminate the major objections which have been voiced by
purists against automatic equipment.

They will be sold by leading audio specialists from coast to coast.
Your BIC authorized dealer will have a full -color, 26 -page booklet
which discusses these remarkable instruments in greater depth than
we can here. If he has run out of these booklets, we will gladly mail one
to you if you'll write to us at the address below.
The 980 and 960 are being delivered to your dealer now. We invite
you to inspect them soon.

B

The 980 and 960 are identical
except for the 980's electronic speed
and pitch control circuitry and its lighted strob
Accessories available include solid oiled-walnut woo
matte black molded base-and hinged dust cover.

Printed in U.S.A.

Copyright 1974

BIC is a trademark of British

Industries Co, Westbury, New York 11590. A division of Avnet Inc.
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To play one record automatically (which we recommend for the sake
of your cartridge and your records) move the program lever to "1", tap
the cycle button (j) and the play -shut off cycle proceeds. Perhaps the
most unique feature of the program system is that it allows you to preprogram as many as 6 plays of a single record and then shuts the

machine off automatically after the program is completed.
The cycle button is worth noting in that it requires only a feather
touch (90 grams pressure) and travels only .0625". It controls all functions with so light a touch that it precludes jarring of the unit plate, and
accidental damage to records or stylus. Even when the tone arm is
tracking, the unit can be put into "reject" smoothly, without jarring the
tone arm, as frequently happens in most automatics.
For automatic play you can program 1 to 6 records. For example: to
play 6 records in sequence, place them on the spindle and steady
them with the clip at the outboard edge of the platter. Slide the program lever to "6", press the cycle button, and go about your business.
The 2 -point record support has no sensing mechanism in the spindle.
It is thus superior to other 2 -point systems and completely does away
with the instability and hang-ups typical of umbrella spindles. Even
records with worn center holes drop smoothly.
The BIC program system is simple to operate. And it has simplified
the turntable's underside to the point that the 980 and 960 are actually less complex than some manuals with automatic features which
can play only a single side.

Underneath the turntable: The utter lack of
confusion on the underside of the BIC turntables speaks for itself. Look under any
changer or automatic turntable and you'll be
amazed at the number of visible parts BIC
engineering has eliminated.
There are other items under here which deserve your attention.
The motor (k) is a 24-pole synchronous unit which operates at
300 RPM. Its advantage is that at 300 RPM its fundamental vibration
frequencies are well below audible levels. The 1800 RPM motors used
in other automatics have audible vibration frequencies. A 24 -pole
motor delivers a smoother flow of power than a 4 -pole unit. The superiority of the BIC power unit is one of the reasons that initial lab
reports on these turntables look so good.

The unit shown above is the BIC 960. If it were the 980 you would
see, in addition, the solid-state circuit board which electronically

governs speed and incorporates pitch control. The 980 uses electronic
.
circuitry to lock in speed and vary pitch.
It is permanently accurate.
The solid-state electronic
speed control of the B -1 -C
980 allows pitch
variations of -±-3%

m.

oi..

I.--

The mechanical "tapered pulley" pitch controls used on other machines, which inevitably go sour with age, have been eliminated.
Notice the four shock mounts (I) which form the interfaces between
the unit plate and base...four small rubber Isomer shock mounts,
designed specifically for these turntables. They protect the unit from
external shock and acoustic feedback. More than that, they are further
evidence of the care and attention which has been lavished on every
detail in these machines. Compare them with the metal springs used
on automatic turntables and you'll quickly see the difference.
The red cam (m) in the middle of things is made of material which
is not subject to the wearing effects which metal cams suffer. The
material has its own internal permanent lubricity.
The platter (n) shown in the exploded view at right represents another technical advance. Old style heavyweight platters which were
used for their flywheel effect are no longer needed because of innovations in electronics and system design. The BIC turntables carry
this die-cast non-ferrous, 12" platter, which has been mated by computer analysis to the rest of the drive mechanism.

A few words about our warranty: BIC is the
name on our turnables. Your dealer knows the
name British Industries Co., very well.
If you have any questions about the special relationship we've had
with record playing components for the past 37 years, why not ask him
about us. But, reputation or no reputation, you may still ponder the
wisdom of jumping into equipment that has not been proved in home
trial, no matter how good it looks on paper.

The new BIC Programmed Turntables
are engineered to do things no other
turntables can do. In the face of
more demanding cartridge designs
and critical new 4 -channel discs,
the B C 980 and 960 appear at just
the right moment.

I

The Status Quo:
The mechanism that turns your records
and carries your cartridge has become an
increasingly critical part of your audio
system.
More than ever before, today's turntable buyer is faced with a classic dilemma.
"Should I buy a single -play manual
turntable for its playback superiority?"
Or..."should I buy an automatic for
its superior record -handling capabilities?"
Until now, the dilemma has remained
unsolved.
Enter BIC
British Industries Co., creator and
builder of the new BIC turntables has been
the major innovator in this field since 1936.
No company has better credentials or
greater experience with record layback
equipment in the components field. The best
proof of that is the instruments which BIC
now introduces.
The 980 and 960 are unique.
They have been engineered to solve
once and for all the "manual vs. automatic"
dilemma.
They are belt -drive as opposed to all
automatic changers which drive the platter
via an intermediate idler wheel.

They are powered by a 24 -pole, low
speed (300 RPM) motor while most automatics use 4-pole, high RPM motors.
In all three areas of function-platter
drive, tone arm system, and multiple play
capabilities, the BIC turntables offer refinements and advances which set them
apart from everything else in the market.
As a matter of fact, several BIC turntable
features are not to be had on any other instrument at any price.
A Brief Introduction
The BIC 980 is shown above. It is
identical to its companion, the 960, except
for the 980's electronic drive, pitch control,
and lighted strobe which are discussed later
in this announcement.
You have probably already noticed its
low profile. This is not an optical illusion
or a styling trick. The 980 and 960 are indeed as low and trim as they appear.
This lack of bulk is your first clue that
the BIC turntables are not merely manuals
with automatic features added ... that they
are in fact "originals", designed from the
start to be simple, as only sophisticated engineering can make them.
Moving parts found in conventional

automatics have been eliminated right and
left. In the process, potential sources of malfunction have disappeared. Potential sources
of noise and vibration have also been
eliminated.
Operating controls are grouped in a
single program panel on the right side of
the unit. To say that this panel brings new
logic to the turntable and new refinement
and simplicity to its operation, barely does
it justice.
The tone arm incorporates several dramatic improvements which set it apart from
all others.
And of course you have noticed at the
bottom of the page a cutaway drawing of
the BIC platter which reveals the belt -

drive mechanism. No other turntable which
can play more than a single record offers
belt -drive and all its advantages.

The drive system alone sets BIC
turntables apart. But there's more.
These turntables are built entirely in
the United States of American -made parts.
They are built in BIC's own plant where
all aspects of manufacturing are in BIC's
hands. They are the first fine turntables of
their type built in this country, and they
meet and exceed the high standards you
have come to expect only from imported
equipment. Beyond what that means in
technical terms, they do not come to you
burdened with import duties or fluctuating
exchange rates.
They are rugged. They are built of the
best materials that can be had.
The 980 will sell for about $200.
The 960 for about $150.
While they are not inexpensive,
they will stand stringent comparison
with machines costing $100 to $200
more. Anything less, they outperform by a wide margin.

Belt drive eliminates the wow, flutter, and
rumble -causing proble.ns of idler drives used
almost universally in automatic turntables and
record changers.

A closer look at
the B.IFC 980 and 960:

The tone arm system: The BIC tone arm
incorporates both simple refinements and
radical departures from current designs. The
result is a system which is, in our view,
better than anything else now offered. Let's
review its features from left to right as you
see them pictured above.
The cartridge shell (a) has two precision adjustments to combat
playback distortion. In mounting the cartridge, overhang can be adjusted with the aid of a gauge which is supplied. And, for the first time,
stylus angle is also adjustable, using the gauge and set -screw (b) in the
side of the shell. Regardless of cartridge depth or other variables, the
stylus can be set to track at precisely 15°-the forward vertical angle

that generates lowest playback distortion.
The cartridge shell is securely mated to the tone arm by a fail-safe,
4 -prong, side -mounted connector, and is locked in place by a threaded
knob. This eliminates the potential problem of intermittent signal inherent in slide -in cartridge carriers which are used in automatics.
Even the finger lift (c) is a pleasure to use. It is a wide stainless steel
arc like those on studio turntables. It is one more indication that these
BI -C turntables have been designed for the serious hobbyist.
The geometry of the tone arm brings lateral tracking error down to
.3° of arc per inch, which is insignificant in terms of playback distortion. The pivotry of the tone arm produces another important result.
When 6 records are played in series there is virtually no variation in
tracking force from first record to last. This variation in tracking force,
found in other machines, has been a major criticism of automatics.
The arm is mounted in a minimal friction gimbal and is designed to
track flawlessly at forces below the lowest limits of any cartridges now
available or conceivable at this time.
Anti -skating and stylus force adjustments (d, e) are mounted in
tandem over the gimbal where they flank a single linear scale, calibrated in .25 gram increments. Gone are the usual separate scales for
conical and elliptical stylii. Selection of stylus mode is made by a separate lever (f) on the program panel at the right of the tone arm.
Cueing is viscous -damped in both directions and, for the first time,
its rate can be adjusted. A small knob at the base of the tone arm (g)
allows you to vary climb and descent for from 1 to 3 seconds. This
adjustment is found only on BIC turntables. It enables the owner to

accommodate his personal preference and also provides a means to
compensate for variations in cueing time caused by changes i,n ambient temperature.
The massive counter balance (h) is completely isolated fiom the
arm and incorporates a knurled band which makes balancing the arm
fast and accurate. The entire tone arm system is protected by a safety
bar which makes it virtually impossible to drop the arm on a record or
on the platter.

The program system: The BIZ turntables
have been designed to play as many as 6
records in series. At the same time, the design eliminates some important criticisms
which have been levelled at automatic
changers in the past.
Automatic changers use a complex series of gears, cams, and levers
to sense the number of records stacked on the spindle, and to activate
the machine. The BIC design eliminates this sensing mechanism.
Instead, all cycling information is set on the program panel by the
operator. Many parts, a good deal of weight, noise, and vibration, are
eliminated. Reliability is greatly improved.
To play one side this is all you do.
If you are hooked on manual play, insert the single play spindle
which rotates with the platter. Move the program lever (i) to "MAN"
and place the arm on the disc. After play the arm will return to rest and
the machine will shut off.

B.l C's 24 -pole motor (left) has sub -sonic fundamental
rotation frequency of 5Hz with harmonics all below audible
range. 4 -pole units (right) have fundamental frequency of
30 Hz and harmonics all fully audible.

Dear Editor:
Cylinder Deck

Converting to Mono

Dear sir,
I've just finished reading Mr. Shifrin's article on early records and would
like to offer some additional information just in case I'm not the only one
around whose interest lies in cylinders.
I recently built a "state of the art"
cylinder deck. I used an early Edison
mechanism (pre 1905) with an end gate.
This I stripped of motor, gears and worn
assembly. I then installed a Philips
212 motor and servo -control system
coupled with a new flat rubber belt.
For an arm I use a Rabco SL8E. After
debugging (you've gotta go pretty fast
to track an Edison 2-minute cylinder)
I mounted a Pickering V15 cartridge.
For a "stylus" I use a BIC accountant's
fine tip pen ball which I epoxied to the
shank of the Pickering stylus assembly.
The cartridge was wired for vertical
pickup.
When I was finished I found myself
running backwards, but found that the
motor winding can be reversed without
affecting servo action and if the Rabco is
exactly tangential to the cylinder and
the stylus centered on the top of the
cylinder, it does no harm to have the
cylinder surface "pushing" the stylus
instead of pulling it.
An improvement in distortion can
be achieved with the use of a .025-in.
miniature ball bearing for 2 -minute
stylus. I have sent both two -minute and
four -minute cylinders out for photographic analysis of their surfaces and
soon hope to specify styli with precise

Dear sir,
Gerrard Rejskind's "Converting to
Monophonic Sound" (AUDIO, April,
1974) is a positively brilliant piece of
humor. It made so much sense, and I
so thoroughly enjoyed it that for a while
I actually forgot I was reading Audio
magazine.
Harron K. Appleman
HKA Audio Engineering
New York, NY

accuracy.
Anyone desiring further details may
contact me directly. I am interested in
trading information for any Edison
Grand Opera series cylinders which your
readers may wish to give up. Back to
Mono!
Richard N. Levine
Monadnock Audio
28 Main St.
Peterborough, NH 03458.
Even AUDIO can Laugh

Dear sir,
After reading the article on "Converting to Monophonic Sound" on
page 66 of your April issue I felt I had
to write to express my delight ... Thank
you for providing a little educated
humor in your already technically
superb magazine.
G.J. Hugunin III
President
Magnetic Laboratories
Cincinnati, Ohio
AUDIO
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Dear sir,
The "Converting to Mono" article by
Gerrard Rejskind in your April issue
is a landmark which should make you
justly proud. Keep up the good work.
Howard Greenlee, Jr.
President
Fun Music Radio
Scottsdale, AZ

Dear sir,
Your article re a student of professor
Lirpa, was astounding. I happen to have
a friend whose name is Háry Lirpa, a
good old Hungarian. I don't know of
any relationship.
My friend Háry gave me once an old
document that he once found in one of
Budapest's old libraries. It was written
in the Cyrillic alphabet, which floored
me for a while, until I discovered that
the- language was modern Greek. After
some effort I came to the following
translation, although I cannot guarantee
that it is idiomatically correct.
". . . When in 1891 Peter Ilyitch
Tchaikovsky visited New York City,
with his favorite valet Dmitri da Rimini,
there was a little to do some night.
Dmitri, by the way, came from first
class old Milanese stock, and he was
quite helpful in translating the Italian
for Peter. Peter used to call him "Da"
for short.
"Well after opening of Carnegie Hall,
Peter went off to a local tavern with
the musical notables of the day to have
some little water (I believe that is the
Greek translation for vodka!) and to
celebrate the opening of Carnegie Hall.
It became a rowdy affair as the little
waters took their effect, with speeches
and more little waters. Peter had to
make a pass at one of the pretty waitresses of the place; Francesca de Valetta
was her name. (Irish?)
"Later back in the hotel, Francesca's
father came over to make a hell of a
racket in front of the hotel. Dmitri woke
up and later also Peter. Peter still quite

high, turned around in bed and said:
'Oh, don't worry it is only the father
of Francesca da Rimini.' " .. .
Paul A. Elias
Clayton,
CA

The New Stereo Bonanaza
Dear sir,
In regard to (Mr. Canby's) article
"The New Stereo Bonanza"
How
right you are!
Since the rudimentary days of putting the last twists on the wiring for
Dynaco's hookup, to today's use of wave
matching logic circuitry, the biggest
thrill in quadraphonics has been to
make my existing library come alive
with new presence and placement not
before possible in conventional stereo.
No, the placement and directionality
may not be that of an encoded disc,
but that's hardly the fair or correct
comparison.
Here's hoping that more marketing
people (and soon thereafter, the buying
public) come to realize that the best
reference point for anyone sitting amidst
four speakers for the first time is
material he is familiar with ... whether
or not that material is encoded for
(four -channel).
Brien Lee
Partner
Sorgel-Lee Multimedia
Milwaukee, Wisc.

...

Uncensored Information
Dear sir,
At long last, you have provided in
Mr. Heyser's speaker tests, the application of highly sophisticated measurement techniques apparently combined
with the freedom to objectively discuss
the problems a particular speaker might
have without fear of a manufacturer
reprisal. In this day when the public
is being ripped off on everything from
A to Z, your testing policies at last show
some public responsibility and class.
It will be indeed another blow to the
concept of a free market place if the
advertisers in your magazine put the
pressure on to stop an unfavorable
test report. Keep up with the good
work! There are a lot of readers who
appreciate the straight, uncensored information about high fidelity products
you have pioneered in Mr. Heyser's
speaker testing.
Gary C. Bailey
Engineering Development Co.
Los Angeles, CA
15

Behind The Scenes
Bert Whyte
ANNUAL conventions of the
Audio Engineering Society are
always interesting to attend,
both from the standpoint of the scientific papers presented and the opportunity to see the "latest and greatest" in audio engineering equipment.
The audio industry today is a very dynamic business, and there are usually
some significant new developments
revealed at every convention. The 48th
AES convention, held in early May in
Los Angeles, carried on in this tradition.
I am going to go out on a limb and
state that the BASF people have come
up with one of the most provocative
new magnetic tape products in some
time, and one which is bound to have
far reaching implications for the entire
industry. With virtually no fanfare,
BASF introduced the "Unisette," which
is billed as a "professional 6.3 mm (1/4 -in.)
cassette." Picture if you will a conventional cassette, scale it up in size some
40 -odd per cent, use standard quarter inch magnetic tape, and operate it at
3-3/4 ips. Now design the cassette shell
so that we can have such niceties as .. .
openings to accommodate erase, record,
and playback heads (making possible
true monitoring facilities), tape drive
with one or two capstans, and two
other openings which can be used for
tape tension control. the BASF Unisette has all this and more. For example, instead of tape guidance being
carried out in the cassette itself, as is
the case with our present minicassettes, which is said to be "disadvantageous" to azimuth as well as wow
and flutter, tape guidance in the Unisette is exclusively controlled by the
machine. In the words of BASF, "when
the Unisette is placed in the machine,
those parts which are in contact with
the tape, are automatically put in the
correct position by the machine. These
parts are the two roller guides and the
two hubs. The accuracy of the tape
guidance is adjusted on the machine
and remains invariable for all Unisettes used." Other features of the Unisette include a "hub brake," which automatically locks the hubs when the unit
is not on a machine, thereby preventing
tape loops or loose tape, and two nonmagnetic metal plates to protect the
tape wind, so that no layers will come
off during transport or from rough
handling. As in conventional cassettes,
there is provision to prevent accidental
erasure. Recording on both sides of the
Unisette at 3-3/4 ips, regular 1/4 -in. long
play tape gives a total time of 30 miTHE
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nutes; double -play tape gives 40 minutes, and triple -play tape 60 minutes.
Needless to say, inclusion of a twospeed motor in a machine will permit
operation at 1-7/8 ips with subsequent
doubling of recording time.
At this juncture someone is bound to
say that the Unisette is interesting, but
haven't we traveled this route before?
Indeed we have; some 12 or so years ago
there was an ill-fated attempt by RCA
to market a somewhat larger "cartridge" which used '/-in tape and ran at
3-3/4 ips. What happened? Perhaps the
time was out of joint, and it was an
idea that came too soon. Perhaps a
technical problem was contributory .. .
remember, this was pre-Dolby, and
there were no fancy low -noise, highdensity tape oxides, etc. In any case, it
never got off the ground.
BASF feels that the Unisette has

particular application for automated

radio

programming,

professional

portable recorders, high quality audiophile recorders, language laboratory
machines, etc. It is obvious that all the
technology that has been lavished on the
minicassette is equally applicable to
the Unisette. I talked with one of the
Unisette project engineers at the BASF
exhibit, and in his technical manual he
showed me the track layout for quadraphonic sound ... four channels "in-line,"
single pass from supply to take-up hub.
Using Dolby B noise reduction and with
the track widths about the same as used
on reel-to-reel quadraphonic recorders,
signal-to-noise ratio should not be a
problem. Okay, you say ... the Unisette
sounds like a dandy idea, where do we
go from here? For once it looks like there
will be relatively quick action in getting
this kind of product to market. None
other than the prestigious Willi Studer
is reported to be readying a Unisette
recorder to be available in the fall of
this year with a projected price somewhere "between $450-$500." (I think
that may be a bit low, but no matter.)
Negotiations are also reported under
way with Sony and TEAC to produce
Unisette recorders. It all sounds very
enticing, and at the moment I'll do my
best to keep you informed on new Uni sette developments, and leave the pros
and cons on this new concept for a
future time.
My head still full of the intriguing
possibilities of the Unisette, I wandered into another of the AES exhibit
areas, and at the Haeco booth, in all it's
shining glory and precision, was a fully

operating Scully disc recording lathe.
Beautifully indeed, but nothing new
here. But hold on a second
I hear
Haeco president Howard Holzer explaining to a visitor that all the variable
pitch and depth automation on the
Scully is operating without any signals
from an advance (preview) head! How
can this be? As you probably know, in
the usual disc -cutting set-up, whether
it be Scully or Neumann, the tape passes
over an advance magnetic head, which
tells the logic automation on the lathe
what to expect from the program signal,
and gives the logic time to act on this
information. For example, if a triple
fortissimo passage of music passes over
the advance head, the logic "knows"
that it must open up the lines -per-inch
control and adjust the variable depth
control to accommodate this high level
signal. If in the next second a pianissimo passage is encountered, the reverse holds true and the lines -per-inch
can be increased. Naturally, music
consists of many complex waveforms
at varying dynamic levels, and so the
advance head furnishes the lathe logic
the information it needs to operate on
this same dynamic basis. This system
is the reason that in recent years we
can get better than 30 minutes on one
side of an LP, with little or no reduction
in level or in bass response. I have oversimplified this a bit, and should have
mentioned that any equalization,
filtering, noise reduction, limiting or
other signal processing equipment that
the program signal is going to pass
through, must be duplicated for the advance head signals so that the lathe
computer gets the correct information.
Now back to the Haeco booth ... there
is indeed no advance head in this disc
cutting set-up, and Howard Holzer
proudly introduces me to his new brainchild, the Haeco VP -1000 digital lathecontrol system, occupying a mere seven
inches of rack space. Our clever friend
has designed a 15 -bit stereo digital
delay line which provides a 300 millisecond delay of the program signal. In
other words, the lathe control circuits
receive the identical signals as the
cutting system. As Howard puts it .. .
"any minute change made in the
program channel is automatically
(seen) by the lathe 300 milliseconds
prior to the cutting transducer." Howard
pointed out that one of the advantages
of his VP -1000 unit was that duplicate
signal processing equipment used as
part of the advance head system is
eliminated. He also said that with his

...
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It's as important as

your

loudspeaker design...
If you

have ever spent time auditioning speakers
under controlled circumstances, you know that consecutively produced speakers of the same model
sometimes can sound very different. The difference
can be as great as that found between speakers of diverse price ranges
situation that challenges the
validity of listening to a demonstration speaker and
then purchasing another unit of the same model.

-a

This problem resides in the measurements rather
than in the speaker construction. lt can occur
whether the speakers are individually handmade or
whether they are run on an assembly line.
In a university research program started by Dr. Bose
in 1956 and in continuing research at BOSE Corporation, it has been found that some of the most commonly made measurements on speakers are not adequately correlated to the perception of sound.* Extensive research has been performed to develop a
set of measurements that correlate sufficiently to
perception to provide a means of precise control of
production speakers.

The result was a set of measurements that was not
practical to implement with existing instruments.
At this point (1970), the BOSE research department
launched a program to design a special purpose computer, programmed to test for audible differences
and to interpret these differences in a manner that
would allow production engineering to detect and
correct the assembly problems.

The SYNCOM' II speaker testing computer is the
long awaited result of this extensive research program.

It is now installed anc it is controlling all production
on the BOSE 9013 and 509 speakers. The technical
details of this computer are, of course, a closely
guarded proprietary secret, as is any technology that
enables one company to produce better products in
a competitive market.. While we cannot share this

information with you, we are confident that you
will share in the results of SYNCOM II's operation
through the enjoyment of more natural music reproduction in your home.
The BOSE Direct/Reflecting® speakers and the
SYNCOM II Computer aire but two examples of the
research of BOSE Corporation, founded by scientists and dedicated to continued leadership in the
research of better music systems.

For information on the BOSE 901, circle your
reader service card or write Dept.A7.

The Mountain, Framingham, MA 01701

* For a description of the research, see the article entitled,
"Sound Recording and Reproduction," published in TECHNOLOGY REVIEW (MIT?, Voi. 75, No. 7, June '73. Reprints are available from BOSE for fifty cents per copy.
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How else would you describe a
preamplifier with:
A Peak Unlimiter that restores
dynamics lost in recording to
closely approximate the original.
A Downward Expander that reads
"gain riding" and expands
dynamics down to precisely the

intended level.
An AutoCorrelator that makes
record/tape hiss and FM broadcast
noise virtually vanish without
affecting musical content.
Plus an Active Equalizer that gives
you flat energy distribution over
the full audio spectrum, Joystick
Balance and Step Tone Controls
that allow precise music tailoring
to your listening environment and
SQ* and Phase Linear differential
logic for Quad Sound.

The 4000 is an advanced stereo

preamp that actually puts back in
what recording studios take out ...
lets your music (at last) reach life-like
levels without distortion ... lets you
(for the first time) hear your music
from a silent background. It is, in a
word, incredible. Ask your dealer
for an audition.
Price: $599
Cabinet: $37
Warranty: 3 years, parts & labor.

czWzneeri

4000
THE POWERFUL DIFFERENCE
PHASE LINEAR CORPORATION
P.O. Box 1335 Lynnwood, Wash.
*SQ is a

98036

trademark of CBS Labs, Inc.

Check No. 21 on Reeder Service Card

digital system, more time than ever
will be able to be cut on a disc, since
groove geometry is now completely
governed by the recording level. He
further stated that lines -per -inch and
depth changes are made only as required by the program material with
variable pitch information updated
every 15 milliseconds and variable depth.
information every 100 milliseconds.
Coming on the heels of the Neumann
SAL 74 computer cutting system I reported on in the June 1974 issue of
AUDIo, the Haeco VP -1000 is further
proof of the vitality of the venerable
phonograph record and the continual
updating of disc cutting technology. One
absolutely intriguing aspect of Howard
Holzer's new device is its application
to direct disc recording. You have
probably heard about the Sheffield
Record Co. in Los Angeles which has issued a series of three recordings in
which the output of the studio mixing
console is fed directly into the cutting
amplifier. Obviously since there isn't
any tape, there isn't any advance tape
head, and thus there is no possibility of
lathe automation as far as variable pitch
and depth are concerned. This is a
handicap, and it is a tribute to the lathe
engineer that he does so well and
achieves a stunningingly clean and
dynamically exciting recording. Nonetheless, with a potential 80 -dB dynamic
range on a direct -cut lacquer, with the
Haeco VP -1000 able to provide lathe
automation, more of this great range
can be realized and the result would
probably be utterly spectacular.
While the Unisette and the Haeco
units were outstanding items at the
AES convention, there were, of course,
many other interesting developments.
In the quadraphonic area, JVC and
Panasonic (Technics) both had operating CD-4 demonstrations in which
they used their long -anticipated IC-chip
demodulators. These prototype units
were less than a third the size of their
present demodulators and on a rather
superficial hearing, each seemed to do
an exemplary job presenting nice,
quadraphonic
clean,
well -separated
sound. The JVC and Panasonic chips
are both made by Signetics, but the
engineering approaches differ. The
JVC chip is the product of their engineering group, while the Panasonic
chip was designed by Lou Dorren of QSI.
I expect to be testing one of these IC
chip demodulators before long. At the
Sansui exhibit, they were once again
demonstrating their QS variomatrix,
this time with a splendidly atmospheric
and fascinating recording of the recent
royal wedding of Princess Ann and
Captain Phillips. Nippon Columbia is
evidentally solidly behind Duane

Cooper's UD -4 carrier/ matrix quadraphonic disc system, as they have announced they will be making demodulators and software available by this
fall. So we will have to wait until then,
to put this system into perspective with
the competing quadraphonic systems.
BGW Systems, manufacturers of a
number of high-powered amplifiers,
including a new quadraphonic unit of
4 X 150 watts per channel (!), was
showing an impressive looking quadraphonic pre -amp with a multitude of
controls for versatile signal processing.
Price is reported to be "around $800."
Mark Levinson was on hand with his
superb standard LNP-2 pre-amp, I
reported on some months ago. Now he
has a new pre-amp, with simplified
controls and less facilities, but the basic
specs and the overall quality are the
same as in the LNP-2 at a little more
than half the price.
Affable Clyde Moore of Crown
International was on hand with his
new M600 power amplifier, busily
lighting up 600-watt light -bulbs, which
as the visual purple in my eye told me
for a long time afterwards
are very
bright indeed! Also on hand, a neat
looking prototype of the new Crown
electronic crossover, intended for us
with Crown's electrostatic hybrid
speakers and similar applications requiring bi- and tri-amplification.
Everywhere you looked there were
professional tape recorders. As might be
expected, pride of place at the Ampex
exhibit went to their new model 440C.
3M and Scully had their top -of-the -line
machines on hand, MCI created a lot
of interest with their recorders which
are now well in production. Studer,
striking out on their own leaving the
fold at Gotham Audio, was showing a
huge 24-channel unit, as well as their
well-known 2- and 4 -channel units.
With the establishment of several
regional offices across the country,
Studer will evidently take a more
active role in the American market.
Gotham Audio has, in turn, taken on
the German Magnetophon, which
claims exceptionally low wow and
flutter specs.
As is usual, there were ever more
complicated mixing consoles, with
enough controls to frighten a 747 pilot.
And there were new digital delay
units, and equalizers, and
well, you
name it. I could fill up many pages with
descriptions of worthwhile recording
or measuring equipment. If anyone
feels slighted, my apologies.
So went the 48th AES convention and
with any sort of luck I may recover in
time for the 49th convention at the
Waldorf-Astoria in New York ... come
September.
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We're nothing less than ecstatic about having our newest speaker,
the FAIRFAX FX-400, rated Number One out of a field of 20.
The reason we're so elated is that the last time a FAIRFAX speaker
was tested-the Summer of '73-the FAIRFAX FX-300 was
Top Rated in a field of 22. That's consistency for you!
With a track record like that, shouldn't you be considering a FAIRFAX speaker
for your system? Just look at what we have to offer in the FAIRFAX line.
The FX-400, with a retail price of $269.95 is a floor -standing system
featuring twin isolated chambers. It is a three-way. ducted -port design with
two heavy-duty high compliance woofers, a five inch midrange and a
31/2 inch tweeter specially constructed for wide dispersion.
Frequency response of the FX-400 is 20 to 20 KHz with crossover points
at 1 and 5.5 KHz. Impedence is 8 ohms and power capability is 8 watts minimum,
80 watts maximum. The oiled American walnut veneer cabinet
measures 28 x 14 x 28 inches and weighs 105 lbs.
Our other speaker systems-there are seven models in the FAIRFAX
line priced from $79.95 to $399.95-offer the same quality in workmanship and
sound reproduction as our "Top Rated" models.
We suggest you visit your FAIRFAX dealer and have him demonstrate
the line. We're confident that after listening to our speakers
and comparing them to other speakers of the same or higher price,
you'll agree FAIRFAX IS NUMBER ONE.
If your dealer is not a Franchised Fairfax Dealer, have him contact
us and we will send him a pair of speakers for your evaluation-at our expense.
Only FAIRFAX has the confidence in their product, and
your judgment, to make such an offer.
FAIRFAX

FAIRFAX INDUSTRIES INC.
900 Passaic Avenue, East Newark, New Jersey 07029
In Canada:

Omnimedia Corp. Ltd., Lachine, Quebec
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Audio -ETC
Edward Tatnall Canby
EVERYBODY TRAVELS

world wide

these days It isn't easy to
make a sensation any more
by announcing, say, I've just been to
JAPAN! Which I have. Unbelievable.
For my generation, the occasional big scale "junket" is a rare and often incredible experience, and I do not
intend to lose my continuing sense of
almost childish wonder that such
things can actually happen-that I, myself and me, along with 17 other
journalists and editors, could travel
no less than 30,000 miles, more or
less, as the guests of a munificent hi
fi maker introducing a new line of
quality goods in our field. Yamaha is
the company, and Yamaha made possible the junket of my life, for which,
hi fi aside, I am enormously grateful. And, hi fi not aside, I am impressed by the goods themselves,
which are clearly all-out in the best
and topmost Japanese manner. New
speakers, new receiver lines, including
an unprecedented FET power output.
Yamaha is officially Nippon Gakki
Co. which means Japan Music Co. It
has been first of all a musical outfit,
a producer of an incredible array of
Western -type
musical
instruments,
most notably the Yamaha pianos that
are now establishing themselves in the
highest places everywhere, as a good
many startled musicians have lately
been discovering. In Yamaha's Tokyo
retail store I played on one of the
loveliest full-size concert grand pianos
I have ever had the luck to touch. It
was pure 1900 Steinway, light to the
touch, shallow in key depth, with a
silvery treble sound and an impressive
bass. I own a 1903 Steinway-I should
know. Opposite was a medium grandstraight Bechstein in the continental
manner. That slightly woody treble
that the Europeans love. The higher
keys, stiffer action, that most new
pianos have. Yes, Yamaha knows its
pianos impressively well.
But my pleasure at Yamaha sound
(and friends have told me that
Yamaha guitars also are cannily modeled upon the several finest Western
types in the same way) turned to utter
astonishment when we got to our tour
of the vast Yamaha factories in and
around Hamamatsu, the company's
home town. One gets the impression,
around these parts-the States-that
the art of piano building is a true
craft, with everything hand made in
painstaking detail, in ye olde manner.
Somehow, the mere idea that pianos
could be automated seems a contradiction. Imagine, then, the sight of a
hundred acres of humming factory

a thousand huge machines sawing and drilling and polishing, huge veneer/ plywood presses,

automation,

enormous foundry operations, bright
rivers of molten metal pouring into
piano frames, the whole thing on a
Detroit scale! Pianos, pianos, pianosthousands of them. Vast automated
rows of dangling curved frames, moving on assembly lines like car bodies.
Whole floors of semi -finished instruments as far as the eye could see.
Preliminary tuning, a soft, pervasive
tinkle of a hundred tiny sounds, like an
enormous flock of birds in song! And
at the end of the lines, there were the
great seas of shiny, finished instruments, big and little, grand and upright, sliding off towards the great
world outside. How many hundred
pianos a day?? I forgot to write it
down, but I could not have believed
that seven worlds or a dozen could absorb such an enormous output.
And Yamaha, as modern as Japan
itself, has moved deftly into the electronic areas of music, as these have
developed their importance. Miles and
miles and miles of Yamaha electric
organs. Hundreds of little blue -clad
factory girls, testing the keyboards
and the stops-whizzing fingers, obviously trained to play, earphones on
for checking, an occasional out -loud
chromatic scale at speed. Prrrrrr, up
the keyboard. Some things are best
done by human intelligence. They use
"ear those odd-looking Yamaha
shape" speakers for the organs,
though these are not included in the
new hi fi offerings which we were
being shown.
Then there were the electronic factories, all solid state. You'll pardon
me if I have lumped a dozen enormous installations together in my
mind and can't really remember which
was which; I simply must somehow
give you the impressions I received,
just as they came to me. We went
into "every corner" of Yamaha's
plant, quite literally, and after several
days I was, shall I say, in a daze. In
and out, up and down, back to the
bus, out at another parking place with
greenery (like all of Japan, Yamaha
never loses the aesthetic touch), up a
stairway, down an endless corridor,
past another thousand blue uniformsexhausting but fascinating too. I have
so much to say that is irrelevant! Like
the institution of safe backing up, for
public busses... .
Each bus has a hostess. She bows
you into the bus and bows you out
again and you bow back, if you have
at least a sense of politeness. But her
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main job is backing. The instant the
bus goes into reverse, the tiny hostess
leaps out the door, dashes to the rear
and starts frantically blowing on a
tweeeeeep,
police whistle. Tweep,
tweep, tweeeep . . . . like a genial female maniac! Once we got sort of
stuck on a narrow street and tried to
back uphill for seven or eight minutes
thought that little gal would bust;
she never stopped for a second. All
over Japan, I could hear those bus
girls tweeping away, off in the distance, as the fleets of big tourist
busses maneuvered around their parking places. Even with no soul in sight,
in the middle of a virgin forest, the
tweeps were mandatory. Great fun.
Miles of electronics, semiconductors in all their magnificent proliferation, for Yamaha products, and
for others as well. Including the new
FET power producers. And finally, more
miles of hi fi. The new speaker lines,
the new receivers in all their silky
brushed -satin glory. Mmmmm. Don't
think I'm going to give you technical
particulars; that's not my job and
you'll be getting them soon enough,
since the entire Yamaha line was introduced at the CES in Chicago this
June. I'm just set on giving you the
astonishing background into which
this line fits and out of which it comes
perfectly vast and huge company
in the music field, out of a musical
tradition, expanding and overflowing
into the inevitable electronics and
component area. In this respect I believe Yamaha is unique in Japan
among the big hi fi makers, though
whether this means in the end a better
product I leave you to decide, along
with the experts. It should make a
difference, says this inveterate musician. I have never failed to believe
that a musical ear and a musical
tradition and a musical interest tend
in hi fi to provide a healthy feedback
toward wise, useful and intelligent
componentry. As I've said a million
times, the business of audio is music.
We were given an elaborate and
formal presentation of the new hi fi in
several lab sessions at headquarters,
the technicians of the company lined
up behind us, the top brass up front,
the whole shining array of goodies
displayed all around. To be frank, I
didn't think too much of the acoustics
of that lab. A curious big space behind the speakers, up front, a sort of
thin transparent scrim blocking it off
for the eye, but not the ear. We argued ourselves blue in the face with
our usual enthusiasm as to exactly
which setting on which speaker was
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Gem ne felted cone
ccmDoundec from Wool

Double -corrugated,
rubber -coated phenolic
fabric outer suspension.
Will not deteriorate with
time or use.

Accurately machine
magnet poles of low
carbon, low -sulphur

Neoprene cork gasket.

and paper in Bozak's own

plan. Variable density

st-uc ture eliminates
sour ous vibrations within
the cone itsel=.

Voice-coil form is a uniCentering suspension of
num for better hea:
phenolic -treated fabric
dissipation and greater
is attached to core, not
power-handling capacity. voice coi as others do.
Phenolic -treated
vate -coil seat.

igid cast frame.

'`Flexi ale electrical leads
attached to voice coil,
unlike other speakers
where solid -conductor
voice -coil wires on cone
are sJbject to vibrational
failure.

steel.
Pound -and -a -half ferrite
magnet in six -pound
magnet assembly for
maximum field strength.

Our woofer.

Like no other.
^r

The famed B -199A woofer
is the bass driver in

Bozak speakers systems
as small as the Tempo Il,
illustrated, and as large as the
Concert Grand, the finest speaker
system ever designed for use in the home.
-

There are good, scientific reasons why Bozak loud speaker systems not only sound more natural, but also
are virtually indestructible in normal use.
A look at the construction of the famed Bozak
B -199A 12 -inch bass spaaker- like ro other - will give
you some insight into the superiority that is Bozak.
Among all woofers it stands supreme in its ability to
reproduce the lower register of musical notes in their
stark reality. Each tone is clear and distinct without the
underlying monotonic boom which so often destroys the
na:uralness of otherwise distinguished speaker systems.
The Bozak component speakers-woofer, midrange
and tweeter - put them 311 together in a system, and
there is ro finer instrument for the reproduction of
sound.
You can add to your own expertise by reading our
booklet, How to Evaluate a Lcudspeaker System. It's
free. Write: Bozak, Inc., Department 7, Box 1166,
Darien, Connecticut 06820.

THE

PROBLEM
SOLVER

This is the totally new commercial
super amp that is going to make your sound
installations easier and your bank account
fatter. It is the only dual channel high power
low distortion amp specifically designed for
portable and house systems, with the
features you need.
The DC300A is rated at 150 watts per
channel continuous into 8 ohms, 300 w/ch
continuous into 4 ohms (both channels
driven) or 500 watts continuous into 2.5
ohms (single channel driven). Each channel
has eight 150 -watt output transistors! For
600 watts continuous 8 -ohm output, it converts easily to a mono amp, so you can drive
a 70 -volt line directly without a matching
transformer.
With separate level controls and circuitry for each channel, the DC300A is
almost two amps in one. Great for bi-amping
or for driving two separate systems.
The exclusive new DC300A output
protection circuitry practically eliminates
servicing. Even better, it can drive any
speaker load, resistive or even totally reactive, with no protection spikes, thumps or
flyback pulses.
A fantastic new IC front end sets new
world's records for low distortion and noise.
Stringent factory testing brings you one
step closer to install -and -forget field dependability. The price is under $700, and as
two amps in one, it will probably give you a
surprising cost-break on your next multiple
amp system.
To discuss your special application or

request detailed technical data, phone
(219) 294-5571 or write CROWN, Box
1000, Elkhart, Ind. 46514.

O
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best, but though the high ends were
very definitely sibling on the two new
featured models, the bass on the
smaller NS 690 was oddly inadequate
-too much so, my ear immediately
told me. As a musician at heart, I always hear loudspeakers first of all as
music makers in an acoustic environment and I do not have, nor do I
cultivate, the ability to hear the
speaker itself out of context. In the
home, in my own home, it's another
story. One quickly discovers-over a
period of days and weeks, that is-a
loudspeaker's special characteristics,
in the very process of listening to
music in a familiar acoustic environment. Not so in an unfamiliar laboratory, with relatively brief bursts of
sound. I distrusted that seemingly
weak bass immediately, though the
larger and more expensive top -of-the line NS-1000X seemed to do noticeably better, as we listened.
I think I was right. I heard the NS
690 later on in the big boss man's
own private Japanese living room and
there, lo! no problem. Again at the
Osaka Audio Fair, in a very well designed listening room that was sealed
off from outside noises, I heard the
same two speakers and now I began
really to recognize their qualities-no
problem, again, with the NS -690
though the bigger and still more exNS -1000X
still
produced
pensive
slightly heftier bass at top volumes.
Both speakers give that clean kind of
bass one achieves with a solid sealed
enclosure.
The Yamaha top end is not dull by
any means-nor is it in any way strident. I found the word "shiny" returning to my mind each time I heard it.
Good description. We did much diddling with the midrange and high
controls on the exposed front speaker
panels and decided among ourselves
that for pop and rock music the "flat"
or normal position, as marked, was
ideal, but for classical music a slight
roll -down of both controls gave the
ideal balance. We suggested, in fact,
that two "normal" positions might be
a good idea, one marked normal pop,
the other normal classical. Continuously variable, of course, for those
who want further to twiddle. Mind
you,
these
two
speakers,
the
NS -1000X brand new, head up a
whole related line in which the
NS -690 is roughly in the AR 3a price
range, the 670, 645 and 625 ranging
on downwards into the modest bookshelf category. How many of these
will appear in the U.S. offering I do
not at this point know.
As for those silky, shiny receivers
and amplifiers, with the new power

FETs for output, 1 will do no more
than tell you how good they felt under the fingers-and sounded, insofar
as one could judge in a laboratory
demo, which means not much impact
for my ears. Really well designed and
expensive controls, nicest I've run
into for a long time-silky smooth
toggle switches, up and down, big
volume and tuning controls, tiny de tents on most of the knobs which,
ever so unobtrusively, set up points
of reference without being gross and
clicky. Maybe it's silly to talk of externals, but 1 do so deliberately; you'll
hear plenty from others all about the
insides and the FET power output.
One very big external: at last, a
really workable and intelligent loudness control, like the very earliest
ones years ago, before we slid into
oversimplification, as on virtually all
present component equipment. Apparent loudness depends directly on
(a) volume setting and (b) acoustic
environment and listening place. The
loudness compensation curve is meaningless unless it is related to the actual, heard sound in a given room.
Yamaha has two controls, one for
volume, one for loudness. Set your
maximum desired volume, for your
listening situation, and then use the
loudness knob to lower it according
to choice. It works! It always did.
Frankly, I find the usual loudness controls quite impossible and never use
'em if I can help it. I would have the
Yamaha control in action virtually all
the time.
To whet your curiosity, here are
the Yamaha models we saw and
heard. In the tuner department, CT
by designation, two FM/ AM models,
CT 800 and CT 600, and in the combined receiver category a full panoply,
from the very fancy and expensive CR
1000 with no less than 30 control
functions on its front panel, FM only,
through the sleek CR 800 and similar
CR 600, AM/ FM, and the relatively
low-cost (but still very, very fancy)
CR 400, also AM/FM. Then in the
amplifier-only area, another super
model the CA 1000 stereo integrated
amplifier and the CA 800, both of
these with an interesting featured
alternative, high-power class B operation or, via a switch, lower -powered
distortionless class A. A CA 600
model carries this line down into the
lower stratosphere. All of these with
so many top -area features I would be
foolish to try to write them all out,
and won't. But don't forget the FET
power amps in the higher-bracket
models of the line. As of the present,
nobody else has 'em, though Sony, I
(Continued on page 26)
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Audio engineers agree that the ultimate Preamp must have all
the CONTROL flexibility of a patch panel...Our New PE2217
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the most useability... a $1,000 worth of control for $499.50!
SPECIFICATIONS and SPECIAL FEATURES

ALL PUSHBUTTONS INTERLOCKED to prevent inadvertent program destruction
DISCRETE-OCTAVE EQUALIZATION CONTROL of ten octaves on each channel,
12db each octave FULL -SPECTRUM LEVEL CONTROL for each channel AUTOMATIC
CONTINUOUS MONITORING by light -emitting diodes for visual warning of overload in output circuits
VISUAL ZERO-GAIN
EQUALIZATION BALANCING on music, white noise or pink noise SELECTION OF TEST LITES on or off. TAPE DUBBING BETWEEN TWO MACHINES, with optional simultaneous equalizing and monitoring DOUBLE-DUBBING into two recorders simultaneously SEPARATE SYSTEM -SELECTION enables full use of all other functions during the tape dubbing operation LINE OR
TAPE equalization selector AUTOMATIC EQUALIZER-DEFEAT when line or tape equalizer is not in use FRONT PANEL TAPE
input-output jacks for easy 2nd and 3rd tape recorder hookup access
TWO
TAPE MONITORING of either tape at any time
TWO
stereo headphone jacks
MONO SELECTOR for left, right or both channels to both outputs
REVERSE -STEREO mode
low-level phono inputs
FOUR independent phono preamps
ELECTRO -PLATED
SIX A/C outlets, 4 switched, 2 unswitched
FERROUS CHASSIS
SINGLE -POINT
(eight sections)
provides optimum shielding to minimize magnetic field -coupling
system ground connector minimizes ground-loops
TWO REGULATED power supplies.
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SPECIFICATIONS
Hl -level inputs:

±t/de,

5 Hz to 100 KHz

Phono inputs: ± 1/408, 20 Hz to 20 KHz (Typ.
HARMONIC DISTORTION:less than .05% at 1 volt, (Typ..01 % at 1 volt)
IM DISTORTION: less than .05% at 1 volt, (Typ..01 % at I volt)
SIGNAL-TO-NOISE
Hi -level inputs: 100 dB below full output
SIGNAL-TO-NOISE
Phono inputs: 84dB below a lOmv input
SIGNAL-TO-NOISE
Equalizer section, 90(18 below a 1 volt input
GAIN
Phono: 57dB
Hi -Level: 15dB
GAIN
INPUT IMPEDANCE
Phono: 47,000 ohms
INPUT IMPEDANCE Hi -level, 50,000 ohms
OUTPUT IMPEDANCE: 600 ohms
MAXIMUM OUTPUT: 5 volts into hi Impedance, 2.5 volts into 600 ohms

-

-

-

-

1/4

dB)

EQUALIZER LEVEL, Zero -gain controls Iorleft and right channels, continuously
variable, for unity -gain compensation from - 12dB to + 6dB.
EQUALIZER RANGE: 12dB boost and 12dB cut, each octave centered at
30, 60, 120, 240, 480, 960, 1920, 3840, 768) and 15,360 Hz.
MAXIMUM OUTPUT SIGNAL: Variable master volume control allows adjustment
of optimum output to match amplifier capability up to 5 volts.
CIRCUIT BOARDS: Military grade G-10 glass epoxy
RESISTORS:Low -noise selected carbon -film
POWER SUPPLY: Separate supply for phono and equalizer
DIMENSIONS: Walnut -grained case 7%" high x 20" wide x 111/4" deep.
Genuine oiled -walnut cabinet available, $49.00 extra.
Front panel size 5%" x 18"

$499.50

INCLUDES WALNUT -GRAIN CASE
MANUFACTURED IN SANTA ANA. CA.
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FREE!
The "Why's and How's of Equalization",
an easy -to -understand explanation of the relationship of acoustics to your environment. This
8 -page booklet also contains complete specifications, an editorial review of the 20-12 by J.

Gordon Holt's Stereophile magazine, many
unique ideas on "How the Equalizer can measurably enhance your listening pleasure," and
"How typical room problems are eliminated by
Equalization."

sKsffle

1721 NEWPORT CIRCLE

SANTA ANA/CALIF/92705

Among hi-fi

enthusiasts,

popular" brands
are not popular.
Sensitive people who are blessed with a keen sense of hearing
know this too well. If you know one, chances are his components rank
low on the list of "popular" names and high on performance and
value. ADC is delighted to travel in such discriminating circles. For
complete information, write ADC.

Magnetic corttidges

ADC
the insiders'

Speaker systems

choice.

AUDIO DYNAMICS CORPORATION, Pickett District Rd., New Milford, Conn. 06776

Inside each of our 4 -channel cartridges
AT12S

AT15S $100.00

AT2OSL $175.00

AT143
$75.00

$64.95

lurks a Dual Magnet stereo' cartridge
waiting to please you.
Our sophisticated four -channel
cartridges* are also stereo cartridges
at heart. Very good ones. With ruler
flat response, outstanding stereo separation (especially above kHz where
it counts), and truly impressive high
1

frequency tracking.
All these advantages are as important
to good stereo as they are essential
to CD -4. And they can be achieved

only by paying very close attention to
detail. And using only the best. Like a
genuine Shibatat stylus. Nothing less.
The results are good for any record ...
whether stereo, matrix, or discrete 4 channel. But you should really hear
for yourself. Write today for our dealer
list. No matter how many channels
you want to hear best.
*U.S. Pat. Nos: 3,720,796; 3,761,647
fShibata stylus Pat. No. 3,774,918

audio technica.
AUDIO-TECHNICA U.S., INC., Dept. 84A,
In Canada: Superior Electronics, Inc.
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(Continued from page 22)
believe, has a license or equivalent
and will go into them on its own in
due course of time.
So there you are-obviously a component line intended to hit the very
top quality bracket, and at prices that
such equipment deserves, which is sad
indeed for those who are penniless.
But the good life costs cash these days
and there are a few pennies around,
fortunately, to splurge on top quality
hi fi. Yamaha wouldn't mind raking
in a few of yours, needless to say.
Go look. I'm merely putting all this
nice stuff out on a literary tray for
your inspection-like the realistic food
displayed outside Japanese restaurants in glass cases, so you can choose
your menu piece by piece before you
enter. Take it or leave it; that's your
business from here on out.
As for Japan, you know me and
you know that i can't ever detach
mere hi fi from the rest of life as it
floods around me and hits my senses.
And so I have come back from that
country absolutely overflowing with
impressions, and with quantities of
stereo color shots, too, via Bert
Whyte's brand new 20 -year -old Revere, happily borrowed from him for
the occasion. (Bert uses it all right,
but keeps the thing so beautifully
polished you'd never know.)
I was really stunned by the size and
power of Japanese westernization. I
was delighted by the odd contradictions (from our viewpoint) between
an old, old civilization, dating straight
back on every hand to the sixth century, and such a new, new Western
experience, relatively, that even the
toilets have delicate instructions, with
pictures, for those who haven't yet
encountered that Western device. It
has all happened pell-mell, it is happening, at breakneck speed, and in
this incredible conversion ten years
is a century, though in the long Japanese tradition a century is no more
than a moment. Next month, then, I
plan to take off from the Yamaha
base and give you the side excursions
I've saved up, the genuine "etc." elements of the big trip. In particular,
that never-ending source of personal
delight, the English language in Japanese guise, one of the most intriguing
bodies of expression I have encountered in a lifetime of amateur linguistics. (I wish I could speak enough
Japanese so I could afford them such
a pleasure, the other way around!)
Pigeons on the glass, arras. People
who rive in grass houses shouldn't
thlow stones. So I'm off in my Yamaha rimsheen, and next month it'll be
moshi moshi everybody.
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There are some things
you'll appreciate about a Dual
right away.
Others will take years.
You can appreciate some things about a Dual
turntable right in your dealer's showroom: its clean
functional appearance, the precision of its tonearm
adjustments and its smooth, quiet operation.
The exceptional engineering and manufacturing
care that go into every Dual turntable may take years
to appreciate. Only then will you actually experience,
play after play, Dual's precision and reliability. And
how year after year, Dual protects your precious
records; probably your biggest investment in musical

enjoyment.

It

takes more than features.

If you know someone who has owned a Dual for
several years, you've probably heard all this from him.
But you may also wish to know what makes a Dual
so different from other automatic turntables which
seem to offer many of the same features. For example,
such Dual innovations as: gimbal tonearm suspensions,
separate anti -skating scales for conical and
elliptical styli, and rotating single play spindles.
It's one thing to copy a Dual feature; it's quite
another thing to match the precision with which
Duals are built.

The gimbal, for example.
A case in point is the tonearm suspension
Dual was the first manufacturer of automatics
to offer a true twin -ring gimbal suspension.
More importantly, every Dual gimbal is
hand assembled and individually tested
with precision instruments especially
developed by Dual. The vertical bearing
friction of this gimbal is specified at 0.007
gram, and quality control procedures
assure that every unit will meet this

specification. Only by maintaining this kind of tolerance
can tonearm calibrations for stylus pressure and
anti -skating be set with perfect accuracy.
Other Dual features are built with similar
precision. The rotor of every Dual motor is dynamically
balanced in all planes of motion. Additionally, each
motor pulley and drive wheel is individually examined
with special instruments to assure perfect concentricity.

The Dual guarantee.
Despite all this precision and refinement, Dual
turntables are ruggedly built, and need not be babied.
Which accounts for Dual's unparalleled record of
reliability, an achievement no other manufacturer can
copy. Your Dual includes a full year parts and labor
guarantee; up to four times the guarantee that other
automatic turntables offer.
If you'd like to read what several independent
testing laboratories have said about Dual turntables,
we'll be pleased to send you reprints of their impartial
reports. To appreciate Dual performance first hand, we
suggest you visit your franchised United Audio dealer.
But your full appreciation of Dual precision won't
really begin until a Dual is in your system and you
hear the difference it will make on your own records.
Play after play. Year after year.
Dual 1216, $154.95

Dual 1218, $189.95

Dual 1214, $119.95

Dual
United Audio Products,

Inc., 120 So. Columbus Ave., Mt. Vernon, N.Y 10553
Exclusive

U_5.

Distribution Agency fo, Du

Dual 1229, $259.95

)1

Check No. 39 on Reader Service Card
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Build

An ES Tweeter/
Cone Woofer

System
Jan deVries and Michael Lampton

few years, there have been substantial advances
the theory of low frequency loudspeaker perform1 ante. ß,z,3,° Furthermore, the growing popularity of electrostatic tweeters has brought a number of excellent commercial
high frequency reproducers to the market, available at reasonable prices. Taken together, these facts lead to the conclusion
that the hobbyist who wants to put together a high performance
loudspeaker system can do so in a straightforward way, and
have confidence in achieving the performance goals he sets.
One of us has a good size living room and decided some good
performance loudspeaker enclosures would increase the genTiTHE LAST

n

eral living enjoyment and comfort of the room.
The project loudspeaker systems were fun to plan and build,
and they work so well, that we want to share the ideas and
details with other AUDIO readers. Bear in mind that there is a
great deal of flexibility in the design: the shape of the cabinet,
the mounting configuration of woofer, tweeter, and duct, the
choices of woofer and tweeter. Because of this flexibility, we
have tried to avoid loading this article down with too many
details or precise dimensions. Nonetheless there is enough
information for the home constructor to come up with a pretty
close carbon copy, if he wishes.
The simplest and sometimes cheapest type of loudspeaker
system is a "one-way" system, where one or more similar loudspeakers cover the entire range of frequencies to be reproduced.
Such systems face a severe compromise, however, when it
comes to choosing a loudspeaker size: For smooth response and
wide dispersion above a few kilohertz, the loudspeaker should
be no more than an inch or so in diameter, while for low distortion below 100 Hz it should be at least six to eight inches.

28

One way around this situation is to arrange a large number of
medium-size speakers on a curved baffle surface, to improve
the total high frequency radiation pattern; the low frequency
response is still often deficient, however. Another technique is
to employ a loudspeaker whose effective cone area decreases
with increasing frequency; these loudspeakers have mechanical
crossover networks which give many of the benefits of two-way
systems.

Two-way loudspeaker systems use separate woofer and
tweeter units for the reproduction of the bass and treble notes.
They have the advantage of permitting each unit to be optimized for its part of the spectrum with the result that broader
total frequency response and less distortion can be achieved.
This article describes a reasonably simple two-way system
which realizes these advantages.

The Electrostatic Tweeter A push-pull electrostatic loudspeaker element consists of a thin conductive membrane
suspended between two wire grids. In operation, the membrane
is kept charged to a potential of 1000 volts or so, and the signal
to be reproduced is applied between the grids. Thus the signal
takes the form of an alternating electric field between the
grids, and the membrane experiences an electrostatic force
proportional to the audio signal. If the membrane is sufficiently
thin and light, this force is directly applied to the surrounding
air, and the radiated sound pressure directly tracks the applied
audio voltage.
The frequency response limitations of an electrostatic loudspeaker are as follows. At the high frequency end, the response
AUDIO

AUGUST 1974

will start to fall off when the inertial forces required to accelerate the diaphragm become comparable to the radiation
resistance of the air; thus response to (say) 30 kHz requires
membranes thinner than about 0.1 milligram per square centi-

meter. The fact that strong metallized plastic films of this thickness (thinness?) are readily available is what enables reliable
electrostatic tweeter elements to be made cheaply. At the low
frequency end, the response is limited by the necessary tension
in the film suspension and by the radiation cutoff due to the
element's finite size: The response will start to drop off when
the element's diameter is less than about a quarter wavelength.
Thus, a three-inch by three-inch square unit will not be useful
below about kHz..
Electrostatic tweeters have several advantages over the
usual moving -coil tweeters. Foremost is, of course, their extended high frequency response, which goes about one octave
higher than dynamic units. More significant is the fact that the
electrostatic's response curves are inherently exceedingly
smooth; the peaks and valleys, which are produced by the
acoustical impedance mismatch between a heavy cone or dome
and the surrounding air, are absent.
There are two important limitations of electrostatic loudspeakers, however. First, because they radiate we/l only at
wavelengths smaller than their size, they produce appreciable
beaming of the radiated sound. Consequently, at least two
elements should be used in a corner -located system, angled
45° to 60° from each other; even more elements are needed in
a wall -mounted or bookshelf system. Second, electrostatics
have limited power handling capacity owing to the required
strong electric fields and close grid spacing. Although per1
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TABLE 1.

Important Properties of

a

Few Loudspeakers
50

Size,

Mfr's

inches name

Type
number

Stiffness
BLproduct
FAR newton Resistance
weber/ ElAsens
Hz
meter
ohms
meter
dB
40

8

10

208

JBL
JBL

D

Altec

406 -BC

JBL

LE

LE 8T

10A

55
30

6

6 8

44
43
49
44

30

52

20

6

25

30
29

800
900

6
5

10.7

11

Janszen 350

39

950

4 6

5.4

12

Altec
Altec

412 C
414-88

35

1350

5

6.8

-V

SP -12B

50

2440

6

13 6

14

JBL

LE 14A

25

2500

5

15.2

15

Altec
Altec

416-8A
515 B
SP -15
SP -15B
130 A

23

1340

6

16.1

15A

25

E

E -V
E -V

JBL
JBL

LE

30

6

25
25

6

30
36

52
56
53

21.3

500

5

20
22.3

54

fectly adequate for living room sound levels, they are not suited
for auditorium or outdoor sound reinforcement applications.
Rather than build our own tweeters, we purchased the Janszen Model 65 electrostatic loudspeaker unit, which includes
two four -inch square elements and the required high voltage
power supply, as well as a high quality step-up transformer
needed to match the elements to an eight -ohm amplifier output.
Although the Janszen unit contains its own high pass filter with
a 700 Hz cutoff point, we chose a somewhat higher crossover
frequency and so found it acceptable to leave the manufacturer's high-pass filter in place.

The Woofer The low-frequency radiator for this project
system was designed using the technique described by Lampton
and Chase (AUDIO December, 19735). The enclosure type is a
fiber -filled bass -reflex system, which has the greatest practical
figure of merit of all common enclosure types and is not particularly difficult to build. In this system, our design objectives
were to achieve an asymptotic efficiency of 2 per cent, while
maintaining a 3 dB cutoff frequency below 30 Hz. From the
Design Curve #1 of Lampton and Chase, such a system will
require an enclosure volume of 7 cubic feet if airfilled, or 5
cubic feet if glass -wool fiber -filled. This particular level of
efficiency means that, when driven from a 50 -watt amplifier
just reaching its clipping level, the system will yield acoustic
watt. In a typical living room, this corresponds to about 110 dB
SPL (!) which is surely enough for any foreseeable application.
By the way, this efficiency is about two to five times as great as
is provided by the usual type of bookshelf loudspeaker systems, and the 30 Hz cutoff constitutes about a one-octave
improvement over such systems. Although there are few steady
tones found in this part of the spectrum in musical passages,
there is substantial transient power in this bottom octave associated with percussion.
In order to come up with a woofer capable of satisfying these
ambitious design objectives, we applied the method of Lampton
and Chase twice. First, as in their design example #1, we
plotted up the allowed maximum woofer free -air resonance
versus suspension stiffness for 12 -in. woofers giving a 30 Hz
cutoff in a ten -cubic -foot enclosure (equivalently, a sevencubic -foot fiberglass -filled enclosure). This enclosure volume
1

1000

STIFFNESS

51

1700

414

49

12

1860

412

-

2000

1500

1-Woofer free -air resonance

Fig.

2500

NEWTON/METERS

vs.

stiffness.

is larger than is absolutely necessary, but the extra volume
allowance will give us a nice large working range of woofer
parameters. This design constraint is shown as the upper curve
in Fig. 1. Second, as in design example#3 of Lampton and
Chase, we plotted up the allowed woofer parameters which can
give at least a two per cent efficiency in a ten -cubic -foot enclosure. This design requirement then leads to the lower curve
in Fig. 1. Any 12 -in. loudspeaker whose free air resonance and
suspension stiffness lie between the two curves in this figure
will then satisfy both sets of requirements. Note that if we had
not started out the calculation with any more volume than
necessary, we would have ended up with only a skinny line in
Fig. 1, on which the chance of finding some commercial woofer
would have been quite small.
Are there any woofers which will do the job? After exchanging correspondence with several manufacturers, perusing a
variety of specification sheets, and borrowing a few loudspeakers from friends for measurement, we made a table showing
the more important parameters of a number of popular types;
it is reproduced below as Table 1. Among the 12 -in. speakers,
the Altec 412 and 414 lie within the OK zone of Fig. 1 and so
could be used in the present project. The Electro -Voice SP -12B
lies just above this zone, and could be used if its FAR were
lowered a few Hertz by putting adhesive tape on the cone, or
if the 30 Hz cutoff were slightly relaxed.
The particular woofer we chose for the project system was
the Altec 412. Although it is nominally a wide -range speaker,

TABLE 2.
Type:
Size:
LF Section:
Woofer:

Cutoff:
Efficiency:
HF Section:
Dispersion:
LF

HF

cutoff:

Crossover:

Properties of the Project System

Two-way corner enclosure
Eight cubic feet, external
Single loudspeaker, bass reflex
Altec 412 C 12 -inch
-3 dB at 30 Hz
2% based on 21r sound radiation
Two element electrostatic (Janszen #65)
90° x 20°
30 kHz
1000 Hz, two -pole, constant power

AUDIO
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DISCRETE 4 -CHANNEL
UV -15 2400 Q
UV -15 2000
DCF 2400

Q

DCF 2000

YAN

.NscaiaTioN

ruaaueLL

MANUAL

STEREO AND MATRIX
XV-151200E
XV -15750E
DCF 750

The right PICKERING

cartridge for your
equipment is the
best cartridge
money can buy.

They feature low frequency tracking

and high frequency tracing ability*!
I

AUTOYATC

aANSi

iUR.TAeIe

XV-15400E
DCF 400

MANUAL

AU

tUMYTAeIFS

Pickering offers you "The Best of Both Worlds" in
discrete 4 -channel and in stereo cartridges. These cartridges have been specifically designed and engineered
not only to peak specifications and performance characteristics, but also to achieve total compatability with your
music system to help you get the most out of it.
Only Pickering has developed a way for you to be
absolutely certain you select the "right" cartridge for your
music system. We did it first for stereo by developing our
Dynamic Coupling Factor rating system-DCF for shortwhich identifies pick-up performance in terms of a quantitative measurement. The value of a DCF rating lies not
only in its merit to define low frequency tracking ability
but also in its measure as an index of high frequency (8
to 50 kHz) tracing ability. Pickering's DCF-rated pick-ups
have exceptional high frequency tracing characteristics,
vital for both stereo and discrete 4 -channel performance.
The Pickering cartridge exactly "right" for maximum performance with your equipment is simple to select because
of this rating method.
Now, Pickering is also applying application engineering techniques and DCF ratings to its discrete cartridges.
They fulfill the stringent requirements necessitated by the
sophisticated nature of discrete discs.
So, whether stereo or discrete is your preference,
choose from "The Best of Both Worlds" the Pickering
cartridge exactly right for your equipment.
For further information write to Pickering & Co., Inc.
Dept, D, 101 Sunnyside Blvd., Plainview, New York 11803
TM

0 PICKERING
"for those who can hear the difference'

Check No. 22 on Reader Service Card

and could have been used alone without an outboard tweeter,
we regard the addition of the electrostatic tweeter as an improvement.
Having chosen an enclosure size and a specific woofer, we
are all set to finish the design by calculating the duct details
and then establishing the proper damping. From Fig. 7 of
Lampton & Chase we see that we shall need a duct air mass
ratio of 1.2; since the woofer has a mass of 28 grams, we find
a needed duct air mass of 34 grams. This is provided by a duct
having a cross section of 6 by 12 inches, and whose length is
93/4 inches, from the duct formula for 12 -in. woofers:
duct length (inches) _ .0082 m A - A
where the desired mass, m, is expressed in grams, and the duct
cross section area A is expressed in square inches.
The damping is established from the required speaker Q,
given for example in Fig. 9 of Lampton & Chase: optimum
performance would be obtained with a Q = 0.45. The chosen
speaker has an inherent Q of about 0.5, meaning that it is
slightly less damped than it should be for this application. The
discrepancy is not serious enough to warrant fiddling with
negative output impedance amplifiers. Had we wished to raise
the speaker's natural Q value, a one- or two -ohm external
series resistor would have accomplished the job.
We ran a computer evaluation of the final woofer/enclosure
design. The computed response plot is shown in Fig. 2. The plot
verifies that the response should indeed be quite flat down to
Fig. 2-Computer generated amplitude response and
impedance plots.
SYSTEM INPUT DATA ARE...
EFFECTIVE PISTON AREA
ADIABATIC ENCLOSURE VOLUME
WOOFER FREE AIR RESONANCE
SUSPENSION STIFFNESS
B L PRODUCT
VOICE COIL RESISTANCE
SUSPENSION Q FACTOR
REFLEX VENT AIR MASS

SQUARE METERS
.286 CUBIC METERS
34.0 HERTZ
.051

1350. NEWTON/METER
6.8 WEBER/METER.
4.2 OHMS

5.44
.034 KILOGRAM

FROM THESE DATA, CONSTANT
EFFECTIVE WOOFER MASS
ENCLOSURE AIR STIFFNESS
ELECTRODYNAMIC DRAG
HELMHOLTZ FREQUENCY
SUGGESTED VENT AIR MASS
ASYMPTOTIC EFFICIENCY
Q=
.519
A= -1.89

S=
B=

IO

.963.
3.31

PARAMETERS ARE...
.030 KILOGRAM
1300. NEWTON/METER
11.01 NEWTON SEC/METER
31.1 HERTZ
.028 KILOGRAM
1.806 PERCENT

M=

1.149

C=

-2.09

D=

----

.70
150
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0
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FREQUENCY- Hz
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about 40 Hz, and be down 3 decibels at 30 Hz. A computed
impedance curve is also shown.
The Crossover In a two-way loudspeaker system, it is
necessary to electrically divide up the audio spectrum into the
frequency ranges the woofer and tweeter are capable of handling. This is accomplished with low- and high-pass filters. An
important decision is to choose between a high-level or a lowlevel crossover network. A high-level network is designed to
handle the output of the power amplifier, and is connected
between the amplifier and the two speakers; a low-level network is connected between the preamplifier and two power
amplifiers (one for the woofer, one for the tweeter). Low-level
crossover systems were once called "electronic" crossovers,
but that term is more properly reserved for distinguishing either
from mechanical crossovers. The advantage of the high-level
crossover is that only one power amplifier channel is needed
to drive the entire loudspeaker system. It has the disadvantage
that rather cumbersome LRC components are needed to handle
the required power with low distortion. Experimenters prefer
low-level crossover systems, largely due to the ease with which
the crossover frequency, cutoff slopes, and relative gains of the
LF and HF channels may be varied. Although we chose the low
level method, we feel that either technique can give good
results.
The choice of a particular crossover frequency is a compromise governed by these two limitations: the low frequency
power limitation of the tweeter, and the high frequency response
irregularities of the woofer. The lower the crossover point,
the more total power must be handled by the tweeter. Since
tweeters (especially electrostatics) are capable of only small
linear excursions, too low a crossover point can lead to severe
distortion. On the other hand, a high crossover point delivers
substantial midrange power to the woofer, and this midrange
power may not reproduce and disperse smoothly. For the
present system, we found a crossover frequency of 1000 Hz to
be satisfactory, based on manufacturers' recommendations and
on a number of listening tests.
In The vicinity of the crossover point, the woofer and tweeter
reproduce a comparable sound level. As a result, the sound you
hear is a combination of the woofer and tweeter response. The
goal of the crossover design is to drive the speakers in such a
manner as to have the total system response as flat as possible.
Incidentally, the filters should also have steep cutoff slopes in
order to keep the crossover region as narrow as possible. It is
especially important to keep the LF power out of the tweeter
circuit, to minimize distortion.
The designer would have an easy time of it if he were given
the task of crossing over a two-way system for use on axis in an
anechoic chamber. This is because on axis, the woofer -to listener and tweeter-to -listener distances can be equal. Consequently the combination of the woofer and tweeter responses
referred to above is exactly the sum of their separate sound
pressures. So, on axis and with no reflected sound, you would
obtain a flat overall frequency response curve by making sure
that the total woofer plus tweeter voltage is constant with respect to frequency.
Out in the real world the situation is rather more complicated. Off axis, the woofer and tweeter sound pressures combine in a manner which depends on the difference in the phase
shift along their paths to the listener. Reflections off walls and
ceilings further complicate the picture, and it is quite difficult
to make a system which takes all these individual phase shifts
into account. The total sound power integrated over all angles
can, however, very simply be made flat: We simply require a
crossover network whose power gain to the woofer plus power
gain to the tweeter, is constant with respect to frequency. This
approach is justified by the fact that under most listening
conditions, reflected sound constitutes the greater part of the
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No. 28 Subject: Matrix quad -discrete quad -CD -4

There's quad and there's quad.
Then, there's Hitachi.
AMP

+

in

1

nil- T
MATRIX

AMPI

AMP

AMP

+

f1

When you're ready for
quad, you ought to know the difference between the two types
of quad sound. And why our
compatible discrete 4 -channel
(CD -4) is best of all.
Matrix quadraphonic systems
reduce four separate signals into two channel signals, then re -process them
through matrix circuits back into four
channels. The result is a varying
degree of overlap and channel
aberration; pure four -channel
separation is blurred.

Discrete quadraphonic
systems bypass the two -channel
DISCRETE
reduction. Instead, the four channels are fed to the four speakers through four
independent amplifiers. The result is pure
four -channel sound, without "bleed:'
CD -4 means compatible discrete four channel. Thanks to a special demodulator,
you may play all your stereo discs on the
system. We feel the best all-around CD -4 is
the one made by Hitachi. The Hitachi CD -4
starfds out in some important areas: Balanced
Transformer -less Circuit. (BTL) It means you
can use all four channels in conventional two channel stereo as well as quad. BTL provides
optimum balancing of two out of four
amplifiers providing more than twice the
power to each channel. Output Capacitor less Circuitry. (OCL) It means the low
AMP

impedance power transistor circuit
directly coupled to the output
speaker terminal without passing
through a coupling capacitor. There's
better bass response and damping
factor, plus higher fidelity. Tape
dubbing. Two tape deck inputs
enable dubbing. This permits monitoring
both radio programs being recorded and
tapes being dubbed. Twin Tuning Meters. The
SMR-7240 has dual indicators for fine tuning and
signal strength. This means precision reception
usually found only on higher -priced equipment.
The Hitachi CD -4 Quad sound system is
backed by our famous "Hitachi -Strong" Warranty.
Add up and compare our many advantages, and
you'll buy Hitachi. It'll work small
wonders for your ears.
is

HITACHI
working small wonders in sound

National Headquarters 401 West Artesia Boulevard, Compton, Calif. 90220
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Fig. 3-Crossover network.

total (direct plus reflected) sound perceived. Reflected sound
contains a large number of component paths, and among these
the phase shifts are almost completely random; randomly
phased signals add up as their total power, rather than as the
sum of their individual sound pressures. It should be noted that
there are a few applications where constant voltage and not
constant power is appropriate. For example, in coaxial two-way
loudspeakers the woofer and tweeter are within a quarter
wavelength of each other and their sound pressures add di-

the desired cut to act as a saw guide. Lumber retailers charge
about $5 for the 20 minutes of labor needed to cut up the panels.
Since the finished enclosures will be covered with veneer, you
have considerable tolerance in the straightness of the cuts, and
no 45° bevel joints are necessary.
2. Measure in 3/4 inch from the inside edges of the bottoms
and tops, and install I -in. x -in. square glue block strips. For a
removable front panel, make sure that there is no interference
at the left and right sides with these blocks.
3. Secure the top and bottom to the sides and one rear panel.
You'll have a much neater job if you put the screws in from the
inside on all panels except the one removable rear panel. These
joints should be glued as well as screwed down tight.
4. Install the tweeter shelf and duct on the front panel. Use
plenty of glue here since this panel must be rigid. Paint the
front panel surfaces flat black. The loudspeakers can be installed
before or after the grille cloth is stapled around the front of the
panel. The staples will be covered by the front frame when the
panel is installed. The wiring can be installed at this point; it's
convenient to mount a barrier -type terminal block on the non removable rear panel for the connections to the woofer and
tweeter.
5. Cut up 4-inch thick fiberglass insulating wool into four inch cubes. Loosen up the material as much as possible; remove
any foil which may be attached to the fiberglass. Staple some
very loose cheesecloth over the rear of the woofer, and fill the
1

Fig.

4-Drawings of cross-section and front panel.

rectly.
There have been a good many crossover circuits described in
the literature. Here, we'll give the details of a simple high-pass,
low-pass filter which is easy to make and can be easily adjusted
in frequency. It is known to engineers as a "two -pole Butterworth" filter, and has a power gain given by
H F:

LF:

Power gain

(f/ fo)'

=

Power gain

1

+

(f/for

1

+

(f/f0)'

=

BACK

SIDE

C

SIDE A

1

where f is the frequency of the signal and fo is the crossover
frequency. It is clear from formulas that the sum of the two
power gains is 1, i.e. it is independent of f. Each section has a
cutoff slope of 12 dB/octave. The filters can be built using only
voltage followers (FETs, IC op amp followers) as active elements. A schematic is given in Fig. 3, along with the response
curives of the HF and LF sections.

FRONT

ENCLOSURE INSIDE VIEW
SID _

B

Construction With our components selected, we drew up
plans which provide the required 7 cubic foot internal enclosure volume while making good use of the corner locations
selected. The left hand and right hand enclosures are not
identical, but are mirror images; due to the shape of the living
room a 30° front -panel angle was preferable to the more customary 45°. Each front panel was drawn up with the tweeter
directly above the woofer, with a great deal of internal bracing
being provided by the shelves and ducts. Figure 4 shows a view
of the assembly, and the photographs detail the relationship of
the parts. The front panel and all shelves, etc. are made of rigid
34 -inch particle board, which is denser and less resonant than
laminated plywood. All internal panels are reinforced with
securely fastened 1x2 and 2x4 lumber for added stiffness.
removed from the enclosure for ease in installing the speakers
or changing the grille cloth.
I. All panels for two enclosures can be cut from two pieces
of 4x8 foot particle board, as shown in Fig. 5. If you have no
table saw, a saber saw can be used for these long straight cuts
provided that you clamp a straight -in. x 4 -in. strip parallel to

FRONT PANEL

rear view

1

34
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at this price, a mirade.

Anybody can build a great
receiver if cost is no object.
The trick is to produce a great
receiver or a popular price.
One with power enough to drive
even low efficiency speaker
systems. (RMS output of 20 watts
KHz.)
And performance specs to match:
Harmonic distortion: 0.9% @ 8
ohm rated output, 0.20 @ 10
watts.
Power bandwidth:
9-50 KHz @ 0.9 dist.

x 2 @ 8 ohm,

1

FM Sensitivity (IHF):
2.0 µV (-30 db noise and dist.)

All for just $229.95.
In this inflation -ridden world,

Capture ratio: 1.5 db.
Stereo distortion:
0.6% @ 100 mod.
Alternate channel selectiity:
60 db.
Add to this the reliability features
inherent in using the latest in
proved componentry: so'id-state
ceramic FM IF filtering and
hermetically sealed field-effect

that's n DI just an engineering
accomplish n-ent.
It's an economic miracle.

transistor circuitry.
And the Sherwood three-year

The word is getting around.

Write us for complete information
and specifications: Sherwood
Electronic Laboratories, 4300
North CaliforniaAvenue, Chicago
Illinois 60618.

Sherwood

parts warranty. (One year both
labor and parts.)
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Fig. 5-Layouts for cutting major cabinet sections from
two 4x8 -ft. pressed wood sheets. Other materials needed
are 10 ft. of 2x4 in. for corners of front panel, 50 ft. of 1x1
in. for corners, 10 ft. of 1x3 in. to give added stiffness to
enclosure, 3x4 ft. plywood to construct the duct and shelf
on front panel, fiberglass for inside lining and stuffing,
wood glue, No. 8 flathead wood screws, and veneer to
finish.

entire enclosure with the fiberglass cubes. Avoid packing the
duct with them; more cheesecloth will probably be necessary
here.
6. The rear panel can now be put into place with plenty of
screws, and the whole system checked out. An audio oscillator
is very helpful here. With a powerful amplifier, drive the
woofer with a level of several watts at frequencies between
10 Hz and kHz. Listen and feel carefully for any sign of panel
resonance, which would reveal itself as a vibration or buzzing.
7. The best finishing job for the enclosure is done with commercially available wood veneer and contact cement. Make sure
that the surfaces to be covered are flat, especially at the joints.
Cut the veneer slightly oversize and coat the surface of the
veneer with fast drying contact cement. When the cement
dries, place a sheet of newspaper over the surface and center
the veneer on the newspaper. Slowly withdraw the paper,
allowing the veneer to contact the surface progressively. (With
contact cement, you get no second chance!) With the veneer
completely bonded, the edges can be trimmed using a razor
blade or a sharp hobby knife. Several coats of shellac or acrylic
resin, such as "Deft," will give the veneer sufficient hardness
to stand up under everyday wear and tear.
1

can verify with an oscillator) while numerous distant reflections
are not at all harmful. Good listening rooms are remarkably
dead; hi-fi showrooms have thick carpets and heavy drapes for
more than one reason!
Since physical laws tell us that the larger the enclosure, the
better the bass will sound, bear in mind that you will want to
base your design on the maximum available enclosure size.
Some thought should be given as to how you'll camouflage the
monster once it's built. For instance, select an exterior veneer
which blends with your other furnishings. Avoid grille cloth
patterns which are too colorful and attention grabbing. An
enclosure looks bulky if its frontal area exceeds about six square
feet. A good way to obtain the needed volume is to choose
enclosure locations where a good deal of depth is available, as
is often the case in corners.
If you already own some loudspeakers and are considering
building enclosures for them, you'll want to put them through
the series of measurements described by Lampton & Chase to
find out what their properties really are. If the enclosure is to
give maximally flat response down to the woofer's free air
resonance, you'll need an enclosure volume of
V = A2/s cubic feet
where the woofer piston area is A square inches, and s is the
suspension stiffness in newtons per meter. Big, compliant
woofers require very large cabinets to get down to their FARs.
An even larger cabinet permits a response to below the FAR.
If you plan to select a new woofer for your system, contact
as many manufacturers as you can. Many offer plans and even
blueprints for building enclosures suited to their speakers.
These plans are real bargains and disclose a number of useful
assembly and mounting tricks, and can be helpful even if you
don't use their specific designs.
Tweeter selection is more difficult than woofer selections,
largely because their problems show up at the high end of the
audio spectrum where lumped -constant thinking (e.g. Table 1)
is inapplicable. A tweeter is perhaps best selected by ear. The
things to listen for are smooth response (absence of harshness)
and wide dispersion. Tweeters are of three kinds: direct radiator cone or dome types, driver/horn combinations, and electrostatic. Direct radiators are the cheapest and are reasonably
efficient but too often show beaming and response irregularities above about 5 kHz. A small diameter is important if beaming is to be avoided. Horn -type tweeters are more costly but
have much lower distortion and greater efficiency as a result
of the impedance transformer action of the horn. They are well
suited to high -power applications and generally have the lowest
distortion of the three types. Due to their appreciable moving
mass they are usually limited to frequencies below about
10 kHz. The low-frequency limit of a horn tweeter is set by the
length and flare rate of the horn. For a one -foot length, the
crossover frequency will have to be above kHz. Electrostatic
tweeters are best with regard to achieving a wide smooth response, but they are a bit fragile and will distort badly if overdriven.
1
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Start Your Own Design. The starting point for

a custom

design is to decide on the best speaker locations in your listening room. The locations should face as much of the listening
area as possible, and be chosen with good stereo or quadraphonic panorama in mind. Corner locations are usually best.
Try to avoid placement where much reflected sound can get to
the listening area; hard flat surfaces are the most troublesome.
One or two dominant reflections will give rise to severe frequency response irregularities throughout the midrange (as you
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The Model 10 Mixing Console
When you've got more talent than money
Any mixing console is simply a creative tool.
Getting the most out of it calls for
imaginative insight into music and
skill in the practical application
of sound.
If you've got the talent but

you don't have the money,

you're exactly who we built this board for.
The basic 8 -in, 4 -out board starts
at just $1890. From there you can
go to 24 -in, with options and accessories enough to fill a studio.
The TASCAM Model 10.
It gets your inside outside.

fl TASAM CORPORA11ON
5440 McConnell Avenue
Los Angeles, Calif. 90066
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Microphones. Vital Link
In the Recording Chain
David Lane Josephson
With this installment, Mr. Josephson concludes his article on
microphones, the first two portions of which appeared in
December, 1973, and July, 1974.

Brass, Woodwinds, and Percussion
Small brass instruments, such as trumpets, saxophones, etc.,
can be miked effectively by the use of one decent quality
capacitor or dynamic unit located roughly four feet out from
the bell of the instrument. It should be remembered that the
recording mic pickup, where the aim is for the highest accuracy
of the live sound, is different from the public address type of
mic placement where the aim is for reinforcement of the sound
level. Brass instruments can produce very intense spikes and
transients of sound which will distort and overload the mic
if placed too close.
Woodwind pickups may be made in basically the same
manner as brass pickups. The woodwinds are generally a part
of a group, which will be covered later. Individually they may
be miked with good quality dynamic or velocity units, placed
roughly four feet from the instrument. At this distance proximity effect isn't troublesome and unidirectional mics may be
used.
Percussion instruments, such as drums, must be miked with
great care. Sharp, spiky instruments, such as snares and cymbals, should always be miked with capacitor units, such as
the Neumann KM -83. Bass drums may be miked with just
about anything at all, and many recordists use general purpose cardioid dynamics for this purpose, located just inside
the drum itself, if it is open from the rear, or right in front
if it is closed. A general stereo drum pickup may best be made
with two high quality omnidirectional dynamic or capacitor
mics, such as the Shure SM -76 or Neumann KM -83, directly
over the drum set. These can be mixed for mono or one mic
may be used.

Bands
Rather than individual instrument pickups, discussed above,
the amateur recordist's most common pickup will probably
be small musical groups of one kind or another. These may be
miked with the multi -track technique, using individual instrument pickups mixed into two or four channels (during recording or later on by playback of a multi -channel tape),
or else a general pickup using two mics with an accent if
needed may be used. Either will give a pleasing stereo effect.
4 OFT

Fig. 4-Single mic pickup of brass instrument. Omnidirectional or unidirectional capacitor or dynamic preferred; mic must be able to accurately reproduce spikes
of sound from these instruments. For this reason, capacitor
mics are preferred.

Generally, the multi -track technique is preferred by commercial
recording studios simply because it allows the musicians to
come into the control room and decide for themselves where
they want the various instruments placed in the stereo illusion.
Each individual microphone is assigned to one channel on a
multi -track tape (anywhere from 4 to 32 channels or more), the
playback signal from which is then mixed down into quadraphonic or stereo.
For very simple but pleasing monaural recording, one single
spot in the recording hall or studio may usually be found
where the direct signal from the band will balance with the
reflected sounds from the ceiling, floor, and walls. Several
old and well respected record companies used this method
exclusively, and it produced some of the clearest recordings
ever made. The theory behind this simple approach is that
if more than one microphone is used per channel, the same.
signal of audio will arrive at all of the microphones used to
feed a given channel at different times, thus producing phase
differences when all the microphones are mixed together that
make the tape sound tinny and rather weird. If the distance
from one microphone to another microphone used to feed the
same channel (at the time of recording or later, in a multitrack mix) is more than six or eight times the distance between the microphones and their respective sound sources,
however, the incident sound striking the wrong microphones
will be low enough in level so this audio multipath distortion
won't happen. With the two mics used for a stereo pickup,
though, this isn't a problem since the mics are used to feed
separate channels.
There are generally two schools of thought regarding the
general binaural stereo pickup, using two microphones, with
accents if needed. One method is to form an equilateral
triangle, each side as long as the width of the band being
recorded, and the apex somewhere out in the audience. Two
mics are used, located exactly midway between floor and ceiling
(if the ceiling were 20 feet high, each mic would be 10 feet
off the floor) and about ten feet from the apex of the triangle
and pointed toward the front. The main problem with this type
of pickup is that if the hall is too reverberant or the audience
too noisy, the reflections and audience noise may be louder
than the band being miked. Mics should be high quality
unidirectional capacitors or dynamics, with capacitors used
if at all possible. This brings us to the other general pickup
mic technique. Two mics are used, omnidirectional capacitor
or dynamic (good quality dynamics being almost as good
as capacitor mics if they are omnidirectional) units, mounted
at most two inches off the floor at the very edge of the stage.
The diagram shows how they should be placed. This technique
can result in a surprisingly accurate stereo pickup that is
acoustically pleasing as well. Shure and Electro -Voice both
make stands for this purpose; the Shure being a wire tripod
in sizes for 3/4- and 1 -in. diameter mics, the Electro -Voice
being a hunk of foam with a cutout for a mic. In any case, the
point is to get the microphone as close to the floor as possible
without actually touching it, to eliminate any possible reflections. The basis for all this trouble is that the prime reason
most amateur band recordings are tinny and lack depth is
the sound reflections from the floor, walls and ceiling that
cause the audio multipath distortion mentioned above. This
AUDIO
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is caused by the same sound arriving at one mic at different
times. First there is the direct sound from the instrument,

followed by bounce signals from the walls, floor and ceiling.
If the distance is great enough, this is heard as reverberation,
but if the difference between the direct path and the bounce
path is relatively small, then the bounce signal is heard as
multipath. The zero -reflection principle may also be used with
the mics on the walls or the ceiling, whichever is closer to
the instruments being miked and whichever is the most reflective.
For any live pickup, it helps immensely to experiment during
a rehearsal with placement of mics. The walls and floor, for
example, may be so heavily deadened already that the extra
floor noise picked up with the zero -reflectance technique
would cancel out any clarity that might be gained. On the
other hand, it may be found that the room is so reflective than
an elaborate multi -track pickup would result only in a hodgepodge of mushy sound. A considerable amount of liveness may
be tolerated in a rehearsal that need not be expected in the
actual performance-the audience makes a perfect sound absorber.
If it is found that one particular section of the band is
weak when the microphones are placed best for the overall
pickup, that section may be reinforced with an accent mic. This
can be any half-decent unidirectional unit, since its prime
purpose is reinforcement in volume level of a section of the
band already audible through the main mics.

audience, there should be no trouble in securing a decent pickup from the stage. Microphones may be hidden on the set or
on the performers for reinforcement. If there is a particularly
intimate scene in the play, it may be worthwhile to plant a
mic in the set near where this is to take place, and fade this
accent mic in when needed for reinforcement or special effects.
Usually, if a working rapport is built between the recordist
and the company producing the play, there is a far better
chance of the recording coming out as everyone had wanted.
This way the recordist can begin from a point of knowing what
and can place mics
the desired mood and impressions are
and ride level accordingly.
A very puzzling thing to be on the lookout for in drama
pickups are singing filaments. The light dimmers used for
many low -budget theaters have very poor output filtering for
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Performance Techniques
Small classical music ensembles, such as string quartets or
chamber music groups, should be miked with a plain general
pickup. The mics used are usually velocity or omnidirectional
capacitor units. The mics are usually arranged around the
instruments, in their usual performance setup, rather than the
other way around. Each individual instrument may be miked
separately and mixed later if necessary. With a decent ensemble (where mistakes in volume balance are not a problem),
this shouldn't be required.
Orchestra pickups may be made with either single-mic
techniques or multi -tracking. The same equilateral triangle
scheme used for bands should be used, at least as a start in
experiments. The zero -reflectance technique with the mics
at the front of the stage generally won't work, since the
instruments to the rear are much too far away from the mics.
A zero-reflectance pickup with the mics on the ceiling might
work-this writer hasn't seen any examples of this technique
being used for orchestra pickups. The mics should be "flown"
from the ceiling by nylon fish line or by their own cables.
Hangers, such as the Neumann Z-68, will eliminate the strain
placed on the mic connector itself (which might end with the
mic dropping on the audience). High quality unidirectional
capacitor mics, such as the Neumann KM -84, should be used.
As with band recordings, an accent mic may have to be added
to reinforce a weak section of the pickup. This is often the
string section, where the subtle harmonics are easily lost as
the distance between mic and instrument increases.
Drama pickups present an entirely different problem. A
common technique is to place four or six mics, usually unidirectional dynamics, in the footlights of the stage. The left
two or three are mixed into the left recording channel, and
the right group go to the right channel. Often only two mics
will be sufficient. If the mics are not too heavily coupled
to the floor by way of their stands, foot stomping and other
noises are effectively eliminated. The Shure and Electro-Voice
floor wave stands are excellent for this purpose. It is also
possible to mount a pair of mics in the proscenium arch, using
a pair of decent unidirectional capacitor or dynamic units.
When the actors can project and be heard effectively in the
AUDIO
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Fig. 5-Stereo pickup using equilateral -triangle placement. Two mics shown may be replaced with a pair of
mics, as shown in Fig. 7, for a Blumlein-type or "X -Y"
pickup, or with one mic at the apex of the triangle for
mono. Distance "D" is the same for all sides of the triangle, and the distance between the mics and the apex
is one-third of that or D/ 3. Mics can face either straight
forward or can face the two angles on the stage.

Fig. 6-Illustration of the zero -difference of floor -wave
mic technique. Note that the difference between the
direct sound distance and the reflected sound distance
is greater with the mic mounted on a stand. Double lines
indicate sound paths to the floor mic in a block of foam.
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the SCR hash (noise made when the silicon -controlled recti- recording. Many recordists have never thought of making their
fiers switch on and off), which doesn't do the dimmer or the own mic support equipment, but it's entirely possible. Desk
lights any harm, but causes a 1,000 Hz or so tone to be emitted stands are the easiest to make. A female s/s-27 flange and a
from all the lamps on dimmers-especially when dimmed to length of threaded pipe are available for far less than a good
very low levels. This may be picked up from as far away as desk stand and may be mounted on a piece of wood-it doesn't
20 feet, and it is nearly impossible to filter out. The recordist have to look like all the other desk stands in the world. Floor
should make absolutely certain that the theater in which he stands are usually best bought unless you're a fairly competent
is to record has quiet dimmers-or else don't go near the ceil- wood and metal worker-the Atlas MS -25 and CS -52 being
ing with the mics. A piece of # 14 insulated wire about 30 among this writer's favorites. The cheap imported units sold
feet long, scramble -wound on a wood or plastic core and placed under various house names universally tend to be too light,
in series with each dimmer output, should solve the problem. and sheer weight (or extension of legs) is often what makes a
Most amateur recordists attempt at one time or another to stand tip -proof in any particular situation. The combination of
produce live actuality tapes-bird sounds, sporting events, a general purpose stand, such as the Atlas MS -25, with a small
sound effects. These require only a fertile imagination and half- boom attachment, total cost roughly $35.00, can handle almost
way decent equipment to produce. Almost all of the commer- any basic miking placement. The stand itself (floor stands
cially available sound effects records were produced in a studio, tend to be curiously universal in this respect) will rise a little
using equipment made especially for sound effects. But for the over five feet, and the boom will add an extra two feet of
amateur with limited resources, improvisation is the only way. useful reach from that. The boom itself is close to three feet
Surprisingly good bird and wildlife sounds may be recorded long, but this full length cannot be utilized with any but the
with a wooden salad bowl used as a parabolic reflector and lightest mics. An integral stand/boom unit, such as the Atlas
an omnidirectional dynamic mic, hooked up to a decently quiet BS -36 or the Neumann M/G-35, are larger and considerably
portable tape recorder like a Sony 800 or a Nagra. The mic more stable units of the same basic stand -plus-boom genre.
is suspended in the focus of the parabola, and moved closer
There are a number of ways to support a microphone bein for sounds further away and vice versa.
sides hand -holding or mounting on a stand which rests on
the floor. Many low -budget noncommercial radio stations
Extra Hardware
"fly" their microphones, even huge velocity mics like the RCA
Microphone stands are probably the most taken-for - 44-BX, from ropes or nylon lines strung from the ceiling. This
granted single item in the whole bunch of equipment used for is often a utilitarian approach when boom stands are out of
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string quartet, using the "X-

Y" or semi -binaural technique. This placement also

re-

sults in a good ambience level for Dynaco or SQ quadraphonic encoding. Ideally, the mics should be at the same
vertical point, the only difference being their horizontal
angle from the center line. This can be done by mounting
the two mics one above the other on a stand, or by mounting the right mic on the left and vice versa, but with the
left mic pointing left and the right pointing right. An ideal
single mic for this pickup is the Neumann SM-69fet,
which includes both mics needed in a single case.
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Fig. 8-Neumann Z-68 auditorium mic hanger. With this
fixture or a homemade one like it, the mic may be hung
from the ceiling without having the entire weight of the
mic on the mic connector. The cable itself is more than
strong enough to support any mic, but the connectors
can often come loose under strain. A hanger like this also
permits the mic to be angled for best pickup.
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If you are serious about music, you want
hear it the way the talented musicians playe
it, in concert or in the recording studic. Only
then do you experience the artistry the condu=tor and performers put into it. That is precisely
what you hear when music s reproduce=
through the AR -3a.
When it was first introduced. profession
audio critics and musicians called the AR -3_
the best speaker system ever designed f=r
home use. It was the first loudspeaker =_
feature the highly sophisticated acoust c suspension woofer in a 3 -way system It also irrcorporated the industry's first hemispherica

dome mid -range and tweeter. These revolutionary drivers resulted in a new dimension of
accuracy in sound reproduction.
The AR -3a remains unsurpassed in terms of
low distortion, flat frequency response and
broad dispersion. If you are se-ious about music End prefer to
hear it as it was orig nal ly recorded, -he AR -3a is the speaker for
your high fidelity system.
For more detailed information
It ICDYNC COMPANY
anc complete specifications,
please write.
A

Acoustic Research,

10

American Dr.. Norwood, Mass. 02C62
Our 20h year. 1954-1974.
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able to locate taps or dies for this thread anywhere. RCA has

Fig. 9-A typical zero -reflectance mic stand, the Shure
S -55P. The mic should be adjusted so that its grille is
about /e -in. from the floor.

financial reach for the recordist. An array of sturdy hooks and
lengths of nylon rope is probably just as useful as a bunch of
boom stands-and much cheaper. A very useful kit of gear
to have around for the floor stand user is a variety of mic
fittings and adapters. Unfortunately for the recordist, the S/s -27
thread that has been adopted as standard for mic stands in
this country is a custom thread, and this recordist has not been

the right idea by making most of their professional mics
mount on 1/2 -in. pipe stands-this can be adapted from any mic
stand, and is easily available anywhere for custom stand making. For the recordist with factory-made stands, however,
a collection of threaded pipes, female -to -female couplers,
lengths of running thread, flanges, swivels, etc., which are
available from almost all electronics parts dealers, will be very
useful.
The zero -reflectance (floor wave) miking technique has
spurred its own separate collection of mounting hardware.
Shure makes two models of stands (which look like ordinary
tripod-type desk stands except the mic is under the legs instead of on top), one for'/4-in. diameter mics and one for 1 -in.
Electro-Voice has a block of urethane windscreen foam, known
as a mike mouse, that can be stretched to fit any stick-type
microphone, and which has the added advantage of protecting
the mic should it be kicked or fall off the stage.

Phasing
Most primers on microphone technique insist that all mics
must be phased identically. This means that if all the mics
used for a given pickup are given a positive pulse of audio,
a positive pulse of electricity will appear at the "hot" lead of
each mic output. If a mic is out of phase, its output will be a
negative pulse. The phase may be reversed by transposing
the two signal leads on a low impedance mic or reversing the
two mic element leads inside a high impedance mic. In general,
common phasing is a good idea, but reversing the phase of
one mic in a pickup may save that particular mic placement.
Boominess and excessive reverberation in a room may often be
eliminated by placing an additional mic at least six times as
far away from the main mic(s) as they are from the sound
source(s). This echo -suppression mic is then mixed 180' out
of phase with the others. The sound arriving at the echo suppression mic from the sound source itself will be insignificant, but the sound arriving as a bounce signal will arrive
at just about the same time and at the same level as at the main
mic(s). Thus the output phase will be roughly the same-when
they are mixed out of phase, anything arriving at one mic will
automatically be cancelled out from the other mic-in this
case, the echoes, reverberation and some of the background
noise will be cancelled out. Experiment with the placement
of the echo -suppression mic for best results.
Another bunch of accessories the amateur recordist would
do well to have are various materials for suppressing noise:
blocks and sheets of open -cell urethane foam, shock mounts,
and some filters and attenuators. Most commercial windscreens consist of plain open -cell urethane foam, the same
as is used in the newer automobile air filters. The differences
between open -cell and closed -cell foam is that the walls of
the air bubbles in the foam have disappeared in open -cell
foam and are still solid in closed cell foam. As a result the
open-cell foam can pass air while reducing its velocity, while
the closed -cell foam cannot and is good for insulation and
mattresses. The open -cell foam may be purchased in sheets
2-in. thick and wrapped around a mic to eliminate wind and
breath noises at far less than the cost of a commercially made
molded -foam windscreen. One thing that is extremely important when using windscreens with directional mics is to be sure
that all open ports and vents in the case are windscreened just
as well as the front grille. These ports are often more sensitive to wind and breath noise than the front of the mic, which
is often windscreened inside already. The vents and ports may
be found by looking for open holes, slots, and extra grilles
anywhere on the mic case.
A shock mount is a device designed to isolate the mic from
picking up any noise from its support. These are usually tubes
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of metal which hold the mic rigidly, suspended from a ring of
metal by rubber bands. The ring is then mounted to the stand.
Other designs use sheets or rings of rubber between the two
rings or tubes. This is another item that may be made by the
mechanically talented recordist. A number of microphone
companies have recently come out with filters, attenuators,
and phase reversers that fit in the line from a microphone to
the mixer or recorder. The Shure line includes attenuators
(which reduce the audio level from very high output mics to
avoid distortion), high-pass filters (to eliminate bass accentuation), and phase reversers (two jacks with the two signal wires

reversed in going through). Electro-Voice's line consists of
variable filters and fixed attenuators.
A decent mixer is almost a necessity for anything but the
strictest single-mic mono recording. Having a unit with low
impedance balanced inputs, reliable level meter and extras like
a level -set oscillator, low-cut filters, and quiet potentiometers,
can be a real pleasure. The Shure M-67 and M-68FC are good
versatile units as is the Sony MX -16 series. Several other manufacturers put out mixers that can serve the amateur well. The
circuits for any of this basic audio mixing and switching gear
are very simple, and they may easily be built from scratch.

Microphone Cables

10-An ideal small mixer for recording, the Shure
M-67. This unit has four inputs; all may be used for low
impedance balanced mic inputs; #1 may be switched to
built-in tone oscillator for level correction, #4 may be
switched to 600 -ohm balanced line input. All inputs may
have low-cut filter switched in (about 10 dB down at
100 Hz) for rumble suppression or voice tailoring. The
unit has mixing buss jack so that more than one mixer can
be paralleled for more inputs; all have the same output;
meter on each reads only levels going out of that particular
submixer. Outputs at both mic level and 600 -ohm balFig.

anced line level (up to about

+12 VU).

B

A

D

E

F

Fig. 11-Microphone connectors. Balanced types include Cannon male cord plug, A; Cannon female cord
plug, B; Cannon female chassis jack, C, and DIN type,
D, which has female counterpart. Unbalanced connectors
include phone plug and jack, E; phono plug, F, and
Amphenol screw type, G.

Getting the signal from the microphone to the mixer or
recorder is almost as important as getting the mic in the right
place to begin with. Most cables consist of two plastic- or
rubber -covered conductors twisted together, shielded with
braided strands of fine bare wire, and the whole encased in
a plastic or rubber jacket. High impedance mics are universally
unbalanced, and only one conductor plus shield is used. Foil shielded cable should never be used for mic lines, or anything
else that must move from time to time. The foil cracks and
shrivels up very easily, destroying the shield. Most foil cables
have a single "drain wire" running along with the foil shield,
but if the foil disintegrates, the drain wire isn't much of a
shield.
Most professional microphone lines are connected to one
another and to the mic and recorder by round three -pin
connectors 34-in. in diameter known as "Cannon XLR connectors." There are two fiercely warring schools of thought
on this subject, the resilient (original Cannon) proponents and
the rigid (old Cannon and new Switchcraft) people. As shown
in the photo, the pins of the connector are set in a plastic
insert inside the metal shell. The.new series of Cannon connectors, as made by Cannon, have the pins set in a block of
rubber. In the first Cannon connectors and in the present
Switchcraft and Amphenol connectors, the pins are set in
rigid plastic or bakelite. The resilient rubber connectors are
supposed to make contact better since they can move around,
but the new Switchcraft connectors have captive shell screws
(means they can't get lost) and a ground lug that connects to
the shell. This writer hasn't noticed any difference in reliability
or noise between the rigid and resilient, although the rigid
types may melt during soldering, and sometimes crack, while
the rubber ones don't. The other type of microphone connectors
in use today are mainly for high-impedance mics. The 'phone
plug and its miniature counterparts are simply rods of metal
with isolated tips. The ground wire is connected to the shell,
and the signal wire goes to the tip. There is no way these 'phone
plugs can be locked to the equipment as can Cannon connectors, and they will pull out if tripped over. The original
high impedance mic connector, and one that is still in use, is
the Amphenol MC -1 series, and its equivalents. This uses a
5/s-27 threaded ring which screws the male and female sections together, the center of the two being the signal lead.
These, being unbalanced only, are for high impedance mics
only. Amphenol also makes several types of multi -conductor
connectors secured with screw rings which are used widely on
the mic end of cables and in communications gear but not
much for audio recording. One final word to the wise about
connectors-avoid plastic like the plague. Plastic -shelled phone
plugs and Cannon -type connectors will always break if stepped
on or bashed against the floor (which too often happens),
and the molded plastic connector-plus -cable assemblies are
constantly falling apart. What's worse is that there is no way
to remove the plastic potting compound and solder the pieces
together again. Take a few extra minutes and make up your
own cables with good metal connectors and decent shielded
cable-it'll save you many hours of grief at the recording site.
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TheRectilinearS: end ofthe myth
of rock speakers vs.
classical speakers.

doesn't mean your speakers should impart those same
The new Rectilinear 5 is capable of playing very,
qualities to cymbals, triangles or high trumpets.
very loud. Rock -festival loud. Even with a medium (Stravinsky's transients can be as hard as rock.)
powered amplifier.
And if you like to listen at very high volume levels
At the same time, it's uncannily accurate. It sounds
(after all, that's what rock is aboutsweet, unstrained and just plain lifelike at all volume levels.
but so is Die Götterdämmerung),
The temptation is great, therefore, to one-up that
you still don't need a speaker that
prestigious manufacturer who some time ago announced
achieves high efficiency through
"The first accurate speaker for rock music."
spurious resonances. What you
But we refuse to perpetuate that mythology. It's
need is something like the
perfectly obvious that the Rectilinear 5 reproduces classical
Rectilinear 5.
music just as accurately as rock. We could never see how a
Everything in this remarkably
voice coil or a magnet would know the difference between
original design was conceived to
Jimi Hendrix and Gustav Mahler.
end the trade-off between effiSo we'd rather use this opportunity to set things
ciency and accuracy. The four
straight once and for all.
drivers are made to an entirely
Thus:
new set of specifications. The filter
There's no such thing as a rock speaker or a classical
cles8aalso.
network that feeds the drivers is
n,a
and spineless
speaker. Any more than there's a late-show TV set or a
.pea><er
totally unlike the traditional crossover
football -game TV set.
hard,
impose
a
network.
Even the cabinet material is new and different.
that
speakers
There are, however,
Of course, those who feel threatened by all this fuss
sizzling treble and a huge bass on any music. And others
about accuracy and naturalness will point out that the
that round off the edges and soften up the transient demonitor speakers preferred by engineers and producers
tails of any music. That's the probable origin of the myth ;
in recording studios are usually of the zippy, superbut these aren't rock and classical speakers, respectively.
aggressive variety.
That's perfectly true, but the reason happens to be
They're inaccurate speakers.
It's true that an aggres- strictly nonmusical.
"I use the XYZ speaker only as a tool," a top
sive treble and a heavy
producer explained to us. "I wouldn't have it in my house.
bass are characteristic of
most rock music, even when It really blasts at you when you crank up the volume, so
that any little glitch on the tape hits you over the head.
heard live. It's also true
After eight hours in the studio, that's what it takes to get
that some record proyour attention. I know how to deal with those unpleasant
ducers exaggerate
highs; they're in the speaker, not on my tape."
these qualities, someIt's easy enough to find out for yourself.
times to a freakish
Any reputable dealer will let you hear the
degree, in their final
Wrcacedezaotemade.even
Rectilinear 5 side by side with a "rock" or
mix of the recorded sound.
"monitor -type" speaker. Adjust each speaker
But that doesn't mean the speaker can be allowed to
by ear to the same high volume level, Rectilinear 5
add its own exaggerations on top of the others.
Contemporary
making sure the amplifiers are
A loudspeaker is a conduit. Its job is to convey
Se
La
es
boathé sloor
of good quality. Then listen.
musical or other audio information unaltered. If the prospeaker system,
that
sound
or
classical.
natural
rock
To
ducer wants to monkey around with the
Delta Dispersion
Then and there, the myth
originally entered the microphones, that's his creative
(patent
pending) p Tonal.
will crumble.
privilege. He'll be judged by the musical end results.
But if the speaker becomes creative, that's bad design.
By the same token, if some classical record producers
Rectilinear Research Corp.,107 Bruckner Blvd.,Bronx, N.Y.10454
prefer a warm, pillowy, edgeless string sound, that
Canada: H. Roy Gray Limited, Ontario
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From The Lab
George W. Tillett

REMARKS concerning the
methods used by Consumers
Union for testing loudspeakers
have brought some interesting letters
from readers. Daniel Queen writes, "CU
would have created less confusion if
they had said, 'We made our measurements of power response by measuring
pressure
at 10 degrees....' The
method used by CU involved taking a
large number of pressure response readings at many angles, but in only two
planes: one parallel to the vertical axis,
the other parallel to the horizontal axis.
This method may be useful for measuring single direct -radiator loudspeaker
systems with relatively symmetrical
cabinets. It can lead to large errors in
multi -radiator systems such as the two and three-way or the `direct-reflecting
systems' where phase interference lobes
and nulls appear throughout the polar
response.
"Furthermore, CU measures the
sound intensity within a sixty-degree
solid angle in front of the speaker in
order to determine the characteristic
of the unreflected (direct) sound reaching the listener. However, the listener's
head actually lies within a much smaller
angle (which could easily be outside the
sixty -degree cone) where one of the
aforementioned lobes could occur. I
agree, therefore, with your criticism of
the use of this approach to derive a
figure of merit. As I see it, error results
due to the aforementioned lobes and
nulls. The measurement would not indicate the presence of a severe lobe even
when it falls within the sixty -degree
included angle. This would cause a
person sitting within a null to receive
a reflected sound so much stronger than
the initial direct sound, that directional
perspective will be lost and attack transients muddied."
Absolutely true. In my original article,
(October, 1973), I said that a speaker
with a 100 per cent accuracy would still
sound like a loudspeaker. That is, it
would still have some distortion and
coloration.
MY

...

Another reader, John Puccio of Concord, California, has this to say, ".. .
but when Consumer Reports gets into
the $200 to $300 speaker range and uses
its same limited testing methods, I must
46

protest....

The speakers were tested
on only one aspect of their abilities to
accurately reproduce sound, namely,
their average omni-directional frequency response. The fallacy of basing
total speaker accuracy on just one
dimension of sound reproduction can
easily be seen. A speaker may produce
uniform sound pressure levels at all
frequencies around 360 degrees of the
speaker and therefore produce a flat
omni-directional response. But the
speaker may also be quite bright on -axis
and quite weak when tested from the
rear and the resulting graph will not
reflect this. The average of the peaks
and dips may still produce a seemingly
flat response.... Furthermore, Consumer Reports limits its omni-directional
tests to the frequencies between 110 Hz
and 14,000 Hz. Consumer Reports apparently feels that other measures of
`high' fidelity are unimportant to the
average person. In other words, according to the tone of the February CU
article, such matters as low bass capability, bass distortion, high frequency
capability, and treble dispersion are of
concern only to the stereo snobs."
I make no comment on that one, instead I would like to quote from Audio
Times, a respected trade publication.
"There is, after all, a great deal more
to a fine loudspeaker than a flat frequency response curve. What CU discovered is that comparatively inexpensive speakers reproduce most of the
music. Magazine reproductions of fine
paintings likewise reproduce most of
the picture, most of the colors. But a
high quality art reproduction reproduces more-for a lot more money. It
may add brush strokes, exact tonal
reproduction and other details simply
not possible in an inexpensive print."
CU notes that "most people would be
just as content, we think, with speakers
that offer comparable accuracy and less
strain on the pocket book." True enough,
and most people buy speakers in the
$100 and under range. Speakers selling
for $200 or more aren't for most people.
They're for the people who can tell the
difference, who want that extra octave
of bass, those extra brush strokes. The
editorial goes on to imply that CU
"tends to lay a veneer of pseudo-science
and pseudo -objectivity over the results

to convey an impression of omni-

science."
Ouch! But I must agree with John
Puccio when he says that the danger of
Consumer Reports is the reduction of
all good things to a lowest common
denominator; the elimination of the
quest for perfection in favor of the
mass-produced "bargain."
*

*

*

A reader (who shall be nameless) asks
somewhat querulously, "Is the statement
that records are superior to tape the
humble opinion of the writer?" The
answer is no, it is not just my opinion,
humble or otherwise (arrogant?)-it is
a fact. Records made without a tape
transfer are unquestionably superior.
In fact, test records like the CBS series
with square waveforms cannot be made
via tape. On the other hand-and here is
what my critic might be thinking aboutthe average open -reel tape is superior
to the average record.
Which brings me to the subject of
tape hiss, record pops, scratches, and
so on. Most tape enthusiasts are aware
of the advantages of compressor-expander systems, like the DBX, for instance, which can increase the dynamic
range as well as providing an impressive
15 to 20 dB noise reduction. Now
records have been made using the DBX
system, and David Blackmer of that
company told me that a dynamic range
of 90 dB has been achieved! No hiss,
no pops just a silent background.
Unfortunately, we are not likely to see
such records around for some time
(apart from a few made by such companies as Klavier in Los Angeles). The
reason is simple: If one of the giant
companies like CBS or RCA were approached, they would say, "Yes, it IS
a remarkable improvement, but we can't
make records like this because everyone
would need a special decoder to play
them." This is true-but there might,
there just might be a way. If we get a
standard quadraphonic system some
day, then a DBX type of noise suppression expander system could be
built right in. After all, the present CD -4
system incorporates an ANRS noise
reduction system and the basic principle
is the same, although the DBX is much
more complex as it employs log amplifiers.
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Come to
MEDIA & METHODS'

SECOND ANNUAL
VTR WORKSHOP
Madison Square Garden Rotunda
New York City
October 1-3, 1974
in conjunction with

vo3E2

Conducted by M&M contributors WELBY SMITH and GRAY SON MATTINGLY, co-authors of INTRODUCING THE SINGLE
CAMERA VTR SYSTEM and a host of other professionals who
are using VTR with kids and adults in schools, community development, government, business and industry.
Not a lecture series! A practical 10 track workshop designed
to familiarize you with VTR equipment and techniques through
actual hands-on production experience, from the maximum use
of the portopak to the effective use of VTR lighting and sound.

111

FOR FREE BROCHURE SEND THIS COUPON, INDICATING AREAS OF INTEREST
to: Media & Methods, 41 E. 42nd St., New York, N.Y. 10017.
Name

E

Portopak

LiVideo

Tape Distribution
Systems
E The Single Camera
VTR/VCR System
Electronic Editing
VTR Production Planning
E Incorporating Other Media
L Selecting and Expanding a
Video Tape System
E VTR Feedback
III VTR Applications Exchange
E Basic VTR Lighting
and Sound

II
II

I

Address

State

City
I

am

Zip

II

a

(student. teacher. media specialist. etc.)

I

am using

0

t/Z

inch

1

inch

videocassettes

III

Other
Note: Please list alternate add'ess during summer

111Address

State

City

Zip
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The world's first stereophone with
panoramic source controls:
M

Koss engineers have

developed a sec-

ond phase to stereophone listening. A
new concept so exciting and so different
from other stereophones, we called it
Phase 21"^ Indeed, in either the +1 or
+2 phase positions, you'll hear a Sound
of Koss never before achieved in a dynamic stereophone. And you'll be able

closer and closer, like a zoom lens on a
camera, to the center of the performing
musicians. At the fully advanced position
of both controls, you'll feel as though
you're brushing

expansion of the center channel on your
recordings. You'll feel totally surrounded
by the performing musicians. And as
you rotate one

shoulders with
the performers.

Source Control
separately from
the other, you'll
feel as though
you're sitting on
the piano bench
one minute and
in the middle of
the violin section the next.
All in all, Phase 2 will make listening
to your favorite recordings a whole new
experience. A panorama of new perspectives that creates a new intimacy
and depth in your listening experience.
Ask your Audio Specialist to let you
hear Koss Phase 2 Stereophones. And
write for our free, full -color catalog,
c/o Virginia Lamm. You'll find Phase 2
a whole new phase in personal listening.

Panoramic

Indeed, the deli-

cate, intimate
sounds

of breath-

ing, fingers
against strings,
brushes

trailing over
cymbals, become

clearly defined that you'll feel you're
actually one of the performers. And by
adjusting one control separately from
the other, you'll be able to move from
one side of the performing group to
the other.
Now flip the Phase Switch to the +2
position. As you advance the Panoramic
Source Controls, you'll hear a dramatic
so

to do things to your favorite recordings
that, until now, only a recording engineer
could do at the original recording session.
Slip on the new Koss Phase 2 Stereophone and flip the Phase Switch to +1.
As you rotate the Panoramic Source ControlslM on each ear cup, you'll be drawn

O S S®stereophones

®Koss Corporation

from the people who invented Stereophones.

KOSS CORPORATION, 4129 N. Port Washington Ave., Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53212 Koss S.r.l., Milan, Italy
Check No. 16 on Reader Service Card
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Koss Limited, 4112 South Service Rd.,

Burlington, Ontario.

iar
Classroom to Studio
Solomon R. Kunis

Electric Lady's Chief Engineer
Dave Palmer demonstrates the
operation of the Studio A

Console to Suzanne Lanier and
IAR Director Al Grundy.
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recording engineers,
who learned their trade at the
mixing console without benefit
of classroom, are a vanishing breed,
says Albert B. Grundy, Director of the
Institute of Audio Research (IAR).
They will be gradually replaced by
younger men and women who have
mastered the fundamentals of audio
engineering either at a college or a
technical school like the Institute which
Al heads.
The JAR, located at 64 University
Place, New York City, was founded by
Grundy and his partner Irwin J. Diehl
in 1969 to train studio engineers. The
school is regarded as the first and one
of the best specifically organized to
provide students with the technological
foundation required in today's sound
studio.
During its five-year history, the Institute has attracted students ranging in
age from their early twenties to mid forties. Many are newcomers seeking
recording jobs, while some are already
studio employees and wish to enlarge
their knowledge of audio techniques.
The school also serves a number of
people each term who have less immediate vocational needs. These include
hi-fi enthusiasts, musicians, and studio
executives, who are primarily concerned
with improving their understanding and
appreciation of the sound recording
process.
Institute alumni hold down studio
jobs all over the United States and
Canada-as well as overseas in England
and in Israel. One of the graduates
supervised the recording of Bob Dylan's
latest album, Planet Waves, and served
as sound engineer on Dylan's recent
concert tour. Another now owns and
SELF -TAUGHT

operates his own 16 -track recording
studio, while a third runs a record
company and is highly involved with
disc production.
The Institute has several women
students each term. One recent graduate,
Carla Bandini, is now employed at CBS
Records in London. Suzanne Lanier,
who migrated from Florida to attend
the school last fall, obtained a studio
job before graduation, and has since
worked with hit record producer Todd
Rundgren.
Between 60 and 80 students are
enrolled each semester in one or more
of the courses. The basic course, Studio
Technology and Practice, is a 10 -week,
60 -hour evening
laboratory/lecture
class which covers recording fundamentals, magnetic recording, studio
consoles, and signal processing equipment. In addition to classroom work,
there are field trips to modern recording
studios where students may observe
the most advanced equipment and
techniques in actual operation.
The class in Practical Disc Recording,
also given at night, is a five -week,
40-hour workshop training course. The
students work with live equipment,
including a Scully lathe with Ortofon
cutting head, to further their knowledge
of vinyl records, disc-cutting lathes,
recording blanks, and lathe layout,
operation and maintenance.
The Institute also conducts a seminar in Audio Systems Design. This
brief but intensive 4-day course covers
in depth most aspects of the electrical
design of studio systems. Considered
in detail are topics of gain, loss and
impedance interface to achieve maximum S/N and minimum distortion.
And recently, a new seminar, Digital
Logic Design, has been developed and
was first introduced in the Spring, 1974
term.
The above courses are repeated
three times a year. The Fall term begins
in September, the Winter term in
January, and the Spring term in April.

(Top) In front of the disc recording
control panel, Suzanne Lanier
discusses a problem with IAR
Director Al Grundy. (Middle)
Student David Smith studies the
intricacies of a Scully lathe.
(Bottom) John Woram, Director
of Special Projects for IAR, instructs professionals seeking to
expand their knowledge of advanced techniques during a four day Producers/Arrangers Workshop.
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Accelerated classes are also held
during the Summer.
The course in Studio Technology
and Practice is also given at the
Institute's Los Angeles branch in May
and October. Classes meet five times
a week, and both morning and evening
sessions are provided.
he training courses are primarily
1 conducted by Al Grundy, who is
the Director of the Institute and presently serves as Chairman of the New
York Chapter of the Audio Engineering

Society. Grundy, Who obtained his
bachelor's degree in electrical engineering from Columbia University, learned
his trade at Columbia Electronics Research Laborotory. He virtually grew
up with the recording industry and
had designed and set up recording
studios throughout the United States
and in Europe.
"Years ago when the typical recording
engineer entered the audio field, life
and recording techniques were both a
lot simpler." Grundy remembers. "What

rr
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HEAR CLEAR

We are the people who design high fidelity loudspeakers to the criterion of highly accurate response.
This "accuracy" of sound can best be understood as
a kind of clear reproduction closely illuminating music
to its real dimensions.
To this end we develop and adhere to superior specifications; which, by the way, are easily available to
you at your dealer.

While you're there
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those old timers lacked in technical
know-how, they made up for by adaptability and willingness to learn. The
typical studio in those days was
equipped with relatively simple
equipment, which hardly required a
genius to master and understand.
"Today, a kid walks into a studio
fully equipped for multi -track recording.
He is confronted with 24 -channel tape
recorders, synchronizing equipment,
reverberation
and
echo systems,
limiting amplifiers, and a plethora of
other electronic wonders which makes
his head swim. Unless he has acquired
the fundamental knowledge to make
sense of this mass of hardware, he might
just as well walk right out again. There
is simply no way he can understand
how the equipment functions, and his
immediate boss will be too busy with
his own problems to teach the neophyte
Ohm's law."
The administrative and physical
operations of the Institute of Audio
Research are handled by Irwin J.
Diehl, a former professional musician
who received a degree in Fine Arts
from the Cincinnati Conservatory of
Music. Before founding the Institute
with Grundy, Iry Diehl headed up
the studio operations at Caedmon
Records and had previously been employed as a staff engineer at Bell Sound
Studios.
As co-founder of the IAR, Diehl is
deeply concerned with the Institute's
integrity and its reputation in the audio
field. Iry makes it clear to his students
that there is no guaranteed studio job
waiting for them at the end of a ten week course, but IAR has excellent
rapport with all the major studios in
the New York, area and frequently
recommends graduates for vacancies
which may occur.
Iry is also the first to disenchant his
students as to what the training courses
will qualify them to do. The student's
fantasy of stepping immediately into
a full-fledged recording engineer's
spot is quickly punctured. Regardless
of how good the trainee is, he will still
start as an apprentice. But, Diehl
assures the newcomer, he will advance
much faster because he knows what
he is doing in the studio.
And so, relevant training could
mean a "foot in the door" of a recording studio. But without a solid
grip on basics, the newcomer will be
hard-pressed to gain entry, much less
meet the demands made on him by
new hardware and unique artistic requirements. Once through this door,
it's a lot of hard work, patience and
putting it all together with talent and
the right personality.
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How to make the sound system you bought
sound like the sound system you bought.

INTRODUCING NEW TDK

AUDUA OPEN -REEL TAPE.
No matter how much time, effort, or money you
put into your sound system, chances are it's not giving

you peak performance-the level it was designed for.
Much of that gap in performance can be attributed
to the inconsistencies you find in most low -noise, high output tapes. The shape of the magnetic particles,
the density and uniformity of the coating, all contribute
to that total performance. And the more inconsistencies,
the fewer overtones and transient phenomena you hear.
different from
anything you've ever heard
before. In fact, you'll probably find that it's capable
of delivering the finest sound
of any open -reel tape you
Audua coating: tight, fine, dense. can buy, anywhere. Even
better than our own highly
rated SD. That's why SD's
been discontinued.
Audua was designed to
provide higher output and
;_I
-^r

Audua's

lower noise levels. That's because TDK designed a
unique process of uniformly applying.Audua's ultra fine particles. Particles that are only 0.4 microns long
and with a length -to -width ratio of 10:1. In addition,
that process gives Audua a significantly better high-end
frequency response.
Here's why: take a good look at the two micro photos. Audua is denser and more uniform. It can
capture more delicate harmonic overtones and transient
phenomena than that other premium tape.
So try Audua. It could make your sound system
perform like the sound system you paid for. Or maybe
even better.

,.

Ir`ì.+
Other premium tape
IAN

coatings:
random, sparse.
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Garden

Equipment Profiles
Sequerra Model

1

FM Tuner

r

o

35

\-/
We have just seen, tested and listened to the world's best
performing tuner, and it is called the Sequerra Model 1. We
have just seen a most effective panoramic frequency analyzer
and field strength meter for the FM frequency band and it is
called the Sequerra Model I. We have just seen a four-quadrant
vector -oscilloscope capable of visually depicting stereo and
quadraphonic signal separation and phase relationships, and
it is called the Sequerra Model 1.
This report is somewhat different from our usual product
test reports for several reasons: When we learned of the performance capability of the Sequerra Model 1, we concluded
that the equipment in our laboratory would be totally inadequate for measuring the important parameters of this FM
tuner, and so we arranged to conduct our tests right at the
Sequerra engineering and production facilities, in Woodside,
New York. We were thus provided with an in-depth understanding of the Sequerra operation and can speak with some
knowledge of the lengths to which that company has gone to
provide the performance and reliability built into the Model 1.
After completion of our usual tests, we were somewhat
shocked to find that Sequerra's "published specifications" are
so conservative that they simply do not do the product justice.
That is why they do not appear as the opening paragraph of
this report. For the record, here they are:

MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATIONS
IHF Sensitivity: Less than 2.00/. S/N Ratio: Greater than
70 dB. Ultimate THD: 0.07%. 50 dB Quieting Sensitivity:
Less than 2.8,uV. THD at 50 dB/SN: Less than 0.3%. Frequency Response: ±0.3 dB, 30 Hz to 15 kHz. Stereo
Separation: Greater than 50 dB. Stereo THD: Less than
0.2%. Sub -Carrier Rejection: Greater than 70 dB. SCA
Rejection: Greater than 75 dB.

Fig.

1-View

of the rear panel.

Now that you've read these few specifications, forget about
them. They don't begin to tell the story. And, if you're wondering why some of the other commonly quoted specifications are
not listed, be patient. It will all come clear shortly.
The product that confronted me when I walked into Richard
Sequerra's expanding facilities is pictured here, but again, the
simple elegance and beauty of its gold -and -black, heavy front
panel cannot come across in a black and white photo. There is
only one knob on the entire unit-the tuning knob. It is black,
it looks good, and it rotates smoothly. Blending discreetly with
the edges of the black central area are twelve pushbuttons, six
along each edge. The left group include four buttons that
determine what the 41 -in. flat -face instrument oscilloscope
tube will display. If purchased with the panoramic analyzer
option (first production runs all include this feature, because
everyone seems to want the feature), the first button will cause
a panoramic view of all broadcasting stations located 1 MHz
above and below the tuned frequency to appear on the 'scope
face as vertical "pips." More about the usefulness of this feature later. Depressing the tuning display button switches in a
tuning display which shows instantaneous carrier deviation of
the tuned FM station, signal strength (readable with incredible
accuracy over a range of greater than 90 dB-from a few microvolts to close to a volt) and any AM products resulting from
multipath reflection problems. The third button changes the
display to a center -origin X -Y vector display which depicts left
and right stereo channels in proper spatial relationship (pure
left results in a vector pointing to the left upper corner, pure
right points to the upper right corner). This display is used in
checking separation and phase characteristics of stereo program material. The fourth display button provides access to
four rear -panel input jacks for displaying external audio information of monophonic, stereo or four -channel sources. The
fifth button of this group selects high -frequency blend during
reception of weak stereo signals, to reduce noise at the expense
of high frequency separation. The lowest button at the left
introduces a Dolby "B" decoding circuit to be used when
listening to stations employing the Dolby noise reduction
method in their broadcasts.
Above the single tuning knob there appears the word "Megahertz" when power is applied, and just above that is a digital

readout window which reads out frequencies to which the

Model is tuned. Readouts are in increments of 100 kHz (rather
than 200 kHz, commonly used on other digital-readout tuners
we have seen) for greater precision and because some countries
of the world assign FM frequencies at "even" points rather
than at "odd" 100 kHz increments as is done in the U.S. Above
the readout window, the words "Stereo Pilot" light up whenever the set is tuned to a station which is transmitting a stereo
pilot. The right-hand row of buttons consists of three interlocking switches which turn muting off, turn interstation muting on
or mute everything but stereo transmissions. The three remaining push -push buttons select automatic stereo or mono, normal
or dimmed panel illumination, and turn power on and off to the
entire unit. Interestingly, there isn't a "commercial message"
on the entire front panel other than a distinctive "S" (for
Sequerra) engraved on the power on/ off button. Sequerra feels
(and we agree) that "everyone will know."
The rear panel, shown in Fig. 1, contains a three -terminal
strip for connection of either 75- or 300-ohm transmission lines
from antenna. Clustered at the right are seven screwdriver
adjustment controls, fixed and level -controlled pairs of output
1
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jacks, four external input jacks for connection of external audio
channels in conjunction with the vector X -Y display on the
'scope (together with a four-section level control to permit
setting display amplitude), a detector output jack, an accessory
10 -terminal socket (intended for use with such accessories as a
remote tuning control which will be available at a later date)
and a "25 microsecond" Dolby jack. Since Dolby has suggested
that his noise -reduction system could be put to best use if FM
pre -emphasis and de-emphasis were officially changed to 25
microseconds (instead of the present 75 microseconds), Se querra has provided this last feature which simply requires the
insertion of a shorted "phono plug" to change the de -emphasis
time constant internally.
The seven screwdriver adjustments accessible to the user
include focus, intensity, vertical centering and horizontal centering for the 'scope display, muting level adjustment (from 3
microvolts to 30 microvolts) and two adjustments for centering
the panoramic frequency display and for controlling its width.
A one-ampere fuse holder and line cord complete the back
panel layout.

Circuitry and Internal Construction
The block diagram of Fig. 2 should give you some idea of just
how much sophisticated circuitry has been built into the Model
1. The photo in Fig. 3 is a view of the inside of the chassis, taken
from the top, with the black cabinet wrap removed. The frontend of the tuner is unique in that it employs "balanced" circuitry all the way from the differential push-pull cascode r.f.
input amplifiers (4 FETs) all the way to the balanced push-pull
FET mixer stage which is "source" driven by a balanced transformer and whose "drain" outputs feed another transformer.

In addition to the normal i.f. output, the front-end supplies outputs to the 4-digit, 1 MHz clock counter and to the panoramic
analyzer section. The r.f. section is varactor tuned, with tuning
voltage ranging from 32 volts to 7.4 volts. Multiple varactor

diodes are "stacked" for higher capacitance.
The i.f. section, shown in Fig. 4, contains an 18 -pole Papoulis
filter, each section of which contains 3 separate coils and two
adjustable coupling capactors.
There are six limiter stages, as seen in the view of Fig. 5,
each with a gain of approximately 20 dB. AM detection points
are taken from the i.f. filter and limiter sections and fed to the
display section for use in its "Tuning" mode.
A newly designed Travis -Smith FM detector utilizes 2 peak
detectors in quadrature. This arrangement serves to balance
out 2nd and 3rd harmonic distortion products to an incredible
low of better than 0.05%. Detector bandwidth is between 600
and 700 kHz wide.
The panoramic section constitutes a "receiver" in itself-one
that uses its own local oscillator to produce a 2.4 MHz "i.f."
swept frequency for application to the panoramic log detector.
Another circuit board includes the stereo multiplex circuitry
and the Dolby circuits. De-emphasis and carrier rejection filter
blocks occupy the left end of this module, most of which contains stereo parts, with the Dolby circuitry occupying the righthand quarter of the board.
In all, there are some 22 p.c. board modules in the Sequerra
Model 1. The power transformer is of an unusual double -coil
design which employs a multiple -finger core. The regulated
power supply section supplies the six important operating
voltages ranging from the low +5 volts needed for the counter
to the -1600 volts required for the CRT anode. We gave up
trying to count the total number of transistors, IC's and diodes
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in this product, because to do so would have meant working
well past Sequerrá s closing time! There is practically no "hard
wiring" in the entire tuner and boards are easily unplugged for
servicing and/or replacement. Judging by the meticulous as-

sembly and inspection procedures, the quality of the components used, and the rugged construction and layout of the tuner,
there isn't likely to be to much of that going on in the field.
Sequerra offers a straightforward five-year warranty for the
Model which covers labor and material on everything but the
CRT tube, which is warranteed for one year.
1

Laboratory Measurements
Our usual FM performance measurements were made on
the Sequerra Model tuner. Figure 7 attempts to depict, graphically, some of the results, but each curve must be qualified by
an excuse. To begin with, IHF sensitivity measured exactly
1.7 microvolts-about as low as IHF sensitivity can ever be if
proper bandwidth is maintained, as it is in this model. So, IHF
sensitivity is indeed "less than 2.0 µV" as claimed. The 50 dB
quieting point was reached with a signal input of 1.9 µV. We
usually quote THD for this condition, since in most tuners it
still predominates over noise. In the case of the Model 1, however, the residual output at 50 dB quieting, as observed on an
oscilloscope was very predominantly noise. Therefore, using an
ordinary distortion analyzer (which can't tell the difference
between noise and distortion), you'd come up with a figure of
0.3% "noise plus distortion" at 1.9 µV. Actual harmonic distortion is not separately visible on the 'scope until the noise
dips below 63 dB or so, which is equivalent to about 0.07%
residual THD.
However, even this figure needs qualifying. We are convinced
that the Sound Technology FM Generator was not capable of
supplying a test signal with better than 0.07% inherent modulation non-linearity, and therefore our reading of 0.07% THD is
strictly the result of the test equipment. In other words, Se querra knows that the THD of the Model is lower than 0.07%,
1

A

1

i

B

Fig.

3-View

Fig.

5-Limiter section.

of chassis from above (A) and below (B).

6-Actual panoramic display. Note weak adjacent
channel signal to the right of tuned -to -center signal, also
alternate channel signals on each side of center.
Fig.

Fig.

4-Part

of the i.f system.
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RTR breaks through the wall
of speaker distortion with

"The Transparent Enclosurc'
Throughout the history of high
fidelity, the acoustic engineer and the
audiophile have been plagued by the
distorting influence of the never
perfect speaker enclosure. The RTR
280DR represents the first major
breakthrough in eliminating this

with the four woofers to produce an
incredibly uniform polar energy
response which is shown in Figure 2.
FIGURE 2

adverse effect.
This breakthrough was not easy. It
required a complex design incorporating four custom designed woofers
... one front mounted, two side
mounted with balancing networks,
and one planar slot loaded driven
through a reverse phase bridge
network. Proof of performance is
shown by the complete lack of
fundamental resonance exhibited by
the broad, smooth curve shown in
Figure 1.
FIGURE
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280DR Impedance, Midrange control
at "5," Tweeter control any setting
This unique design earned the following comments from Dr. R. C. Heyser
in Audio magazine (Nov 1973): "The
harmonic distortion on the 280DR is
extremely low. A flute tone E1 (41.2
Hz) at 20 watts input produced 1
percent E2 (second harmonic) and
1 percent A2 (third harmonic). The
critical mid bass remained below 0.4
percent at this same level.-The lack
of sonic distortion lulled us into
testing at high power.-Investigation
of the impedance plot showed that
we were in fact delivering close to
200 watts of heating power to the
280DR at maximum test level."

280DR Polar Energy Plot

Total Bandwidth
Total bandwidth is dependent on the
proper in -system functioning of all
transducers. The four woofers are
designed and manufactured by RTR.
They are special ten -inch transducers
with butyl surrounds and two-inch
epoxy impregnated voice coils. Five
magnetic high frequency drivers are
utilized to properly simulate concert
hall ambience. A newly developed
super tweeter, operating on the
piezoelectric ceramic disc bender
principle, extends overall response of
the 280DR to 25,000 Hz. Figure 3
shows the uniformity of the frequency
response of this super tweeter.
In an average listening room, the
midrange and tweeter controls can be
adjusted to yield the typical overall
frequency response of the 280DR as
shown in Figure 4 within ±3dB of the
illustrated curve without equalization.
FIGURE 3

Many music lovers, relating to the
concert hall experience, have maintained that the ideal speaker should
radiate uniformly hemispherically.
(This is not to be confused with the
"reflecting concept.") The 280DR was
engineered for "Total Dispersion."
To achieve this "Total Dispersion,"
six high frequency drivers were joined

280DR Response
Characteristics
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95 lbs.

Frequency Response:
22 to 25,000 Hz

Speaker Complement:
Four 10" woofers, five 21/2"

mid-range/tweeters, one
piezoelectric super tweeter
Crossover Frequencies:
2500 Hz and 7500 Hz
Impedance:
8 ohms nominal
Recommended Amp. Power:
25w to 100w RMS per channel

Controls:
Midrange and tweeter level,
speaker protect circuit breaker
with push button reset,
dual 5 -way input jack.

.11
FIGURE 4
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280DR Super Tweeter
Frequency Response
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280DR Specifications
Enclosure:
Genuine hand -rubbed walnut
veneers
Size:
161/2" x 39" x 161/2" deep
Shipping Weight:

5,15.
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Creating Music
The 280DR does not create music.
But it does reproduce music with
great accuracy. Prove it to yourself by
auditioning an RTR 280DR at your
RTR franchised dealer and experience
RTR

"Total Capability."
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circle the number below or write
RTR INDUSTRIES

Dept. A, 8116 Deering Ave.
Canoga Park, CA 91304
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and distortion versus frequency.

but can't really prove how much lower. His best guess is about
0.04%. The same applies to ultimate S/N, which measured
about 75 dB. We know, however, that the generator is only
guaranteed to suppress residual modulation down to ±25 Hz
when used in the CW (unmodulated) mode. This would permit
readings of over 70 dB, and the generator we used did permit
a reading to 75 dB. There is no way of knowing how much
further down the noise of the Model 1 really is-but we do know
that it's lower than -75 dB. As for stereo, residual modulation
of the generator is a bit worse so we come up with a -72 dB
reading-in itself the lowest reading we have ever obtained, by
far, for any tuner operating in the stereo mode, but probably
a good deal higher than the true figures, which are just not
obtainable with present day test equipment.
Figure 8 shows stereo separation versus frequency and THD
versus frequency. The separation curves, at least, are definitive
and meaningful and, as can be seen, show separation in excess
of 60 dB at mid -band audio frequencies. At 15 kHz, separation
was still in excess of 40 dB and well over 50 dB at the low end of
the audio spectrum. The only thing the THD curves show is that
there is some noticeable increase in THD at the extreme high
frequencies in the stereo mode-noticeable, that is, if you consider a change of THD from 0.15% to 0.25% significant at frequencies above 6 kHz. What is obvious from these curves however, is the fact that there were NO visible or audible "beats"
produced at any frequency as a result of any interaction between the 38 kHz products and audio products.
Additional separate measurements were made for the specifications not listed by Sequerra, and it became obvious why he
didn't bother with them. Here are some, with appropriate (and
repetitious) comments. Alternate channel selectivity was in
excess of 100 dB (we can't say how much in excess because of
test equipment limitations). Image rejection was too high to be
measured by our equipment. Spurious response rejection was
in excess of 100 dB (we can't say how much in excess ... etc.).
Capture ratio, as nearly as we could measure it (and it gets
pretty tricky below dB) was about 0.75 dB. As Dick Sequerra
pointed out, however, a more meaningful statement could be
made by pointing out that at 4 dB difference in signal strengths,
the stronger signal "knocks out" the undesired weaker one to
the extent of over 50 dB!
Frequency response is something we can tell you about. It is
accurate to the prescribed de -emphasis curve within ±0.2 dB
from 30 Hz to 15 kHz. Rejection of 19 kHz output products and
38 kHz output products was in excess of 70 and 75 dB and therefore these components would be totally insignificant in terms
of any recorder, regardless of its bias frequency. Rejection of
SCA (67 kHz) was too great to be measured meaningfully.
After several hours of making these sometimes frustrating
measurements, we decided to relax and play with the unit.
1

iì

Same Broadcast Received b 2 Different Antenna
Systems.
A.
Rabbit Ear FM Antenna
B.
Outdoor roof Antenna (note overload). This Was
Close Lineof.Sight Developing 0.3V Input to Tuner.

Listening and Utilization Tests

i

In case you have ever questioned the need for the kind of
performance which the Sequerra Tuner can deliver-if you've
doubted whether there is an audible difference-let me put those
doubts to rest. You can (and I did) hear the difference. I don't
think it's a simple case of lower distortion. I don't believe it's
just better stereo separation. It's much more subtle than that,
and don't intend to explore the reasons in this lengthy report.
Suffice it to say that even in the face of admittedly poor station
and transmitter practice (which has become rampant in FM
over the last few years) we were able to find program sources
that sounded better than we have ever heard FM reception
before. Cleaner, quieter, more stable and more like what we
had always believed FM radio was all about. Both in its measurements and in its actual audible performance, the Sequerra
Model is at least a whole order of magnitude better than anything else around.
Naturally, we were fascinated with the panoramic and other
'scope displays. But, as we used the panoramic display for a
1

A.

Tuned in Station On
Center Frequency.

Alternate Station 400
kHz Olf Center Frequency
C.
Alternate Station 800
kHz Off Center Frequency.
Note: 3.Pointed Pip Indicates
Station Simultaneously
Broadcasting SCA.
D.
Adjacent Station 200kHz
Off Center Frequency
B.

Stations with Samte Signal
Strength
A.
Monaural
B.
Stereophonic
C.
Bend et Top of Pip
Indicates Stereo Pilot.
2

1

Fig.

9-Panoramic

displays.
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THE NEW VESTIGAL ARM,
BY TRANSCRIPTORS
It tracks any cartridge at one -fifth of the pressure,
and with only one -twentieth of the wear on discs and styli,
than is within the capability of any other tonearm of any
type, ever made anywhere in the world.
A radically new device which has emerged from nine
years of intensive and original research; it has demolished
absolutely all current tonearm theory and put discs back
firmly twenty years ahead as a program source for domestic
Hi-Fi. It is strongly patens -protected in every techno-

logical country!
It tracks the most compliant cartridges at one -tenth of
a gram, and those cartridges were made to withstand the
onslaught of conventional massive arms. Emerging new
generation cartridges will do far, far better still in this
arm.
In the world of self-respecting Hi-Fi. all other disc
playing systems are hopelessly outdated, all other arms
hopelessly massive, destructive and wasteful.

SPECIFICATION

Best low mass conventional arm or parallel
tracking arm, with
best cartridge

Vestigal arm, with
best cartridge

Perfect arm

Actual Moving Mass

Best 180 grams in all

37.5 grams horizontal;
25 grams vertical

Zero Mass

grams horizon1 gram vertical
Best one -tenth of
a gram on selection of
highly modulated discs

Zero Inertia

Over 180 C.P.S.,
system resonance well
outside air moving
frequencies no
distortion or feedback

Over 30,000 C.P.S.

resonance within large
air moving frequencies
resulting in distortion and feedback
Severe degeneration
of discs after 15
playings, no longer
Hi-Fi after 35 playings

Degeneration of discs
at least forty times less
due to low inertia and
tracking force

No Wear

planes
Inertia (effective
mass) with Car-

tridge
Tracking Pressure

System resonance

Disc Wear

11 grams in all
planes (often twice
this figure)

Best

Best 11/4 grams on selection of highly
modulated discs
2-30 C.P.S., system

6

tal;

Zero

The VESTIGAL ARM is now standard
on the fine TRANSCRIPTOR range of
turntables, made in Ireland. These turntables are the acknowledged leaders in

Europe, incomparable performance is
coupled with such outstanding design
that TRANSCRIPTOR turntables are on
permanent exhibition in most European
design centers and in your own Museum
of Modern Art in New York.
TRANSCRIPTORS are now in New
York offering sales and service for all
our products.
Please send for our brochure.
TRANSCRIPTORS
509 5th Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10017

212-586-5642
weevN2>i,Meete,eaNt
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while, we came to realize how much we could learn from it. We
were able to accurately measure signal strengths by noting the
vertical height of the signal pips. (see Fig. 6.) We could even
spot SCA transmissions from those stations that engage in this
extra service. In one case, we noted extreme overmodulation of
the SCA sub -carriers, something we had suspected regarding
this particular station for years. What a great field strength
meter this would have made in our previous studies of FM antenna capabilities some years back!

Soft

Loud Passages
(Full Modulation)

Passages

Overmodulation by Brotduster
(Causes Dietortion)

In the "Tuning Display" mode, we were able to perfectly
center -tune any desired station, gauge station modulation levels
(and, in many cases, overmodulation levels as well) and detect
even the barest traces of multi -path interference. In this mode,
too, signal strength is indicated by the vertical position of the
display and calibration of the gradicule marks was just about
perfect. The display, incidentally, has automatic brightness
circuitry built in. When the display collapses to a dot (as it will
with no modulation in the "tuning" mode, or in the absence of
audio signals in the "vector" mode), brightness is automatically
reduced so that only a very dim spot of light appears, so as to
protect the 'scope face from premature "burn spots."
The kinds of displays we observed are illustrated in Fig. 9
(for the panoramic function), Figs. 10 and 11 (when using the
display in the tuning mode), Fig. 12 (when using the display to
check stereo separation and musical locations) and Fig. 13
(when using the display to feed separate, external audio signals
via the rear input jacks). Our immediate thought after playing
with these versatile functions for a while was that the FCC
ought to equip every one of its mobile monitoring units with a
Sequerra Model
unit. Perhaps then they could do some
policing of the abuses in broadcasting practices which are
prevalant all over the country. It wouldn't be a bad idea if every
FM station in the country was equipped with this tuner too. It
is sure to find its way into these places, because it can provide
more useful information regarding a station's radiated signal
than any other single piece of FM equipment (and that includes
so-called "monitor" receivers) we have ever seen.
In the last analysis, a good FM tuner is for listening. And,
ultimately, it is with the dedicated FM listener who demands
perfection that the Sequerra Model is sure to make its mark
for years to come. As one who has been involved, professionally, with FM equipment for over two decades, I can remember
only two tuners which became the classics of their time. The
1

Stauen Not Properly Tuned

Off.Tuned Trace
(Showing SCA Sub.
carrier)

Weak

Statio,

1

Station With Low Amplitude

Fig.

Station With High Amplitude

10-Tuning displays.

Y

Left Chennal Only

Sapration Between
Channels IMonophonic)

Right Channel Only

No

1

i
Ideal Trace
INo Multipath)

V

L

-R

Out of phase Stereo

Little Sapar tion Between
as Centrally

Maximum Separation Between

Channels (Such
Placed Solonil

Channels

Very Severe Multipath
(Partial Cancelation of
Signal)

Multipath progressively worse (A through El. The long
gentle curve of A is preferable to B, etc. In tuning to
eliminate or minimise multipath, rotate your antenna
to get the smoothest trace. This will be your best
listening positron, even if it has less amplitude than in

Improper Balance to the
Right

other positions.

Fig.
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Fig.

12-Tuner

No Audio Signal

vector for stereo display.
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8" Lower Mid -Range Speaker
250 Hz to 1,000 Hz

Adjustable Swivel -Mounted Dipole Coupler

3" Upper Mid -Range Speaker
1,000 Hz to 5,000 Hz

Dome Radiators in parallel.
5,000 Hz to 20,000 Hz
2

Low distortion 4 -way
cross -over network

Port

Equalizers for each mid-range
and high -range speaker band

Direction Indicator

Aperiodic 4th Order
Butterworth Enclosure

High efficiency 15" Woofer

The new Leslie DVX Speaker:
it adjusts to the geometry of your room!
CBS Laboratories and Leslie Speakers have now
developed an amazing new loudspeaker system that
is...quite frankly... amazing!
The Leslie DVX speaker is a unique high performance,
low distortion four-way system. Its exclusive dipole
coupler is swivel mounted... so that you can "aim" the
mid -range and high frequency speakers to fit the
geometry of your room. This dipole coupler.also gives
you the optimum balance of direct and reflected
energy to pinpoint and anchor the stereo image in
the manner intended by the recording director.

The bass frequencies are reproduced by a high energy
15" woofer housed in an aperiodic 4th order

Butterworth ported enclosure and descend smoothly
to the lowest registers.
Leslie Speakers was the first company to introduce a
truly effective "augmentation" system (the Plus 2
speaker) to eliminate the standing waves in your
room. Now comes the amazing DVX speaker. D for
dipolar. VX for variable axis. A whole new alphabet for
sound! Hear it at your nearest
Leslie Plus 2/DVX dealer.

1

SPEAKERS

DVX MODEL 580
STUDIO/LAB MODEL

DVX MODEL 570

91105
ELECTRO MUSIC/CBS MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS, A DIVISION OF CBS, INC., 56 WEST DEL MAR BLVD., PASADENA, CA.
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Front Right Channel Only

Front Left Channel Only

Rear Right Channel Only

l
Rear Left Channel Only

Stereo L&R Front Inputs Only.
(Same as Stereo for Tuning
Vector) Maximum Separation

Stereo L&R Rev Input, Only.
Mecirnum Sap ,,tian

first was the famous REL tuner which was head and shoulders
above everything else in the 1950s. In the 1960s, we were introduced to the Marantz 10-B (designed, by the way, by Dick
Sequerra and his present active associate Sid Smith-both of
whom are as dedicated to good sound as they were when I
first met them years ago).
And now, in the mid -70's, we have a new standard of excellence-The Sequerra Model 1. I have purposely avoided mentioning prices up to this point because I felt that it was important to understand that this product is in a class by itself and
that price is secondary. When you come right down to it, for the
features it has, for the performance it gives, and for the musical
pleasure it can provide to anyone demanding the finest there
is in an FM tuner, $2500.00 is not really all that much to pay for
the Model 1. 1f you're really strapped for cash, but want the
tuner so badly that you're willing to buy it without the panoramic analyzer feature (a mistake, in my opinion), you will be
able to walk away with one for an even $2000.00-after Sequerra
has filled his initial orders which all call for the panoramic
version.
One final word for any of you who may have seen a prototype
of this unit at various exhibitions and shows. The unit is actually in production. I saw dozens of completed and partially
completed models with my own eyes. The waiting period is at
an end. There really is a Sequerra Model Tuner available for
purchase. Final confirmation of this fact was brought home to
me at the end of my visit, when Dick Sequerra began discussing his thoughts on the next product (in the audio field) that he
and Sid Smith are beginning to work on. (I'm not at liberty to
discuss it!) I know these dedicated engineers well enough to
state, categorically, that they would not even be thinking about
the next design program unless they felt that their first magnificent product was safely on its way!
Leonard Feldman
1

-

Maximum
4 Chamal
Separation Between Channels

No Audio Signal

Fig. 13-External vector displaying external 4 -channel
audio program source.

Wollensak 4780 Cassette Tape Recorder

MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATIONS
Frequency Response: 35 to 1 5,000 Hz ± 2 dB with Low
Noise or CrO, tape; 35 to 14,000 Hz with regular tape. Signal to -Noise Ratio: Better than 48 dB without Dolby. Bias Frequency: 110 kHz. Input Sensitivity: Mic, 0.25 mV; Line,
100 mV. Output: volt. Dimensions: 16 in. W x 11 in. D
x 8 in. H. Weight: 141/2 lbs. Price: $279.95.
The Wollensak 4780 is an unusual -looking machine-at
least in comparison with the general run of cassette recorders. In fact, it looks more like a studio recorder with its
sloping back panel and controls! Reading from left to right,
there are four lever switches for the following functions:
1
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power on/off, recording stereo/mono, line or mic input, and
tape selection for CrO, or regular. Then come the two VU
meters with the record indicator light in between. On the main
panel (which also slopes to the front), is the cassette well and
in front of that is a row of seven piano keys for EJECT, REWIND, RECORD, PLAY, FAST FORWARD, STOP, and PAUSE. To
the right are three slide controls for level -left channel, right
ditto, and master, which controls both channels. Behind these
is the digital counter and memory and Dolby switches-both
with indicator lights. At the extreme right are the microphone and headphone sockets. Input and output sockets, together with Dolby calibration controls are in a recess at the
rear. A pre-set output level control is also located on the rear
panel-a useful feature.
An end -of-tape switch disengages the pressure roller and
heads from the cassette, reverting automatically to the STOP
mode. This is a fairly common feature with good quality
cassette machines but 3M engineers have gone a stage further
with the 4780 and fitted what they call a "Cassette Guardian."
This is a device that automatically puts the machine in the
STOP mode if a defective cassette stalls or jams the tape transport mechanism. Not so common these days, but it's a worthwhile refinement for all that.

Measurements
Figure 1 shows the record -replay response with Maxell UD
tape. The 3 dB point is 14,500 Hz. The next graph, Fig. 2,
shows the response with CrO, tape (TDK KRO) and the 3 dB
point is somewhat higher at 15,000 Hz with rather more "headroom." Figure 3 shows the response from a standard test tape
and Fig. 4 gives the distortion at 1 kHz. It will be seen that
the THD is less than 2% at 0 VU, increasing to 4.5% at +3 VU.
Distortion versus frequency can be seen from Fig. 5.
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0 Vu

0 Vu

-20 Vu

-20 V

100

100

10K
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Fig. 1-Record-replay response with Maxell UD tape.

-

Hz

Fig. 2-Record-replay response with Cr02 tape.
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V
0
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3

O
H
100
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FREQUENCY-

2

10K

Hz

Fig. 3-Playback response from standard tape.

Signal to noise came out at -51 dB (ref. 3% or + VU) and
which is excellent. Input sensitivity was
and 27 mV for microphone. Output was
just under volt -985 mV, to be precise. Erase ratio was better
than 59 dB and wow and flutter was 0.17% record -replay.
Rewind time was 76 seconds for a C60 cassette and speed
checked out 0.1% fast.
1

-1

57 dB with Dolby,
120 mV for 0 VU

o

+2

+3

VU

I

Fig.

4-Distortion

at

1

kHz.

Listening Tests
I found the 4780 a very easy machine to use-partly because
of the arrangement of the control switches and the rear panel.
The VU meters are smaller than some, but they are illuminated
5.0
and because of their position, they can be seen from quite a
40
distance. The provision of three input controls is a little un30
usual, but it does permit channel balancing as well as dual
20
control with the master slider. And, of course, you can fade
a signal from one channel to the other if you desire. The eject
1.0
key merely opens the compartment lid-the cassette isn't sent
100
10K
to the other side of the room-it just lies there waiting to be
FREQUENCY- Hz
picked up.
Several tapes were made both with and without the Dolby
switched in, mostly from CBS SQ matrix records and FM Fig. 5-Distortion vs. frequency (0 VU).
transmissions using a Dyna AFM-6 tuner. Phono cartridge was
a Shure Mk III with a Thorens 125 turntable. No trouble at
all. I did manage to find a bad cassette (made by a deservedly parameters and the 4780 does look very elegant with its matte
obscure company in L.A.) and I can report that the Guardian black and silver panel-and it is completely functional. All did what it is supposed to. A few words about the styling: It in -all, the Wollensak 4780 is certainly one of the best mediumpriced Dolby cassette recorders now available.
is a popular belief that a truly functional design will also look
George W. Tillett
attractive. This is not true, but it is possible to combine the two
1K
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Audionics High -Definition Quadraphonic Decoder

AUCIIONICS
SUND

1110,41

4 CM

MIOH- DUINMON QUADRAPHONIC DECODER

MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATIONS
Facilities: SQ, Ambience and Stereo. Frequency Response:
dB. Distortion: Less than 0.025%.
5 Hz to 100 kHz ±
Hum and Noise: -80 dB rel. 250 mV. Price: Model A,
$39.95; B, $74.95; C, $99.95.
It is generally conceded that logic type quadraphonic decoders, that is, those using "gain riding" circuits to enhance
separation, give the best all-round (sorry!) results. It is also
true that many people object to the "pumping" action inherent
in the cheaper types of semi -logic units. Full -logic decoders,
such as the Sony 2020, are free from this defect but they are
relatively expensive, and if classical music is the main interest,
a good non -logic unit will give very acceptable results. One
can also be used to add ambience and a sense of spaciousness
to ordinary stereo records-or tapes for that matter. The Audionics 106 is made in Great Britain by TATE who specializes
in matrix techniques (more from them later this year when they
will release a "directional enhancement system") and it is
available in three versions: Model A consists of a circuit
board minus power supply, switching or hardware; Model B
1

includes these items but is minus cabinet and panel, and Model
C is the complete version as tested. It is a small unit, measuring about eight inches by six inches by just over two and
one-half inches high. The MASTER volume control is on the
right-the large knob-and to the left is a row of seven push
buttons. They are the ON-OFF switch, DISCRETE 4-CIL, STEREO,
SQ AMBIENCE, TAPE, and BLEND. The discrete 4 -channel is for
tape inputs-in other words, the decoder is switched out of
circuit. The ambience switch applies a smaller proportion of
the signals to the rear channels and in a different phase relationship from the SQ mode. It is intended to create a surround
sound from ordinary stereo records, although it does have
other uses. The tape switch replaces the tape monitor switch
on the receiver or pre -amplifier as this is switched to the
decoder.
The SQ circuit is the basic matrix designed by CBS but
Audionics claims that the frequency response, phase relationships and distortion are better than the original specifications.
This was borne out by the tests.

Performance
Figure shows the output versus distortion and it will be
seen that distortion is insignificant below 2 volts or so. In
most cases, the signal input would be on the order of 200 mV
where the distortion is well below 0.05%. Insertion loss is
less than dB. Frequency response was dB down at 4 Hz and
60 kHz, and 10 kHz square wave resolution was excellent with
only the slightest trace of rounding. Phase relationship was
within 3% over most of the audio band, increasing at extremes
but still well under the 10% specifications at 20 Hz and 20
kHz. Hum and noise was 82 dB (ref. 200 mV output).
On test, the 106 C came well up to expectations; overall
sound quality was audibly unaffected by noise or distortion.
1

1

1

Maanealanaf Tympani
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MUSICALLY ACCURATE
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99.6% PURE ALUMINUM
.006" "VOICE COIL" WIRES

Cross-section Tympani IIIA and Tympani

The MAGNEPLANAR Tympani, based upon
proven concepts, is an important advancement
toward the theoretically perfect speaker.
Low -mass Mylar diaphragm with controlled
tension provides critical damping.
Low diaphragm breakup.
No speaker cabinet to cause resonance,
loading problems, or transient degradation.
Linear power response-no compression of
dynamic range.
8 ohm power amplifier load throughout
the audio range with essentially no inductive
or capacitive reactance.
High power handling.
No high voltage or arcing problems.
Not sensitive to humidity, temperature or dust.
Efficiency: 10W RMS, 500 Hz, 97 dB at
6 feet (Tympani Ill A).
Sound theory... unsurpassed musical accuracy.
Visit your Audio Research dealer today.

I

B

.0005" MYLAR
DIAPHRAGM

Tweeter

audio research

corporation
Box 6003/Minneapolis, Minnesota 55406
Tel: (612) 721-2961
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Magnepan, Inc.
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The blend control operates on the rear channels and tends to
cancel the rear center image, thus a vocalist will sound more
sharply defined to the front when the blend control is used.
It was found that some Sansui (QS) and old (relatively) E -V
discs sounded better with the ambience position-others
seemed more realistic on the SQ mode. But this is a matter
of personal taste, room acoustics, and speaker dispersion
characteristics. Summing up, the Audionics 106 C is a well
made, inexpensive unit with a higher standard of performance
than the average non -logic decoder. The only criticism I
would care to make concerns the volume control-it felt too
stiff and uneven. It is a four -gang component and it is mounted
on the circuit board, but I feel it really ought to be a little
George W. Tillett
better!
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1-Output versus distortion.

electric cartridge, the piezoresistive element does not develop
a signal directly. When at rest, it is a simple resistor with a
THE EVOLUTION of the transducer for reproducing re- fixed value. Apply pressure or strain and the resistive value
corded sound since Edison's invention of the phono- changes correspondingly. By applying a voltage to this regraph (1877) and, subsequently, the Berliner Gramo- sistor, the resultant current changes in step with the change in
phone, has been remarkable. The transducer used with the resistance.
The Panasonic EPC-450C cartridge, developed by Shuichi
Berliner flat disc was of the acoustical -mechanical type. With
the advent of electronic amplifiers, the subsequent trans- Obata in Japan, is a strain -gauge (semiconductor) type (Fig. I).
ducers included the tortional-twisting Pfansthiehl, the Weathers The stylus assembly (Fig. 2) consists essentially of a nude Shi FM demodulator type (which had to be tuned not unlike bata diamond stylus mounted on a light -weight titanium stylus
today's CD -4 cartridge), a variety of piezoelectric units, the lever. When the low -mass stylus assembly is inserted into the
moving magnet and the moving coil types, and finally, the cartridge, it rests against an almost invisible metal resolver
and assumes the relationship to the cartridge's moving system.
strain -gauge (semiconductor) type.
Modern cartridges convert to convolutions of a recorded When the record -groove undulations swing the stylus lever,
groove, as traced by the stylus, into an electrical signal. These they cause the metal resolver to press alternately against the
cartridges fall into one of two classes-either the amplitude two piezoresistive semiconductor elements (silicon sensor),
responding or velocity -responding category. Most cartridges causing them to change their resistive value correspondingly.
are of the velocity -responding type, while such cartridges as However, there is no signal present unless the elements are
the piezoelectric and piezoresistive types are amplitude-re- supplied with a bias voltage, which is normally available from
sponding. The piezoresistance types includes the strain -gauge the Panasonic SE -405H CD -4 demodulator. As the piezo(semiconductor) type, where the stylus movement varies the resistive elements change their resistive value, they modulate
resistance of the semiconductor elements. Unlike the piezo- the direct current present, thus creating a corresponding signal
in the CD -4 demodulator. Since the cartridge does not directly
generate an electrical signal, there are no signal loss problems
such as those normally associated with magnetic cartridges.
The usual standard connecting cables may be used between
the arm and the demodulator inasmuch as the standard cable
capacitance does not have an effect on the high frequencies.
However, it is suggested that the total capacitance not exceed

Panasonic Strain -Gauge (Semiconductor) Cartridge

terminals

lead wires
10 dB

element holder

semiconductor pellet
semiconductor element
damper
resolver
10

100

IK

10x

stylus lever (ti)

IOOK

FREQUENCY - Hz

Fig. 1-Panasonic EPC-450C cartridge.
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2-Stylus assembly of the EPC-450C.
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Fig. 3-Panasonic EPC-450C-II cartridge.

8200pF per stereo side. Also, because there are no coils present,
there is no hum pickup.
The frequency response of the strain-gauge cartridge is
essentially from d.c. (0 Hz) to 50 kHz. The frequency response
characteristics of the Panasonic cartridge is for all intents and
purposes equalized for the RIAA recording curve, thus it does
not require an equalizer amplifier stage in the demodulator.

4-Stylus system

housing

terminals

of the EPC-450C-II.

Recently, Panasonic introduced a new version of strain gauge cartridge, the EPC-450C-II (Fig. 3) which replaces the
now discontinued EPC-450C. The major change in this cartridge is that the two transducer elements and the stylus system
are directly coupled by a tiny synthetic rubber ring ("Micro coupler"). This new system (Fig. 4) overcomes the defects in
the conventional "V-shape resolver," thus permitting a more
efficient pickup of the vibrations (20-50 kHz) and at the same
time increasing channel separation at these ultrasonic frequeccies. The operating principle is identical to the EPC-450C.
The nude diamond Quadratip stylus is somewhat similar to
the Shibata design and covers the same groove contact area.
The EPC-450C stylus lever is made of titanium fused to a
duralumin -like metal. The titanium tube has a diameter of
0.35mm, with the wall thickness being 20 u. The stylus is a

The Driver that Conquered the
Lowlands
The Hartley 24 -inch Woofer-Driver has a response curve beginning at
It performs in the lowest octave and a half and that's where
the sound of music begins.
Suspension is important
to a driver's performance.
Hartley's patented magnetic
system and 14 pound magnet
provide the quickest
restoring action of any
suspension system on the
market.
If you're interested in the
sound of music where it
begins, call or write us for a
brochure and test drive the
Hartley Woofer-Driver in
either 18 or 24 inch models.
16 cycles.

Hartley Products Corporation Barnert Place, Ho-Ho-Kus, N.J. 07423, 201-652-7772
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nude Shibata diamond mounted on the titanium tube. The
EPC-450C-II stylus lever is made solely from an aluminum
alloy somewhat similar to duralumin and the nude Quadratip
diamond is mounted on this lever.
The manufacturer's specifications for the two strain-gauge
(semiconductor) cartridges are given below:

EPC-450C-I I
EPC-450C
Frequency
0-50 kHz
0-50 kHz
Response
5 mv (5 cm/sec.,
Rated Output 7 mv (5 cm/sec.,
kHz, lateral, 4ma) 1 kHz, lateral,
Voltage
1

4ma)

Separation
Impedance

resistance
1.7 - 2.3 grams

Tracking
Force

>20dB (1 kHz);
>15dB (30 kHz)
1000 ohms pure

>20dB (1 kHz);
>15dB (30 kHz)
1000 ohms pure

resistance

1.5-2.5grams

(optimum 2.0

Stylus Tip

Cartridge
Weight
Compliance

grams)
Nude Quadratip
Diamond (radii =
75µX 8µ)

Nude Shibata
Diamond

3.8 grams
10 x 10-6
(dynamic)

3.8 grams

10 x 10-6 cm/
dyne (dynamic)

cm /dyne

The major disadvantage of the Panasonic strain -gauge cartridges is that they can be used only with the Panasonic builtin or separate demodulator. However, the SE -405H demodulator (Fig. 5) can be used with either the strain -gauge cartridge or any moving magnet cartridge. A switch on the demodulator bypasses the bias voltage producing stage.
The Panasonic strain -gauge cartridges have the RIAA equalization built into them, thus creating a problem in obtaining
frequency response curves, IM distortion percentages, and
square wave photographs. We have discussed the problem
personally with Mr. Shuichi Obata, the developer of the Panasonic semiconductor cartridges. He agreed that unless special
equipment is available, it will be most difficult to obtain the
desired data. We did manage to obtain a frequency response
curve through 50 kHz by using the Brüel & Kjaer (B&K)
Response Test Unit 4409, Spectrometer 2113, Level Recorder
2305, and some other associated B&K equipment. However,
we found it impossible to obtain separation curves because
of some noise being generated more than 25 dB below the
frequency response curve. We also were unable to obtain IM
distortion data and square wave photographs from the Columbia STR-111 test record, despite the excellent equipment
used. This problem is now being investigated and should we
succeed in obtaining these parameters, they will be reported
at a later time. Mr. Obata has shown us tracings that indicate
separation for the EPC-450C-II cartridge from 20 to 100 Hz to
be better than 20 dB, 30 dB from 100 - 1000 Hz, 20 dB from
1 - 8 kHz, 19 dB at 10 kHz, 20 dB at 15 kHz, 24 dB at 20 kHz,
22 dB at 30 kHz, 24 dB at 40 kHz, and 23 dB at 50 kHz, using
the B&K QR-2009 and the JVC TRS-1005 test records. This
is remarkable separation data which must be confirmed.

Measurements

As is our practice, measurements are made on both channels,
but only the left channel is reported.
EPC-450C
The frequency response curve for this cartridge is + 4.5 dB
at 20 Hz, + 2 dB from 20 Hz to kHz, -4 dB from kHz to
10 kHz, rising to + 3 dB at 20 kHz, + 10.5 dB at 30 kHz, + 8
1
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Fig.

5-SE-405H

CD -4 demodulator.

dB at 40 kHz, and dropping to + 6.5 dB at 50 kHz. Wt. 3.75
g; d.c. res. 850 ohms; Output 1.44 mv/1-cm/sec; Crosstalk
- 17 dB; Ch. Bal. 1 dB; Trackability: High freq. (10.8 kHz
pulsed) 30 cm/sec; Mid-freq. (1000 + 1500 Hz lat. cut) 31.5
cm/sec; Low freq. (400 + 4000 Hz lat. cut) 24 cm/sec; Optimum tracking 2.0 g.

EPC-450C-II
The frequency response curve for this cartridge is + 6 dB
at 20 Hz, + 1.5 dB at 100 Hz, + 2 dB at 500 Hz, - 2 dB at
2 kHz, - 2.5 dB at 5 kHz, + 2 dB at 10 kHz, + 5.5 dB at
15 kHz, + 7 dB at 20 kHz, + 7.5 dB at 30 kHz, + 6.5 dB
at 40 kHz, and + 5.5 dB at 50 kHz.
Wt. 3.33 g; d.c. res. 1493 ohms; Output 1.13 mv/1-cm/sec;
Crosstalk - 27 dB; Ch. Bal. 1 dB; Trackability: High freq.
(10.8 kHz pulsed) 30 cm/sec; Mid-freq. (100 + 1500 Hz lat.
31.5 cm/sec; Low freq. (400 + 4000 Hz lat. cut) 24
cut)
cm/sec; Optimum tracking 2.0 g.

Listening Evaluation
The listening evaluation was made using all the CD-4 records previously reported in AUDIO, March 1974. We have
added to this group of CD -4 records the Shostakovich Symphony No. 15, RCA Quadradisc, ARD1-0014. The last three eights of an inch of recorded music on Side B has a high frequency bell sound that is most difficult to track and reproduce
clearly. Up to now, we have found that only the Audio-technica
AT2OSL cartridge has been able to reproduct these high frequencies without some shattering sounds. The Panasonic EPC450C-II also reproduces these high frequencies without any
shattering sounds. The sonic clarity of this cartridge is quite
smooth, with the transient and bass response being excellent.
However, the strain -gauge (semiconductor) cartridges do not
seem to have quite the definition of the top CD -4 cartridges
reported in AUDIO, March 1974. We believe the EPC-450C-II
is about on par with the Audio-technica AT 15S cartridge. In
terms of music reproduction, the EPC-450C cartridge does
not seem to perform as well as the EPC-450C-II.
B.V. Pisha
Check No. 63 on Reader Service Card

CLASSIFIED
Want to buy, trade or sell components? Looking for a rare piece
of equipment? Want to offer or buy a service? Want a job in the
audio field? If your answer is "yes" to any of these questions,
your ad belongs in Audio Classified. Rates are comfortably lowreadership is astoundingly high. Use the handy order form to include your message in the next issue.
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Canby's Capsules
Edward Tatnall Carby
The Today Sound
4

Butterflies Created by Morton Subotnick on the Electric Music Box. Columbia MQ 32741, SQ quadraphonlc,$6.97.

Subotnik is a real electronic -music natural, born to the medium. Don't know which
"music box" he uses here but the long, leisurely flow and large shaping plus the
formidable jacket diagrams of structure (larva -cocoon-butterfly) are typical of this
big -scale composer, who has put together remarkable quantities of his music, mostly
available on discs-the medium for its best propagation.

George Crumb: Makrocosmos, Vol. 1,
for Amplified Piano. David Burge,
piano. Nonesuch HQ -1293, CD-4 quadraphonic, $3.98.

Whether electronic, "natural,' for live voices, or doctored -natural as here, late 20th
c. music begins to sound alike! This "amplified" piano music-i.e. with an amplified
sonic repertory-follows John Cage's long -ago experiments in an assured, versatile
idiom, full of confidence and easy to listen to for all the well -practiced effects (including the pianist's voice and whistle). It has everything, including standard notation (in circles and spirals"). elaborate astrology and even quotes from Chopin.
12 astrological "Fantasy -pieces," remarkable variety, splendid recording, make for
enjoyment.

Edgard Varese: Amériques (1922);
Nocturnal (1961); Ecuatorial (1933-4)
Ariel Bybee, sopr., Univ.-Civic Chorale,
Utah Symphony Orch., Abravanel. Vanguard Everyman SRV-308 SD, stereo,

The exuberant young French radical Varese arrived in NYC in 1922 and immediately wrote Amériques-as wildly dissonant and enthusiastic now as then; sirens
(mechanical), poundgng drums, screaming woodwinds, proclaiming brass-the
works! Ecuatorial and the unfinished (now completed by Chou Wen-chung) Nocturnal span Varèse's non -electronic idiom-so early into the present sort of "electronic" sound. See also Nonesuch's Varese (CD -4), incl. Ecuatorial, somewhat
lighter and more concise than this Utah product. Great stuff for the imaginative ear.

$2.98.

Audities
The Stokowski Sound, Vol. 1-Dvorak
"New World" 1927, 1973. Phila. Orch.,
New Philharmonia. RCA CR12 0334,
mono/stereo, $11.96.

About time! A conductor for 65 continuous years by 1973, "Stoky" was once RCA's
78 mainstay, now makes it back to the old label in proper style at least. A fascinating
historical comparison here-unique. Same man, same interpretation, 46 years apart
-the musicians could be grandchildren! The old version, remarkably good in sound,
is more youthful-the symphony was young (only 35!) and Stoky was impetuous;
playing is lean, bit hasty in spots, but taut and modern. New Version is fatter, minus
some older Stoky tricks-sliding strings-a bit less exciting; it's old-fashioned now.
Excellent 78 transfer, scratch intact, music undoctored.

Colin Davis at the Last Night of the
Proms. BBC Symphony. Philips 6588
011, stereo. Music for a Royal Wedding. (BBC, Westminster Abbey Nov.
14,
1973.) BBC Records 2966-001,
stereo (via MGM Records).

Two splendidly done hi-fi documentaries, easy in the listening, without a flaw.
The final Prom night is Madison Sq. Garden, huge whistling/cheering youth audience, endless enthusiasm, P.A. remarks by an amusing Davis, audience singing en
masse-and a rich plumcake program, Berlioz, Wagner, Mendelssohn, Elgar, "Jerusalem", a stunt piece by Malcolm Williamson plays Rule Brittannia and God Save
the Queen for dessert. What a classical riot! It's surpassingly good via matrix decoding into four channels, though not officially quadraphonic. The Wedding of
Princess Anne is solemn but also lively and well paced (some editing?); interesting
ecclesiastical accents in the readings, more plumcake music with choir boys. You
can hear the P. and Capt. Mark, too, close-up.

Great Hits You Played When You
Were Young, Vols, 1, 2. Morton Estrin,
piano. Connoisseur Society CSQ 2058,
2059, SQ quadraphonic, $6.98 each.

Why didn't somebody think of this before! Here, played with awesomely pro styling
and speed, are all those easy little Pieces everybody studied on the piano, and still
studies. Amazing-I had 'em all (the easiest ones) a zillion years ago and here they
are back. Nothing changes! You too can
etcetc.

Music for Young Listeners: The Pied
Piper; Puddintame; Set of Poems, by
Netty Simons. Barbara Britton, Lou
Gilbert, narrators, CRI SD 309, stereo,

Nothing wrong with "contemporary" music to go with children's stories, as here.
But two things bothered me in the listening. First, Netty Simons' music interferes
with the text, it is simultaneous, not interwoven; the two compete and impede each
other and the conflict is aurally wearing. Second, the narrators go in for stage exaggerated, mannered diction, a sort that is extremely bad for the close-up intimacy
of the recorded medium. I found it all embarrassing-though the Simons material
might be fine under other circumstances.

$5.98.

...
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Music for Alto and Soprano Saxophone. (Stevens, Maurice Loeillet, Rodriguez). Harvey Pittel, R. Grierson, pf.,
M. Hamilton, hps., R. Adcock, cello.
Crystal S105, stereo, $5.98.

So you thought-! Well, try this. A young sax genius with such fabulous technique,
such perfect pitch and phrasing, that he makes his saxes do anything, any style.
Side 1, the alto, gives us solid academic modern by Halsey Stevens, a bit like Hindemith, then a very French folksy work by a lady, same generation (Paule Maurice).
Side 2, the soprano, offers the most perfect French Baroque-a Loeillet sonata! The
very high sax like a flute crossed with a fiddle and pure as snow; followed by an allout atonal job (1973) by one Rodriguez, just as perfectly played. Yes-thesaxophone!

Anthony Newman Lutheran Organ
Mass. Archdiocesan Boys Choir, Marier.
(Bach Klavierübung, pt. III) Columbia
M2Q 32497, SQ quadraphonic, 2 discs,

Wide-ranging Anthony has a good idea here-the "Bach chorale" tunes (Lutheran
hymns) in Bach's sung harmonizations (plus a few earlier Gregorian chant and
German trope versions) and in the several elaborated organ treatments of each
tune, successively performed. The alternatives between singing and organ are
smooth and easily listenable with plenty of variety, the tunes are easily followed
from version to version, and Newman's chorale -prelude playing is his best yet, with
a fine range of Baroque -type organ color. Two discs full.

$13.96.

BHAJEBOCHSTIANNANAS.Anthony
Newman (& friends). Columbia M
32439, stereo, $5.98.

Impetuous talents like Newman know no fear-play anything, try anything! This
starts with brash, loud Bach on organ and harpsichord, then into Newman's own
music-very pretentious and ill -digested, says this ancient critic. Though no doubt
it's en route to bigger things. Vast, crashing piano improvisation, with bells, bass,
etc. Horrendously dissonant' organ piece-running straight into a saccharine rock
bit (out of Couperin). Young people in droves will groove or something. I took a
Tum.

Bizet: Symphony in C. Prokofieff:
Classical Symphony. Academy of St.
Martin -in-the -Fields, Marriner. Argo
ARG 719, stereo, $5.95.

Nice juxtapositon-two youthful symphonies with similar aims, an exercise in pure
classical structure-with a dash of humor as well (Prokofieffs "Classical" is much
less anti -Romantic than it used to seem). A generation back, the Prokofiev invariably went at breakneck speed and was spoiled; this version takes the newly reasonable slower tempi the Russians use and it matches up beautifully with the Bizet.
Fine for a melodious evening's listening!

The Mahler Nine Symphonies. Conducted by Boult, Schwarz, Ludwig,
Mitropoulos & others. Everest 3359/12,
12 discs, stereo, $59.76.

I am just listing this-for your attention (and maybe a year's listening on & off).
Symphonies 2, 3, 4, 6, 7 and 8, 14 LP sides, are anonymous performances, by
"others." No. is Boult and the LPO, No. 5 Schwarz and the LSO, No. 8 Mitropoulos and the Vienna Festival Choirs and Orch., No. 9 Ludwig and the LSO.
"Some portions" of these discs are simulated stereo from mono. You take it from
1

here.

Eleanor Steber Live at the Continental
Baths. With impromptu remarks. Edwin
Biltcliffe, pf., Joseph Rabb, vl. RCA
ARL1 0436, stereo, S5.98.

"People have been singing in baths for many years," say Steber at this "black towel" event next to the steam room. She talks a lot, sings with a foot-wide vibrato,.
but has beautiful control and plenty of charisma-they love it. Oddly, the sound is
too closet-like-audience damping, no doubt, plus the humidity! Good fun, good
singing, much informality, a high old time had by all.

Great Rachmaninoff Transcriptions.
Jorge Bolet, piano. RCA ARL1 0357,
stereo, $ 5.98.

A major big pianist of middle generation-he's up to all this showy music, and
more. The Prokofieff 2nd is early and brash (you can already hear Love for 3
Oranges, the 3rd, 1921, wider and mature, both very piano-y-it never stops an.
instant. The Rachmaninoff transcriptions, Bach to Fritz Kreisler, are unashamed,
old fashioned and honestly listenable. Some pyrotechnics! It all comes out

Rachmaninoff.

Paul Hindemith Anthology,

Vols.
1-3. Assorted instrumentalists (ausp.
Monday Evening Concerts) GSC 1,2,
3, stereo, S 6 ea. (GSC Recordings,
2451 Nichols Canyon, L.A. Ca,

90046)
Szymanowski: Masques and Etudes
Piano, Op. 4, 33,34. Carol
DEL
15312,
Rosenberger. Delos
stereo, $ 5.98.

for
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Though Hindemith's big-orchestra works seem to us ponderous, his chamber
music, in every imaginable standard combination, is emerging as useful and enduring music ideal for clese-up projection via recording, colorful, clean and
energetic, very easy in the listening. Good local L.A. talent here; only soprano
Marni Nixon's taut vibrato is sonically difficult (vol. 2) though she is musical.
Rest is all instruments. Try a volume-you'll try another.

Of Ravel's generation (d. 1937), Szymanowski is another of the pre -WWI mystical
very -late Romantics now bung revived. Passionately complex music, hair -tearing,
tortured, with characteristic twisted far-out harmonies of the period on top of
too much Chopin; you may find it "triumphant" but I hear plenty of unfocussed
floundering. Rosenberg's piano is highly pro, without much subtlety -she plays
everything well and all about the same. (Cf. also her Schubert, Chopin.)
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The Column
Fred DeVan
A RECREATION Of a live concert itself, Ladies and Gentlemen, The Rolling Stones just
misses the mark. But that was the point.
To create a film concert and originate
a new way to present music. It's laid
out exactly like an audio/visual double
record album and thereby fully qualifies
being a valid new music medium, a
medium in which the film -audio or
audio-film correlation is in itself the
event and the event is very much the
same for everyone. It is designed for a
small theatre environment and managed by the king of big sound systems.
The guy who did it well first, the one
and only, Chip Monck. A small movie
house (in N.Y.C.-975 capacity) filled to
capacity with people is a very friendly
place for a high quality quadraphonic
PA system. Keep in mind that the system is endowed by the fact that it is a
playback system for a tape recording.
That tape can be and is optimized and
equalized for the speakers, and the
amps provided with equalizations for
the room and the audience. In New
York it wasn't the threshold of pain,
nor an unintelligible blur of decibels; it
was by no means low volume. Just clean,
full, and loud. Just perfect.
If I took all the words there are to say
about The Rolling Stones and their
music, I would have to beg Ed Canby or
Bert Whyte for all his space and include
part two in some future issue. But all's
well, since in any event most of what I
have to say about the music of The
Rolling Stones has been laid out by
many others, many times, at great
length; my attitudes, no matter how
violent their written reaction, are just as
vague and indefinite as my fellow
scribes. Jaggerphobia, reverent compliance, or total detestation or a weird
combination of all three. Through it all,
The Stones are an unrefutable fact in
the world of music. It's their music-it
may even be their world and most of all
they are The Rolling Stones !!Pm
Now with that dispensed with, let's
talk about, Ladies and Gentlemen, The
Rolling Stones. At first I didn't understand what that meant and, as expected,
I am not sure I perceive its meaning
now. I went to unfathom what licks the
winged tongue was about to salivate on
us. Well, it's a film-sort of. I say "sort
of' because it is so straight, it's hard to
believe or even accept as a film. None of
the gimmicks and tools of the film
AS

makers' craft are employed. None of the
creative clichés that we expect. In short
-no cinema. Plenty of pictures, but the
same relationship between sound and
image. You are at a point of focus in a
quadraphonic sound image field (I'll
get back to that) around which all revolves. Since you see only out of the
front side of your head and hear from
all sides, it feels completely comfortable.
The camera or cameras (there are usually three) have one field of view for 90%
of the hour and a half of running time.
That field begins and ends with Mick
Jagger. The total effect is like being at a
Stones concert suspended three feet in

front or to the side of Mick Jagger while
being on a level with his adams apple.
Since Jagger sings like he is one head to -toe adams apple, when the camera
perspective does pull back, it seems
perfectly normal. Too normal. Especially since you know to expect the unexpected. Wrong! There are no visual
surprises. "Almost video" but too
straight and too competent a filming
and editing job to be hung with that
somewhat put-down. I know this sounds
contradictory, but hang on to your
tickets the best is yet to come.
Now I said that this was not cinema.
Here is the total confirmation of that
statement. The audio is derived from
four magnetic tracks. Two on each side
of the 74mm wide film and picked up
like any four -channel tape deck by use
of a modified projector. This is not an
optical sound film. It has none of the
frequency limitations, none of the transient limitations, none of the distortion
and noise. The sound is a discrete tape
applied to the film. This is in turn fed
to a custom board, built in Connecticut
by an unknown wizard, where, as far as
my memory serves, it is split into as
many as sixteen channels and remixed.
The mix is dependent on the soundman,
who is on the board at audience level in
the center of the theater. The mix updown board feeds twelve to sixteen
Crown DC -300A amps operating each
into sixteen ohms at full rms output if
called on. And they are much of the
time. The soundman, who quickly hid
most of what wanted to see, said he
was supplying 1600 to 2000 watts rms
into 16 ohms. Now if you have been
following the audio horsepower race
that does not seem like an awesome
amount, but it is large, even if he was
being conservative. Most 16 -ohm speakers, be they home or theatre/ PA speakers, are extremely efficient. Ask anyone
who owns an Altec A-7, JBL 4320 or any
Tannoy how efficient they are. (I have
driven my big Tannoy 15's with a
pocket AM radio) But this theatre's
16-ohm "things" (no other description
fits) are bigger than VW's Thing. I mean
they are really BIG and IMPOSING.
They are bi-amped two-way and triamped Goliaths around the Altec,
Cerwin-Vega, Tannoy, Karlson collective school of design. The low -frequency
units are bass -reflex, I guess by the
black-shrouded bulk of the brutes, but
are so well tuned that they are free of
1
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Because there's no one mike for everyone, AKG makes the one mike that's

the mid -bass rise that is too often part
of the game of bass -reflex design. The
rise that goes away anytime you optimize the box volume, driver(s), and
method of port design and shape. Back
to their drivers, the mid -high range
units in the three-way front and two-way
rear units appear to be compression
drivers into cast acoustic lens arrays of
enormous area and weird range (in the
rear especially). The super tweeters in
the front, six per side, are direct horns.
In short, a sane -sized, over-amped, rock concert crowd -killer with a twist. Low
distortion of its own! I'm sure the
theater itself has more sonic problems
than the playback system. As you may
have guessed, it is a killer!
Simultaneously put the two contradictory and complementary media styles
together and you make something brand
new. The perfect seat at a rock concert.
Perfect sound, perfect reverb, perfect
hall ambiance, perfect and personal
point of visual intimacy unattainable to
the unwashed millions (the washed
millions too). It's a creation of the
future, indeed. When we at home get a
color video disc projector system with a
six -by -ten foot screen with full quadraphonic sound, then and only then will
we have surpassed the format presented
in Ladies and Gentlemen, The Rolling

right for you.
The D-707 is a multi -purpose microphone for part-time professionals. The D-190 is a
bass -boosting audio -buff pleaser with built-in on/off switch. The
D-1000 features a unique mode selector. This lets you emphasize the bass, the mid and high-or the super highs.
They're all cardioid dynamic. The most useful type for better
stage, studio and PA work. The Three Miketeers will make both
professionals and part-time professionals happy.
All three will withstand high sound pressure, wet vocal chords
and rough handling. They all have the Hertzes, Ohms and decibels you want.
ARG MICROPHONES HEADPHONES
by
The Three Miketeers are on display at better audio and music Distributed
NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS CORPORATION
100 East 42 St., New York. N.Y. 10017
shops. Or write to us for more information.

The Three Miketeers.

Stones.

The inevitable will happen soon. With
Alice Cooper -David Bowie types making
a grand, splendiferous production out of
what The Stones laid down with sparseness and restraint. This is probably the
only time 1 have used the words sparseness and restraint and The Rolling
Stones on the same day! The only loss
of total decorum and an added flair of
a live performance that comes with the
film is a troup of sequined, feathered,
glitter and mardi gras, resplendent live
people. They dance a bop up and down
the aisles of the theatre, flailing and
providing a general ball all around you.
They just happen spuriously at first,
then just when it all just about has you
nailed to your seat in a supersaturated
stupor, ten or fifteen charge from all

corners dancing, hurling confetti, and
then the final fill -up. The flying tongue
styrofoam frisbee (try that on TV). Yup,
suddenly the air is full of white frisbees
or if you will Rolling Stones hotcakes.
Nice touch. Nice surprise. Nice way to
experience The Rolling Stones. Believe
it or not, the audience for the most part
remains seated and pandemonium is not
present. Try that at a live show! Anyhow, when the more packaged groups,
acts and shows get into this business,
every town of Summer of '42 size will
have its Rock giants in the local Orphiam on the big screen with big sound
(Continued on page 78)
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Reference
Data for
Radio
Engineers.

Stereo
Handbook by
William F.
Boyce.
H -Fi

20918

20678

$6.95

ABC's of Hi-Fi
and Stereo by
Hans Fantel.
20539 $3.95

to Audio by
Leanard Feldman.
20723 $4.95
How tc Build Speaker
Enclosures by Alexis
Badmaieff & Don
Davis. 20520 $4.50
Acoustics Historical and
Philosophical Development.
Edited by R. Bruce Lindsay.

Tape Recording for
the Hobbyist by Art
Zuckerman. 20583
$4.95
101 Easy Audio Projects by
Robert Brown & Tom Kneitel.

20608

0155

$4.75

0406 $25.00
Speech Synthesis. Edited by
James L. Flanagan and
Lawrence R. Rabiner. 0449
$23.00

$21.00

Audio Cyclopedia by
Dr. Howard Tremaine.

20675

$29.95

from Audio magazine's
SOUND ADVICE
hi-fi stereo library!

/

/
/

/

/
/
/

\

Send to
AUDIO BOOK DEPARTMENT
134 North 13th Street
Philadelphia, Pa. 19107
sounds great! Send me the
OK
following book(s) for my home audio
library. (Please order books by number).
Payment must accompany order.

-

Amount enclosed
Sound advice! That's what we call it; that's what you get when
you order any book on this page.
No club to join! No minimum amount of books to buy! You order
only the books you want!
\ Name
What's more, you order from a selection of books carefully chosen
Address
from the hundreds published every year! Books picked by Audio
magazine's editors because they know what their readers
City
want to read.
Zip
So pick the books you want to read! Simply fill out and mail the
coupon below with your check or money order. Do it today, and get
SOUND ADVICE on your hi-fi or stereo interests.

\
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$25.00

Physical Acoustics. Edited
by R. Bruce Lindsay.

Underwater Sound. Edited by
Vernon M. Albers.
0066

$23.95

FM from Antenna

\\\

\\
\

/
State
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(Continued from page 71)
brutes blowing the bricks out of every
structure within one -quarter of a mile.
Look out world, I really think I saw
the future. Looks great for plasterers and

Control!

brick pointers!
TOWER OF POWER
Warner Bros. BS2749, $5.98.

If you are a critical audiophile
who demands more from your

system, the Mark VII and
Mark XXVII will get it for you.
Each unit can alter the frequency response, octave by
octave, of any sound system.
They offer a form and extent
of frequency correction that
is unprecedented in conventional equipment. Send in the

While most acts are trying desperately
to bring their recorded sound and fervor
to the live audience, to bring all those
textures and overdubs off in the raw,
cruel world of the stage, has been a
common dilemma for most rock bands.
Along comes Tower of Power who live
or even on television is one of the tightest, hard -driving aggregations of fine
musical talent around anywhere-longwinded, long-legged, and simply splen-

coupon today for detailed

A

information.

rte-

aryoazf

diferous. This band of eleven is a
rompin', stompin', big rock band that
makes other bands of similar size sound

SAE, Inc., Electronics Division
P.O. Box 60271, Terminal Annex, Dept. A-874
Los Angeles, California 90060

Gentlemen:
Please rush free information on the Mark VII and Mark
XXVII by return mail.
Name

Address
City

State

Zip

--------Check No. 28 on Reader Service Card

\e

Sound That Penetrates The Cloud,:
All speaker manufacturers list specifications that they say
their speakers will meet. We at STR state performance figures
for our speakers too. The difference is that each and every
speaker we manufacture will meet or exceed its specifications.
To back this up we are prepared to go further than any other
speaker manufacturer dares go:

IF YOU FIND AN STR SIGMA I THAT DOES NOT
MEET ITS SPECIFICATIONS WE WILL GIVE YOU,
ABSOLUTELY FREE, A PAIR OF SIGMA I'S.
By the way, SIGMA l's are guaranteed for life to the original

owner.

will be pleased to send you
information package on our
complete line if you will write
or calli
SOUND TECHNOLOGY RESEARCH
We
an

3516 LaGrande Boulevard
Sacramento, CA 95823
916 / 422-0440
Check No. 33 on Reader Service Card
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anemic. They have a fine lead singer,
just to eclipse the accepted standard of
essentials. A bigger, more robust sound
is hard to find elsewhere. Their album
Back To Oakland is clean and full; a real
gem of recorded sound. So much so, I
went to great lengths to extract as much
sound as I could. This record certainly
deserves a CD -4 version, but alas Warner apparently does not agree. So I went
my own route. Sonic perfection of this
kind is fantastic and even more so if you
can employ some exotica. Before I continue with the band I need to explain my
playback conditions. I took a Panasonic
EPC 450C11 semiconductor cartridge
with a handmade power supply which
contains no filters, no ANRS, no equalization, and is nearly flat from d.c. to
60 kHz. It's as clean and pure as your
wildest fantasy about little girls. Put it
though my normal pre -amp and into a
Sony 2020 decoder (RM position) and
into four big speakers. That decoder
opened up the sound to such a point that
the added fullness elicited a phone call
from a neighbor. Boy, was it good while
it lasted! I simultaneously made a 15 ips
1/2 -track tape of it. Clean, clean, clean. A
really enjoyable experience. There was
a reason for all this, and it has to do with
the band and the record.
As good as the record is, it does not
contain the kind of sound that Tower
Of Power delivers in concert, which is
a shame. If you have never seen or heard
them live you will never notice this. If
you have, part of the time the record
seems like someone in Burbank kidnapped half the band. The part they left
is still great, but subdued in comparison.
They substituted strings for all the
instrumental juggling they do on stage
and still came up with a fine but differ 78
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ent sound. All The City Lights is a
gorgeous song and Lenny Williams
really can sing, but Oakland Stroke,
Squib Cakes, and Can't You See is
really what this band means to me. In
truth should not put down anything
about this record. As a record it's one of
Burbank's best by some of Oakland's
best.
I

THE EDGAR WINTER GROUP:

Shock Treatment

NEW CONCEPTS IN TRANSDUCTION
Transduction proudly introduces its new line of state-of-the-art
loudspeaker systems.
These systems all incorporate profound new developments that
enable them to outperform all electrostatic, electrodynamic,
piezoelectric, hybrid and servo systems presently available.

All are based on a newly developed series of drive systems*
covering the entire audible spectrum and incorporate:

Epic EQ-31584, $6.98.
How do you make it in the record business? There doesn't seem to be one
answer, but a few pat formulas have
worked before and still work now. They
will probably work well for most people
for a long time to come. Edgar Winter
has taken the unbound book of successful formulas and thrown it up into the
air. When the strewn pages fell back to
Earth, they were given a dose of Winter
logic and after a heck of a lot of hard

work, became a nonconcept, noncommercial, commercial concept album.
Mixed up? Yes and No. Let's see if I can
explain. Maybe the album title is accurate: a vinyl shock treatment! No
matter what you think of Edgar, this is a
surprise. Especially after Frankenstein
you would expect a ten-minute rework
to be a sales winner, but no, it is not that
at all. I have found an indefatigable
record! It is not every sound effect you
wanted to hear but were afraid to ARP.
It's not what you expect from first note
to last.
Edgar certainly knows how to use his
ARP synthesizer well and he already
overwhelmed us with that on Frankenstein. He uses it here too, but now he
also plays vibes. How's that for a surprise? Well, he doesn't do that until the
middle of the disc. You put it on and
listen, and you are not sure what you
just heard. It's a inventive, complicated,
undulating, shocker rocker and you just
don't know what to make of it. Polytonal, atonal, polyrhythmaic sheets of
sound in a rock -blues cloak. The transition from the first jolt, aptly called
Some Kinda Animal, to Easy Street is
your first sign to listen closely, something amazing is going on. Edgar's alto
is more mature then ever. Gutsy and
trick. The whole record is gutsy and
trick. That could be its commercial
downfall. Is music and namely Edgar
and Company leading or following the
musical comprehensiveness of our body
politic? Only time and sales figures
will tell.

The musical content of Shock Treatment is so comprehensive you just don't

Liquid cooled drivers for greatly increased reliability
and power handling with virtual elimination of burnouts.
Fluid damped diaphragm motion for the ultimate in
transient accuracy.
Newly developed aperiodic transmission lines.
Five models from $250 to $700 set new standards in sonic

excellence. Available at discriminating audio dealers.
*PATENTS PENDING

Transduction Ltd., Bristol, Pa. 19007 (215) 945-7563

SPEAKER

KITS.

There's one part of your component
system you never thought could be assembled as a kit. Money -saving, multi element stereo speakers. Build them
yourself to save up to half the retail
cost of comparable ready -built systems.
And get great sound in the bargain.
Send us your name and address
and we'll mail you our free 32 -page
catalog of speaker kits, raw speakers,
crossovers, enclosures and tips on design and construction. It's practically
a nanual on speaker building. Write to:

know what to think at first or second
hearing. I will assure you its magic is:
AUGUST 1974
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Name
Address

Zip
StateReturn to BOSE Corp. The Mountain,
Framingham, Mass. 01701

City
4ecikeiIcipt.
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BOSE 800... The
Professional Performer
For Professional Performers

The better you know it, the better you
understand it. The better you know the
work of the whole group, the better you
understand it. Just as the basis for
Frankenstein is contained on Edgar's
first "solo" album Entrance. The basis
for this album is scattered throughout
the discography of the members of this
Edgar Winter group. This is a cumulative record in the broadest sense of the
word.
The "new" (that's my word) Edgar
Winter Group consists of Edgar, Rick

Derringer, Dan Hartman, and Chuck

Ruff. So what's new about that? Nothing-but the roles they play. Hartman is
without a doubt one of the best rock
bass players around. But here he is more
than a bass player, the composer credits
and structure give that away. Chuck
changes rhythms smoother than Kissinger changes location. Derringer the
producer is again Rick the guitarist.
Edgar has more fingers than he has
keys to press and they all sing, play, and
perform like they are possessed. (1
always noticed something very strange
in the quality of the Winter scream.)

what is a JR-200M

to an

Sound is to the audiophile what salt
is to pepper, diamond's to a girl, or an
oasis to a desert. Each has a most
important relationship. That's why an
audiophile, a real sound expert prefers
TRUSONIC JR-200M's magnificent studio quality reproduction. Clean, undistorted sound from this 12" 3-way

speaker system again demonstrates
the incomparable electronic technology of TRUSONIC. THE PRICE? You
can pay twice as much, but you won't find a better studio quality
system. Write TRUSONIC for complete information on JR -200M.
a few of JR-200M's impressive engineering features are
12" woofer for distortion -free low frequency bass performance
5" mid -range speaker for clean voice and horn reproduction,
and a horn -loaded dome radiator tweeter for high frequency.
A carefully engineered crossover network, plus individual level
controls to adjust midrange and tweeter sound independently,
are included. Size is: 24" x 151/4" x 12" deep. Finish: Hand rubbed oil finish, Walnut veneer.

Just

NET $149.95

nt

TRUSONIC
1100
Franklin

Street
Huntington, Indiana 46750
E.

Export: Morhan Exporting Co.
270-78 Newton Road
Plainview, N.Y. 11803

Check No. 40 on Reader Service Card
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NEW BEGINNINGS. Morgana King.
Paramount PAS -6067, $ 5.98.
If you have read one review of this
record and still do not have a copy,
somebody was not awake! This is without a doubt the most difficult record
to write about that I have heard in ten
years. The record is utterly perfect;
Morgana is perfect; the arrangements

are impeccable; the recording is stateof-the-art. It is the most complete package to emerge in a very long time.
New Beginnings is my choice for best
vocal record in the Rock, Pop, Jazz
mélange of 1973. Unless Morgana does
another album quick, it won't be bettered in 1974. The only thing I can find
fault with is the jacket and that does
not play well at 33 rpm. Paramount is
notorious for graphics that defeat the
initial impact of good records.
The songs are a marvelous selection
of the best around. Writers like Stevie
Wonder, Paul Williams, Leon Russell,
Yvonne & Kenny Rankin are not just
represented but embellished by Morgana King. With a voice like hers she
can hardly avoid embellishing any song.
She has long had a loving following,
especially among musicians, hungry for
more of her crystal clear, seemingly
limitless range of tones and colors.
Her voice exceeds any superlatives I
can extole.
She, her style, and uncanny ability
exceed all normal limits. Ms. King
always makes any music or song she
undertakes more musical. Her rendering of You are the Sunshine of My Life
is sure to become one of the ageless
"progressive rock" classics that will
be getting regular airplay for years.
New Beginnings will remain a cherished part of the music scene, and no
one will wonder why!

JOHNNY MATHIS:
I'm Coming Home
Columbia KC 32435, $4.98.
If of blue eyes can come back, why
can't Johnny Mathis? After all they
made Edsels in brown as well as pink
and blue. Johnny Mathis under the
tutelage, production, and arranging of
Thom Bell is no longer an Edsel. This is
not another nostalgia package. It's
Mathis The Singer not Mathis The Song
Stylist. He sings free, easily and without
affectation. Almost a new Mathis. If you
like gentle love ballads with a flair, or
Johnny Mathis in general, here is a
fresh new look at him. Be forewarned,
some of you who think you won't like it
will. It will break your heart to admit
it, but when you spring it unannounced
on someone else with a Mathis block
(like me) you will feel a lot better when
they look at you and say, "Hey, who is
that?" And you can softly, slyly reply,

"Johnny Mathis."
AUDIO
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standards?

Blues

Martha Sanders Gilmore

The Iron Mountain String Band:
An Old Time Southern Mountain

String Band
Musicians:

Eric
Davidson,
Caleb Finch, fiddle; Peggy

banjo;
Haine,

guitar
Songs: Western Country; Skip to
My Lou; Sail Away Ladies; Louisville Burglar; Lonesome Day; Train
on the Island; Short Life of Trouble;
Merry Golden Tree; Black Eyed Susie;
Sally Goodin; Lewis Collins; Little
Sparrow; Johnson Boys; Omie Wise;
Groundhog; Pig in a Pen; Lone
Prairie; Cluck Old Hen; Cumberland
Gap.

Folkways FA 2473, stereo, $ 5.98.
"What?" one finds oneself asking.
"No dobro, mandolin, harmonica, or
bass?"
That's correct. It's the Iron Mountain
String Band a pure and unadulterated
threesome which includes Eric Davidson, a "claw -hammer" banjo picker who
has been playing the banjo for some
seventeen years; Caleb Finch-the
name really has it!-an old time fiddler
who has been fiddling around for eleven
years, and Peggy Haine, an accomplished flat-pick guitar player and ballad singer for eleven years. The Iron
Mountain String Band grew up in the
early sixties in Manhattan, of all places,
and is presently located in Southern
California.
Having relegated themselves up until
now to merely publishing albums of
old time music from southwestern
Virginia and surrounding areas of
Appalachia, they soon discovered that
active musicians who practice and who
are familiar with the pre -bluegrass
musical tradition are growing increasingly rare. Thus this LP emerges in
which the Iron Mountain String Band
attempts to recreate the extraordinary
music of this bygone era, having
engaged in intensive and extensive
field study of the traditional music of
two counties in southwestern Virginia
and North Carolina.
The expansive collection of nineteen
tunes included herein may be divided
into roughly three categories. The
"earliest phase" was the co -existent
tradition of ballad singing and instrumental dance music which utilized
AUDIO

ancient ballads transplanted from the
British Isles played by a banjo and a
fiddle. The guitar was all but unknown
in the southwestern Virginia mountains
until the turn of the century. This music
may sound strange because a majority
of it is based on pentatonic or Myxolidian hexatonic scales, according to the
notes.
The bass of Bob Haggart opens and
closes a cheerful I Want To Be Happy
in which the band decidedly is, a real
screamer which draws from the talents
of Yank Lawson, trumpet; Bob Wilbur,
clarinet; Bud Freeman, tenor sax, and
Ralph Sutton, piano. Above all this one
illustrates just what a coloristic drummer
Johnson is. One simply never knows
what he's going to do next!
The skillful charm of Bobby Hackett
is perhaps best caught in a duet between the cornettist and trumpet man
Yank Lawson in Do You Know What
It Means?. Hackett leaves no rough
edges, tying all his knots, drawing out
his notes, his mellowness entirely suitable to the lazy texture of the tune.
It's all Ralph Sutton on California
Here I Come who has great fun with it
with his combination of ragtime and
stride, his to-and-fro left hand which
just doesn't stop. With a very crisp
light touch, he is technically brilliant.
Fidgety Feet is exactly what the title
suggests, fast and fidgety in which
Hackett and Bud Freeman play a chase
chorus, Freeman making some eelish
contributions. But the best is the imaginatively fresh yet tightly controlled
Lover Come Back To Me which is filled
with lovely understatement and innuendos by Wilbur on a silky-smooth
soprano saxophone, starting out by
playing whimpering descending motifs
against Lawson's muted trumpet. The
two chat back and forth, engaging in
musical dialogue at its very best.
The World's Greatest Jazz Band
plays music to get happy by. Its bright,
cheerful exuberance makes for a very
pleasant listening experience. And
according to the sleeve, this is only
volume at Massey Hall. What more's
to come from the World's Greatest
Jazz Band?
Sound B +
Performance A1
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We would not claim our TL30 or 50 to
be the highest performance systems

available-yet they offer performance
that almost always causes the listener
to compare them with far more expensive systems. The TL30 and TL50 are
transmission line loudspeakers that offer exceptional value for dollar, striking
yet efficient styling, and most important, performance to satisfy the audiophile. If you are considering the purchase of loudspeakers you really can't
afford not to investigate the Audionics
TL Series. Write for the name of your
nearest dealer.

AUDIONICS, INC.
8600 NE Sandy Blvd.

Portland, Oregon 97220
Check No. 4 on Reader Service Card

A quarterly for the craft audio buff
FUTURE FARE: A tonearm,preamp, a custom Dyna Stereo 70,
Hiss filter, Synthesizer, Transmission Line Speakers, A variable inflection 3 -way tone control-and

much more.
PROJECTS PUBLISHED: a 9 Octave equalizer,Dyna PAT-4 update,
power amps and preamps, a simple
mixer, two 4 -channel decoders and
two encoders, 9 octave electrostatic speaker with a matching 900 W.,
Direct coupled tube amplifier. . .
plus much more.
"Absolutely top quality...the only U.S.
publication completely devoted to the
really serious audiophile constructor."
-Craig Stark, Columnist,Stereo Review

For

a

free prospectus &

full details:

Name
Address
State

City

Quarterly: $7 yr.;

3

ZIP
years $20.

P.O. Box 30,
Swarthmore PA 19081

PHARAOH SANDERS: Village Of
The Pharaohs
Musicians: Pharaoh Sanders, soprano
saxophone, tenor saxophone, bells,
percussion, vocals; Sedatrius Brown,
percussion, vocals; Arthur Webb,
flute; Joe Bonner, piano, shakuhashi,
flute, percussion, vocal; Cecil McBee,
bass; Stanley Clark, bass; Calvin
Hill, bass; Norman Connors, drums;
Jimmy Hopps, drums; Lawrence
Killian, congas, percussion, vocals;
Kenneth Nash, sakara ceramic drums,
whistles, percussion;
mridangam,
Marvin Peterson, percussion; Kylo
Kylo, tamboura, percussion.
Songs: Village Of The Pharaohs; Myth;
Mansion Worlds; Memories Of Lee
Morgan; Went Like It Came.
Impulse AS -9254, stereo, $5.98.
On the basis of his many recordings
during the past few years, Pharaoh
Sanders seems to have become one of

Wolver in cheapf clothing.

Design charlatans around the world have found a lucrative business
in selling spurious replacement styli. And because Shure phono
cartridges are asked for by more knowledgeable hi-fi enthusiasts
than any other cartridges, our styli seem to be imitated more than
any others. Now, flattery notwithstanding, Shure design engineers
see red when they see these impostors, because they know that
the performance of your Shure cartridge absolutely depends upon the
genuine Shure stylus assembly
so
to protect your investment and to insure the original performance of your
Shure cartridge, insist on the real
thing: Look for the name SHURE on
the stylus grip (as shown in the photo,
left) and the words, "This Stereo
Dynetic`t' stylus is precision manufactured by Shure Brothers Inc." on the
box.

-

Shure Brothers Inc.
222 Hartrey Ave., Evanston, III. 60204
In Canada: A. C. Simmonds & Sons Limited
Check No. 31 on Reader Service Card
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those curious geniuses whose major
innovative work is crowded into a very
brief span, followed by a long period
of consolidation and inconsistent success.
Sanders was a frequent associate of
John Coltrane in the latter's last years,
and it has often been debated which
of the two had the greater impact on
the other. What is probably more
significant is the continuation, modification, and extension of their joint
principles by Sanders after Trane's
death in 1967. Sanders developed
Coltrane's "African" approach to the
tenor and soprano saxes, i.e., the denial
of the "correct" European tone in
favor of extracting as many sounds
and methods of playing as possiblefrom harsh, chordal masses to screeching
harmonics. He carried on the concern
with music as a means of spiritual
devotion and expression of an Eastern derived philosophical outlook. He
modified Trane's flexible, freer approach to rhythm, which denied the
steady finger -pop of jazz, favoring
either a flowing splash of rhythm
patterns or an absence of definable
rhythm altogether.
Sanders' most significant accomplishment-one which, it must be admitted, was not due solely to him, though
his contribution outweighed all othersis the development of an Afro-American

musical form, the main emphasis of
which is the richness of texture and
coloration. Jazz concerns itself primarily
with the statement of the soloist, the
imaginativeness of an improvisation
built upon the chord sequence of the
theme, while blues and other folk derived forms are dependent on lyric
sentiments, instrumental appropriateness, and emotion. But the music of
Pharaoh Sanders derives its greatest
82
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impact from the layered combinations
of simple themes, simple rhythms, and
simply -made sounds from a battery of
simple percussion (shakers, bells, and
the like) with non -communicative
vocal utterances. All these unaffected
elements are united and controlled in
such a way that the sum total of these
elements is freshly unique and excitingly beautiful.
All of the above -mentioned facets
of Pharaoh Sanders' art can be heard
on Village Of The Pharaohs. But that's
the main problem, as they could also
be heard on Jewels Of Thought four
years ago and on Karma five years
ago, and on virtually every Pharaoh
Sanders record since that time. Indeed,
on those few occasions when Sanders
has tried to move beyond his customary
formula (such as on Black Unity,
where he seemingly tried to combine
all the world's music into one simultaneous, chaotic mishmash), he has
pretty much fallen flat on his face.
Thus, the success of any new Sanders
recording depends on the excitement
engendered by the players and the
novelty of the new elements continually
being introduced to pep up the formula.
Fortunately, there is enough new
material of interest to make Village Of
The Pharaohs the best Pharaoh Sanders
album in some time. In the title song,
the tamboura of Kylo Kylo not only
adds its unique sound but is used for
periodic reinforcement of the composition's chordal base in a manner not
Western
music.
with
associated
soprano
Sanders' Arab -influenced
soloing is very thoughtful and subtle.
The vocal murmurings and wails of
Sanders and Sedatrius Brown are only
brought to the fore (as the singing of
Leon Thomas was on Sanders' earlier
albums) when the quick-tempoed song
begins to wind down, falling off by
layers, which results in an extended
release with resounding gongs and heavy
yogic breathing. This leads into Myth,
a short vocal chant/prayer with bowed
bass accompaniment by Calvin Hill.
Two cuts on side two feature Sanders'
1971-72 group, with Cecil McBee,
Stanley Clark, and Norman Connors,
all of whom made their current reputations during their stay with Sanders.
Memories Of Lee Morgan is especially
fine. Arthur Webb's flute and Sanders'
soprano poignantly pierce above
McBee's and Clark's transcendent
arcing bass lines, Connors' slashing
cymbals, and Sanders' apparently overdubbed sleigh -bells in a spiritually
resplendent tribute to the senselessly
murdered trumpeter. The closing Went
Like It Came is hopefully a joke, an
overlong one at that.
AUDIO
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thug to make the most.
And another to make the best.
We do both.
It's one

We make 2 out of evey 3 automatic turntables in the world. That's more
than all the other makes put together. So BSR is big, all right. But we
also make what we sincerely believe is the best automatic turntable in
the world. The BSR 810QX for sophisticated systems.
Don't take our word for it. Take it right from High Fidelity magaperformance, feazine's technical reviewer: "Taking it all together
the BSR 810QX moves into ranking place among the
tures, styling
best automatics we know of."
The 810QX at fine audio retailers. Ask for a demonstration or write
for free literature.

-

-
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McDONALD
BSR (USA) Ltd
Blauvelt, N Y. 10913

Check No. 9 on Reader Service Card

ìTh:Ifltosh

CATALOG
nd FM DIRECTORY
Get all the newest and latest information on the new McIntosh Solid State equipment in the McIntosh catalog. In addition you will
receive an FM station directory that covers all of North America.

MX
FM/FM STEREO

113

AM TUNER AND PREAMPLIFIER
Mcl ntosh Laboratory, Inc.
East Side Station P.O. Box 96

SEND

TODAY!

Binghamton, N.Y. 13904
Dept.

1

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE

ZIP

If you are in a hurry for your catalog please send the coupon to McIntosh.
For non rush service send the Reader Service Card to the magazine.
Check No. 19 on Reader Service Card
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Village Of The Pharaohs is an extremely engrossing record, full of
creative ideas, gorgeous percussive
textures, and imaginative playing by
all. Still, I can't help but wonder if it
isn't time to move on to something new.
Tom Bingham

No gimmicks!
For those who want the
ultimate preamplifier with absolutely no deception or exaggeration, the Mark IB/IM

Performance: A

Coleman
Flies

and a 5 year parts and labor

Musicians: Coleman Hawkins, tenor

choose the Mark IB with a 7 band frequency control or the
Mark IM with no tone controls
of any kind, you are assured
the most faithful reproduction
possible.
SAE, Inc., Electronics Division
P.O. Box 60271, Terminal Annex, Dept. A-874
Los Angeles, California 90060

Gentlemen:
Please rush free information on the Mark IB/IM by return mail.
Name

Address

Zip

State

Check No. 12 on Reader Service Card

We've put it all together:

great looks, accurate reproduction,
phenomenal dispersion, and
a reasonable price.

D-6

Design Acoustics: our name might tell you
something. From the beginning, our objectives
have been to design truly different speaker
systems-systems which achieve accurate reproduction as a result of uniquely flat power
response and wide dispersion.
Take the unconventional D-12, for example.
It houses nine high -frequency drivers producing
uniform dispersion over the entire listening area.
The smooth midrange is there, as is the clean,
solid bass. Hirsch -Houck Laboratories writes:
"Without a doubt, the Design Acoustics D-12 is
one of the finest -sounding home speaker systems
we have ever encountered."

D-12
31" high with pedestal.
60 lbs. $399.00. With
chrome base $425.00.

For those preferring a more conventional look,
we offer the D-6-which is anything but conventional. At heart, the D-6 is a direct descendant
of the D-12, housing seven drivers strategically
placed to attain the same flat energy response

with wide dispersion.
You can hear the whole story at better sound
stores. Laboratory test reports available on request.

/\

design

/acoustics,.

Design Acoustics, Inc., 2909B Oregon Court, Torrance, California 90503
Check No. 29 on Reader Service Card

The

Hawk

sax; Thelonious Monk, piano; Edward Robinson, bass; Denzil Best,
drums; Fats Navarro, trumpet; J.J.

warranty. Whether you

241/2"x161/2"x 133/4"
50 lbs. $279.00
Optional base $7.50

Hawkins:

is the answer. This statement
is supported by over 8 years

of engineering excellence

City

Sound: A

Johnson, trombone; Porter Kilbert,
alto sax; Milt Jackson, vibes; Hank
Jones, piano; Curly Russell, bass;
Max Roach, drums; Nat Peck, trombone; Hubert Fol, alto sax; JeanPaul Mengeon, bass; Kenny Clark,
drums; Barry Galbraith, guitar;
Oscar Pettibord, bass; Jo Jones,
drums; Wilbur Ware, bass; Art
Blakely, drums.
Songs: On the Bean; Recollections;
Flyin' Hawk; Driftin' on a Reed; I
Mean You; Bean and the Boys;
Cocktails for Two; You Go to My
Head; Sih-Sah; Bay-U-Bah; Sophisticated Lady; Bean's Talking Again;
Blue Lights; Laura; Juicy Fruit;
Chant; Think Deep; Sanctity; Ruby,
My Dear.
Milestone M-47015, mono, 2 discs,

6.98.
Few jazz musicians have ever
achieved greater empathy with their
instruments than the late tenor saxophonist Coleman Hawkins. During
the Swing years, from the mid -30s
until the early 40s, tenor men took
their cues from Hawkins' rich, robust
sound. The list of Hawkins' disciples
is endless-Choo Berry, Ben Webster,
Don Byas, Herschel Evans, Georgie
Auld, Sam Donahue, Corky Corcoran,
Buddy Tate, Tex Beneke, Lucky
Thompson, Flip Phillips, Vido Musso,
Illinois Jacquet, Arnett Cobb, and
Charlie Ventura, to name a few.
One of the most remarkable things
about Hawkins' career was his adaptability. He never stopped perfecting
his art, freely adapting his classicism
to the discoveries of his younger
contemporaries. His merging of the
swing and bop styles and his attempts
to keep abreast of the latest jazz developments are impressively documented in this splendid Milestone
double set.
The Milestone Hawkins reissue
begins with four sides recorded in
1944, at the sunset of the Swing Era,
and carries through to the spring of
S

(213) 320-4981
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1957. The 1944 recordings, made with
Thelonious Monk, and the 1946 sides
cut with a bop group which included
Fats Navarro, Max Roach, Hank Jones,
and J.J. Johnson, reveal that though
"Bean" fell in easily with the modernists, his basic way of playing varied
little. While Hawk absorbed the bopsters' melodic and rhythmic theories,
tonally he remained a traditionalist.
On Recollections and Drifting on a
Reed, recorded with Monk, and on
You Go to My Head and Cocktails for
Two, where he's tastefully backed by
Milt Jackson's supple vibes and Hank
Jones' delicate piano, Hawkins works
in his classic ballad vein, all silky
power and singing, buttery intonation.
On a 1949 date recorded in Paris
with a group of Gallic bopsters which
included the expatriate drummer
Kenny Clarke, Hawkins seems intent
on putting more distance between
himself and the Swing Era; his rhythm
style is more forceful, and, under the
obvious influence of Charles Parker,
his uptempo attack has become increasingly hard toned. But Sophisticated Lady is the old Hawkins, a
lovely rhapsodic statement on the
Ellington standard.
By 1957, when Hawkins cut seven
superb tracks for Riverside, his
playing had taken on a thrusting
vitality that seems to inspire the
younger musicians who accompany
him on sides 3 and 4. For two 1957
ballads, Laura and Think Deep, Hawk
plays with extraordinary inventiveness,
weaving complex and intricate melodic
lines. His approach is less romantic
than in the past, his tone not as soft
and lush as in the swing days. The
final track in the Milestone collection,
a collaboration with Monk and his
trio, is an absolute gem. Hawkins
gives the pianists' Ruby, My Dear a
sensitive reading, ranking with his
finest ballad performance. It's a
fitting close to a record album that
belongs in every jazz collector's
archives, and ought to be required
listening for students of the saxophone.
Note on the sound: Since the
Hawkins double set encompasses a
period of 13 years, the sonic quality
of the tracks is uneven. The 1957
Riverside cuts are recorded in excellent monaural high fidelity; the French
Vogue sides are reasonably good; the
1944 and 1946 78 transfers are adequate
except for Bean and the Boys which
sounds like it was recorded in the
men's room at the Waldorf-Astoria.
John Lissner

Sound:

B

Performance: A+

Who knows?
What is new in recorded music.
What favorites have been re -issued.

Whether tapes are available.
What can be obtained in quadraphonic.

Schwann knows.
Schwann is that world-famous, ever -so useful compendium of record and tape
information. Issued in two volumes-lists
60,000 currently available records and
tapes in many different categories to suit
every taste and every need. Schwann
knows plenty and tells all!
Schwann -1

Monthly. Special new listing section has
latest releases: records, 8 -track cartridge and cassette
tapes. Nearly 45,000 total listings on 773 labels in
classical, recent popular, rock, jazz, musical shows,
country, opera, ballet, electronic, quadrasonic, etc.
95¢ at your dealer's.

Schwann -2 Semi-annual catalog for specialized categories: pop more than two years old, classic jazz, older
and re-released mono and reprocessed stereo classical
recordings, classical on lesser -known labels, international pop & folk on domestic labels, spoken, educational, religious, etc. 85¢ at your dealer's.

Get more pleasure.
There's more joy in recorded music when you get exactly what you want.
Keep Schwann at hand, and always refer to it before you buy.

SPECIAL PRICE SAMPLE OFFER
If your favorite store doesn't carry Schwann, order samples by mail, but please
try your dealer first. Prices include postage and handling.
$1.50
Latest Schwann -1 (monthly)
$1.25
Latest Schwann-2 (semi-annual)
Combination Offer: latest Schwann -1 (monthly) and
$2.50
latest Schwann -2 (semi-annual)
Newly revised Basic Record Library booklet.

Lists 1,000 suggestions in classical music by musical periods for your enjoyment.
Send 25¢ for cost of handling, also 10¢ stamped self-addressed long envelope.
I

enclose

for the items checked above.

$

Name
Address
City

State

Dealer's Name

&

Address

Zip

----.

Schwann Record &Tape Guide
137 Newbury Street, Boston, Mass. 02116
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Classified

FOR SALE
TRANSCENDENTAL AUDIO,
N.Y. 716-897-3984.
DECCA MK V EXPORT

LTD. BUFFALO,

-

HAND SELECTED.
Custom lateral damping for SME tone arms

(for maximum performance)

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

SCOTCH RECORDING TAPE, lowest prices.
TAPE CENTER Box 4305B, Washington, D.C.
20012.

INDUCTORS, MYLAR CAPACITORS, networks
& raw speakers plus, new 4 channel (com-

ONE STOP for all your professional audio

requirements. Bottom line oriented. F. T. C.
Brewer Company, P.O. Box 8057, Pensacola,

SOUND SYSTEMS
Palo Alto, Calif (415) 328-3761
Mill Valley, Calif. (415) 383-6556

Florida 32505.

LOWEST DISCOUNT PRICES ANYWHERE
an audio equipment. All major brands discounted. Write for quotes, K&L Sound Services, 75 N. Beacon St., Watertown, Mass.
02172.

-

NAB HUB ADAPTERS
Fit Revox, Crown,
TEAC, Robert, $3/Pair postpaid. No C.O.D.
Quantity prices available. John Kountz, 1065
Van Dyke Dr., Laguna Beach, Calif. 92651.

DIAMOND NEEDLES and Stereo Cartridges at
Discount prices for Shure, Pickering, Stanton,
Empire, Grado and ADC. Send for free catalog.

MAKE A SOUND CHOICE. Our switching equipment allows instant comparing of all our products. Audio Research, Magneplanar, B&O,
Braun, Crown, DBX, Decca, Infinity, Phase
Linear, Rabco, SAE, Soundcraftsmen and

LYLE CARTRIDGES,

many more.

Dept. A,

P.O.

Box

69

Kensington Station, Brooklyn, New York 11218.
SPEAKER SPECIALIST. TOBY Corporation of
America, 4620 Camp Bowie, Fort Worth, Texas
76107.
101/2" RECORDER SPECIALISTS: Used boxed
101/2" metal and fiberglass recording reels
NAB center Metal $2.00 each fiberglass $1.25
each. New 1 mil quality tape on above metal
reel 5 for $24.00 on fiberglass 5 for $19.00.
Replacement content labels for 101/2" tape
box samples $.25 Soundd Investment Co., POB
88338 Dunwoody, Ga. 30338.

MARK LEVINSON AUDIO SYSTEMS, F.M.I.
Audio Research, RTR, SME, Ortofon, SL 15E
Mark II. The Stereo Lab, 158 Captains Walk,
New London, Conn. (203) 447-9802.
SCOTCH MAGNETIC TAPE, discount Box 167A

Orwigsburg, Pa.
NORTHERN N.J: s FINEST AUDIO STORE, 20
minutes from N.Y.C. Bozak, B&O, Hartley,
Infinity, Magneplanar, Marantz, Phase Linear,
Quintessence, SAE, Thorens. Write or Call
UNIVERSITY STEREO 57 E. RIDGEWOOD AVE.
RIDGEWOOD, N.J. 201-447-5700.
THE MONEY SAVER! Write STEREO SPECTRUM, Box 1818, Miami Beach, FL 33139.

SOUND SYSTEMS
Palo Alto, Calif. (415) 328-3761.
Mill Valley, Calif. (415) 383-6556.
FLAT FREQUENCY RESPONSE TO 18 Hz.
Sound Systems presents its new Earthshaker
One woofer system. The system includes an
electronic crossover variable from 20 to 300
Hz and 100 watt rms amplifier.
SOUND SYSTEMS
Palo Alto, Calif. (415) 328-3761.
Mill Valley, Calif. (415) 383.6556.
AKG, ALTEC, AUDIO RESEARCH,
Beyer,
CROWN, DAHLQUIST, DECCA, INFINITY, KLH
9s. Koss, Mark Levinson, Ortofon, PHASE
LINEAR, PML, REVOX, SAE, Sennheiser, Sony,
Stanton, Supex, Tandberg, TASCAM, Thorens,

etc....

HI-FI HAVEN
28 Easton Ave.
New Brunswick, N.J. 08901
201-249-5130
ROGERS

B.B.C. MONITOR,

IMF, B&W Ltd.,

Celestion, Radford, Decca, ERA, Connoisseur,
Audionics TL -90, Goldring, Revox, Beyer, Lamb
and more. Custom design and modifications.
SUFFOLK AUDIO, INC., 120 Boylston St., Suite
220, Boston, Mass. 02116. (617) 423-2051.

mode/satellite) speaker system component
kits. Custom networks (manufacturers inquiries invited). New catalog, Mike Lewis,
3673 W. 113th St., Inglewood, Ca. 90303.
GRAPHIC EQUALIZER PLANS: Novel circuit
very effective/inexpensive, requires no inductors. Ten knobs (octave bands) compensate

your Hi-Fi/Tape providing better listening.
Complete plans rushed only $3.00 GREEN
BANK SCIENTIFIC, Box 100C, Green Bank,
W V a. 24944.

HI-FI YEARBOOK 1974 Complete guide to
British stereo. 460 pages, hard cover. Specifications on 2000 products, 800 photos. Directories of British magazines, books, dealers,
manufacturers. $8.95 plus 50¢ postage.
AUDIOPHILE SYSTEMS, 5242 N. Keystone,
Indianapolis, Indiana 46220.

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES
THIEVES WAREHOUSE OF TAMPA,
1531
SOUTH
DALE MABRY, TAMPA, FLORIDA
33609.
FREE 64 PAGE CATALOG offers hundreds of

recordings of rare Renaissance, Baroque and
Classical music. Some records priced as low
as $1.00 each! All late recordings. In stereo
only. Musical Heritage Society, Box 932-AU,
New York, N.Y. 10023.
THE AUDIO RESEARCH ROOM. The complete
range of Audio Research equipment on display
under ideal listening conditions. By appointment C.M. Santmire. AUDIO SYSTEMS & DESIGN, 5421 South 84th St., Lincoln, Nebraska
68516 (402) 489-9888.

BUILD YOUR OWN SPEAKERS AND SAVE UP
TO 50%. You can assemble your own high
quality, multi -element stereo speakers in a
few hours and save up to half the cost of
comparable speakers. Send for our free 32 page catalog of speaker kits, raw speakers
and accessories. SPEAKERLAB, Dept. A2, 5500
-35th N.E., Seattle, WA 98105.

Rates: 250 per word per insertion for noncommercial advertisements; 500 per word for commercial advertisements.
Frequency discounts as follows: 3 times, less 10%; 6 times, less 15%; 12 times, less 20%. Closing date is the FIRST
of the second month preceding the date of issue. Payment must accompany all orders. Use the handy self-addressed,
postage paid card at the back of this issue. When replying to AUDIO box number ads, send letters c/o AUDIO, 134 North
13th Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 19107. For more information about classified advertising, circle Reader Service Card #135.
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

RECORDING TAPE: Dozen reels 2400', $14.00;
dozen 1200', $11.00; 24 reels 900', $8.00;
24 600', $6.00. Postpaid Guaranteed. Mitchell,
Box 132, Flushing, N.Y. 11367.

VACUUM
SENSATIONAL NEW
RECORD
CLEANER removes dust and pollution for better sound. Battery operated. Satisfaction
guaranteed or money refunded, $10.95 postpaid, Calif. residents add sales tax. Ruxton
Electronics, PO Box 30312, Santa Barbara,
Calif. 93105.

BUY DIRECT FROM ENGLAND'S HI FI MAIL
ORDER SPECIALISTSI SAVE ON SME, LEAK,
DECCA, REVOX, GOLD SPEAKERS, B&O,
CELESTION, TRANSCRIPTOR, CAMBRIDGE,
LOWTHER, KEF, LINN-SONDEK, JORDAN,
WATTS, WHARFEDALE. INSURED SHIPPING
QUOTES FREE OR SEND $2.00 BILLS TO
INCLUDE LITERATURE, GOODWIN LIMITED,
7 BROADWAY HIGH ROAD, WOOD GREEN,
LONDON, N22. VISITORS WELCOME TO
SHOWROOMS. PHONE 888.0077.
OPERA TAPES. Historical performances of
past 40 years. Unbelievable treasures and
rarities. ALSO LP RECORDS. Free catalog. Ed
Rosen, 66-33 Saunders St., Rego Park, N.Y.
11374.

WORLD'S FINEST LOUDSPEAKERS on DEMONSTRATION -AUDIO RESEARCH CORPORATION'S NEW T -1A, T -II, T -III, IMF MONITOR
III, STUDIO III, ALS 40, ESS AMT -1, RTR 280DR, ESR-6, CERWIN VEGA 320 MT-320C.
HEGEMAN, QUAD, BROCHURES AVAILABLE,
PAUL HEATH AUDIO, 354 STATE, ROCHESTER, N.Y. 14608 (716) 232-2828.
CUSTOM LOADED MAXELL UDC -90 CASSETTES. TEN FOR $17.00 POSTPAID. OTHER
HIGH ENERGY; KROME; LN CASSETTES; REEL
TAPE AVAILABLE FROM MANUFACTURER.
MJS, 1126 Cobb St., San Mateo, Calif. 94401.
FREE ROOM EQUALIZATION with purchase of
filters. This is not a misprint. Music and
Sound, Ltd., 111/2 Old York Road, Willow Grove
Pa. 19090 (215) 659-9251.

Inventors -Engineers
OUR INDIVIDUALLY CALIBRATED London Exports, Ortofon and Supex moving coils, B&O
and Grace supers are incomparable in our

customized
Sound, Ltd.

damped S.M.E.'s. Music and
Old York Road, Willow Grove,

111/2

Pa. 19090. (215) 656-9251.

+ Levinson Cartridge Preamp +
FOR ADULTS ONLY
tapes on open reel

-Outstanding

-8

Comedy

track cartridge -cassettes. Write for flyer and prices. House of
Comedy, 16131/2 N. Mariposa Ave., Los An-

FOR SALE

Write for our
quotes on your stereo component needs.
Browne's, 541 Danforth, Sudbury, Ontario.
CANADIAN

FINEST CUSTOMIZED LABELS for Cassettes
and Cartridges. Free samples. TARZAC, 638
Muskogee Avenue, Norfolk, Virginia 23509.

.03

SCOTCH CASSETTE SC90.05

10" FIBERGLASS IISLS,

USED

10" METAL, NAB HOLE, USED
PLUS POSTAGE BY WEIGHT

SAXITONE

B

2.12
.30
1.00

.025

IUT 2
.50
1.00

.021 .02

no

tEl
.40
9G

.05
.10

ZONE. MINIMUM ORDER. 55.00

'A/ SHINGTON, D

09

NEW 14" NAB AMPEX aluminum flanges have
never been removed from original box. Package of 10 $8.20 prepaid. Soundd Investment
Co. POB 338 Dunwoody, Ga. 30338.
NEW, IMPROVED SME TONE ARMS correctly
mounted in AR turntables. Audio Consultants,
517 Davis Street, Evanston, Illinois 60201.
(312) 864-9565.

AUDIO RESEARCH MAGNEPLANERS and
Electronics, ESS, Infinity, Ohm, Dahlquist,
EPI, Audionics, Radford, Crown, Citation,
BGW, Transcriptor, Linn-Sondek, Keith Monks,
ERA, Connoisseur, SME, Supax, Decca, Grace,
Sony, Spectrum Scanning Tuner, Epicure
Amplifier. Marantz 500, DBX, ADC, Nakamichi, B&O, Tandberg, Celestion, Marc Levinson,
Stax, Dayton -Wright, others. THE GRAMOPHONE LTD., 757 Asp St., Norman, Okla.
73069. 405-364-9477.

CENTRAL NEW YORK HI-FI ENTHUSIASTS
Britain's finest loudspeakers on demonstration -THE IMF STUDIO AND ALS40-as well
as Marantz, the Pioneer TX9100, Celestion,
Epicure, Ortofon, Philips, Discwasher and
THE SOUND
Trades accepted
others
SHOP, 96 Seneca Street, Geneva, NY 14456
(315) 781-0215.

CANADA'S FIRST AUDIO RESEARCH DEALER.
SP -3 Dual 76, Electronic Crossovers. Tympani
IA and Tympani II (Tri-amped). Prices will be
less than USA plus duties. Also McIntosh,

CANADIANS: Brand name audio at warehouse prices. FREE price list. Baltimore Audio
Inc., 2385 Eglinton Ave. E., Scarborough, Ontario, Canada M1K 2M5.

SAE, Citation, ESS. Tandberg, JBL, Ortofon
and Allen & Heath Mixers. Contact: PETER
LOUGHNANE, HI FIDELITY SHOP, 1600 BAY-

ELECTROENCEPHALOPHONE: brainwave mon-

VIEW AVE., TORONTO, ONTARIO M4G 3B7.
416-487-4613.

CIZEK LOUDSPEAKERS Lowest price in the
country. Quotes on your favorite system.
Sound Center, Box 1242, Bloomington, Indiana 47401. 812-332-4252.
ARE YOUR TAPES BEING SPOILED by recording or playback on equipment that may be
magnetized? The magnetic signal "printed" on
tape its quite sensitive to subsequent magnetic field exposure. You can now actually
measure such components using an Annis
Audiophile Han -D -Kit. Write for Bulletin &
copy of article "Notes On Demagnetizing"
R. B. Annis Co., 1103 N. Delaware, Indianapo-

lis, Ind. 46202.

-

geles, Calif. 90027.
HI-FI ENTHUSIASTS WANTED!! Earn more
than just spare money in your spare time. We
need campus representatives to sell name
brand stereo components at discount prices
in your area. High commission, no investment required. Serious inquiries only, please.
Contact: Mike Santillo K&L Sound Services
Co. 75 N. Beacon St., Watertown, Mass. 02172.

CYBEIRACOUSTIC LABORATORY: only one of
its kind! Featuring Crown, IMF, AKG, UREI,
RTR, DBX, Infinity, Rabco, Decca, Transduction, more. Crown warranty service. Custom
specially modified Crown tape recorder: Audiomodtronics by our engineers. Barclay
503 Haverford Ave., Narberth, Pa. 19072; 215667-3048.

ENGLAND'S LEADING MAIL ORDER AND
DISCOUNT SPECIALIST OFFERS: -SME, B&W,
Cambridge Audio, Revox, Armstrong, Celestion, Decca London Mk V cartridge at very
low price, Decca Tornarm, Sansui, Trio. And
many other English leading products, at very
competitive price. Please send for individual
quotations. Reply by Airmail. Shipped immediately. Freight collect. Southern Audio Services Ltd., 43 High Street, Kingston Upon
Thames, Surry, England. Telex no. 935437.

DAHLQUIST PHASED ARRAY, RTRESR6
FULTON 80-FULTON J2 WOOFER MODULAR
SYSTEM, LINN SONDEK OIL BATH TURNTABLE, SP 10, KMAL MERCURY BATH SILI-

AUDIO

CASSETTE MAILER BOXES

WARRANTIES!

DYNACO COMPONENTS AT
Write En -Jay
TREMENDOUS
DISCOUNTS.
Sales. Hornepayne, Ontario.

NEW AND AMAZING . - The sound sensation that's s:.'eeping the nation. Rolen Star with unusual characteristics
changes walls, floors and ceilings into speakers. Act Now! Send for free literature. James
A. White, 5302 Pine St., Phila., Pa. 19143.

CASSETTES

PLAIN WHITS CASSETTE LABELS, NOISLCO CASSETTI CLEANERS
FAMOUS BRAND CASSITTIS. METAL OR FIBERGLASS 10' RIELS
QUANTITY,
10
1001000
1.9
.02
CASSETTE LABELS UNITS OF ICI
.015 .01
.55 .50
NOIELCO CASSETTE CLEANSE
.65
.60

CANADIANS

-

CONE DAMPED ARM, SME, MARK LEVINSON
PRODUCTS, SUPEX CARTRIDGES, RADFORD,
QUINTESSENCE, BGW, ESS, QUAD, AUDIO
RESEARCH CORPORATION SP-3, D-76 AMPLIFIERS. PAUL HEATH AUDIO, 354 STATE,
ROCHESTER, N.Y. 716-232-2828.

WESTCHESTER AND FAIRFIELD COUNTY
AUDIOPHILES TAKE NOTE! NOW OPEN -THE
AUDIOPHILE, 231 BEDFORD STREET, STAMFORD, CONN. Audio Research, Citation, IMF,
Janszen, TEAC, ADC, Marantz, Infinity, Technics, Hegeman, many more. Custom installa-

tions.
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itor,

Professional biofeedback instruments.
Bainbridge, WA. 98110.

J&J 8102-A,

PIEZO-ELECTRIC TWEETERS. Write for specifications & prices. The EAR DRUM, 5146 W.
Imperial Hwy., Los Angeles, Calif. 90045.
NEW CATALOG of raw speakers, network kits
& network parts, audio test equipment, fabric
& foam speaker grids, speaker systems, electronic crossovers & active filters. Distributors
wanted for our line of network kits and parts.
MIKE LEWIS/TSR, Inc., 3673 West 113th St.,
Inglewood, Calif., 90303, 213/678-1979.

AUDIO DEALERS ATTENTION!!! Let us design
your "house brand" speaker systems. Our
engineers can put some quality into this
neglected item. We design systems to suit
your needs, supply parts and source list, cabinet plans, schematics & diagrams & cost
figures. You arrange for local enclosure construction & system assembly and/or sell kits.
Write for complete details on your letterhead
TSR Engineering. 3673 West 113th St., Inglewood, Ca. 90303, 213/678-1979.
OREGON'S ONLY AUDIOPHILE STORE has
some uncommonly good things. Radford,
Crown, BGW, Integral Systems, Quintessence,
Magneplanar, Dayton -Wright, Ohm, Janszen,
Decca, Stax, Thorens, Braun, ADC, Connoisseur, Linn-Sondek, ERA, Supex, SME, Grace,
passive and speaker crossover kits, and basic drivers. Audio -Uncommon, 8600 N.E. Sandy
Blvd., Portland, Oregon 97220 503-254-6202.
INFRA WOOFERTM, world's largest, deepest,
most powerful sub -woofer system can be had
only at Music and Sound, Ltd. 50 dB per oc$1295.
tave crossover, bandpass 16 hz...
.

FULTON F.M.I. SUB -WOOFER, for the closest

approximation

to

dipole

definition -$300!

Also, the rave five -way Fulton/R.T.R. super
speakers. Shipped prepaid/insured. Music
and Sound, Ltd., 111/2 Old York Road, Willow
Grove, Pa. 19090 (215) 659-9251.
HONG KONG DIRECTORY. World
Products information, $1.00 today World
Trade Inquiries. Hillyard, Washington 99207.
JAPAN
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synthesizer
KITS

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

PROTECT YOUR LPs. Poly sleeves for jackets
8e round bottom inner sleeves 6¢ Poly lined
paper sleeves 13¢ White jackets 300 Postage
$1.00. House of Records, Hilburn, New York
10931.

SHREVEPORT AREA AUDIONAUTS
McINTOSH, CROWN, PHASE LINEAR, BOZAK,
TANDBERG, EPI, ADVENT, PIONEER, SHERWOOD, STANTON, SHURE, MARANTZ, SONY,
SUPERSCOPE, THORENS, PE, DUAL. VISIT
QUAIL CREEK STEREO, 754 SHREVEPORTBARKSDALE HWY., SHREVEPORT, LA. 71105,
318-865-1864. (A DIVISION OF GIBSON AUDIO).
SCA ADAPTOR KIT $15.00. Send $1.00 for
diagram and information to: Arnold McCall
9 Clarkes-Crossing, Fairport, New York 14450.

-

ATTENTION

WESTERN NEW YORK AUDIOPHILES
our
new store is going strong, due to our person-

at affordable prices
synthesizer demonstration record
with explanatory manual, patch
charts and scores
$1.49 ppd.
catalog free

-

-

PAIA ELECTRONICS
BOX M14359, OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73114

FOR SALE
AUDIO RESEARCH, AUDIONICS TRANSMISSION LINE SPEAKERS, BANG & OLUFSEN,
BOZAK, BRAUN, CROWN, DBX, KLIPSCH,
KMAL, LINN SONDEK, NAKAMICHI, PHASE
LINEAR, RADFORD, REVOX, TANDBERG,
BEYER & SENNHEISER MICS, and other fine
instruments for the reproduction of music.
Custom design and construction, component
analysis, consultations, demonstration by appointment. Send for list of top grade used
equipment. AUDIO SYSTEMS AND DESIGN,
5421 South 84th St., Lincoln, Nebraska 68516
(402) 489-9888 and 4408 Capital Ave., Omaha,
Nebraska 68131, (402) 556-7559.
THOUSANDS OF LIKE NEW LP's and prerecorded tapes. Catalogue $1.00. House of
Records, Hillburn, New York 10931.

+
MULTI -TRACK
Customized touring
sound systems, including narrow band (5 hz!)
feedback suppression, detailed acousta-voicing/environmental equalization ±1 db at your
ears, room design/measurement/treatment.
100's of our customized professional products, including fiberglass horns, consoles,
omni/comp/limiters, electronic crossovers,
phasors, digital delays, 1 -way noise reduction,
transducers, frequency shifters from ... J.B.L.
& Altec Pro., Tascam, DBX, U.R.E.I., Eventide,
Gately, Schoeps, Beyer, Crown, Community
Light & Sound, McIntosh, Mom's Audio, etc.,
etc. All shipped prepaid/insured from Music
and Sound, Ltd., 111/2 Old York Road, Willow
TUNED
ROCK P.A.'s
RECORDING STUDIOS.

Grove, Pa. 19090. (215) 659-9251.

Inventors -Engineers
McINTOSH, AUDIO RESEARCH, CROWN, ESS,
QUINTESSENCE, HEGEMAN, BOSE, ADVENT,
EPI, STAX, REVOX, RABCO, CITATION, PIONEER, TEAC, FISHER STUDIO -STANDARD and
many more. Finest Service on premises.
Stereo Designs, Mercury Mall, Hampton, Va.
23666 (804) 838-6394.

PROPRIETARY

CUSTOMIZED

MODS reduce

tone arm friction, damp spurious resonances,
minimize torsional forces, improve tracking,
and reduce record wear. For S.M.E. series I,
II, and low mass -$30.00. For Rabco SL-8E$100.00. From the laboratories of Music and
Sound, Ltd., 111/2 Old York Road, Willow
Grove, Pa. 19090. (215) 659-9251. New products shipped prepaid/insured.
Special! Dynaco ST -70 Mods!

alized, friendly service. In addition to Audio
Research, we carry the new Polk Audio Model
Nine Speaker System, RTR Speakers, Hegeman, Quintessence, Thorens, Connoisseur,
Phillips, Pilot, Dokorder, Infinity, B & O, SME,
Soundcraftsmen, Cerwin Vega, Sherwood,
Onkyo, Fulton
Musical Industries, ADC,
others. THE STEREO EMPORIUM, 3407 Delaware Ave., Buffalo, N.Y. 14217. 716-874-3372.
!!THE INVENTORS, ENGINEERS, COLLEGE
INSTRUCTORS, AND PROFESSIONAL MUSICIANS at Music & Sound Ltd. offer their
clients a new standard of technical competence, certain proprietary testing procedures,
a real anechoic chamber, a mind boggling
research laboratory, and a host of the most
advanced professional services, including

hand-picked component alignment/customization, room acoustical design/treatment, calibrated environmental equalization ±1 db at
your ears, and the most flexible demonstration facilities anywhere!! 111/2 Old York Road,
Willow Grove, Pa. 19090. (215) 659-9251.
Total "A" Warranty Station Service
OUR DISTINGUISHED PRODUCTS come from

Audio Research, Sequerra, Dayton -Wright,
Dahlquist, Infinity, Crown, London Decca,
I.M.F., Quad, Rogers, Spendor, B.B.C. Monitors, Stax, E.S.S., B&O, J.B.L./Altec Professional, Schoeps, Beyer, Custom Rabco,

Gately, Braun, Tascam Grace, F.M.I., R.T.R.,
Supex, Revox Pro, damped S.M.E. Ortofon,
DBX, Linn Sondek, Nakamichi, etc., etc. All
shipped prepaid/insured, Music and Sound,
Ltd., 111/2 Old York Road, Willow Grove, Pa.
19090. (215) 659-9251.
Full "A" Warranty Service Station

AUDIO RESEARCH modified Dynaco electronics, Dual 75A, BRAUN 15 ips. Select
DECCA Export Mk. 5, IMF, H-K CITATION, ESSHEIL, MAGNEPLANAR Tympani $795 (limited
I

quantities), THORENS, ORTOFON, RABCO,
TOMLINSON, STAX,-and other rare and unusual goodies for the serious audiophile at
the South's only state-of-the-art stereo shop.
BACK DOOR STEREO, 2065 Piedmont, Atlanta,
Ga. 30324. (404) 874-9493.

TENNESSEE AUDIOPHILES! CROWN, SAE,
PHASE LINEAR, INFINITY, OHM -F, BOSE,
ADVENT, THORENS, SME, ORTOFON, PHILIPS,
DUAL 701. HI -Fl HOUSE. 112 17TH STREET,
KNOXVILLE, TENNESSEE 37916. (615) 5253238.

-

-

CAPITAL 100 MINUTES 8 track blank tape
Dozen $22.00 postage paid. Odoms, 1000 Anderson Ave. F57, Bronx, N.Y. 10452.

DAHLQUIST PHASED ARRAY LOUDSPEAKER
SYSTEM was premiered at Opus One on June
6, 1973 by Saul B. Marantz. Its new diffraction control and time delay correction give an
open transparent sound that will make it the
most imitated speaker of the next decade. It
has the deep bass and power handling of the
best dynamic -speakers and the balance,
smoothness and transparency of the finest
electrostatics. $350 each, immediate delivery.
Free literature, expert advice. We are Supex,
Levinson, Audio Research, Nakamichi dealers.
Opus One, 400 Smithfield St., Pittsburgh, Pa.
15222. (412-281-3969).
CONSOLE MIXING BOARDS, Custom designed, four to forty inputs, one to sixteen out,
send $1 with specifications desired (refunded
with order) for engineered quote to Phase
Concept, 3975 Omaha Dr., Norcross, Ga.
30071.

FIREWORKS

-

NEWS

MAGAZINE -Covering

Commercial
Display Fireworks, Sources,
Construction, Black Powder, Fuse, Literature.
Firecrackers To Bombshells! Interesting Catalog-25¢, With Sample -$1.00 Pyro Press,
Box 12010-P, Lexington, Kentucky 40511.
CUSTOM 35MM COLOUR Sound Slide Productions. Contact RESCO, 76 Old Turnpike
Road, Southington, Conn. 06489.
NEW LISTS OF RAREST SHOWS, SOUNDTRACKS. Subscription, $1.00, domestic; $5.00
abroad. RECORD UNDERTAKER, R.D. 1, Box
1520, Catskill, N.Y. 12414.

components, unusual
items, discount prices. Catalog 20¢. SEABOARD INTERNATIONAL ELECTRONICS, Box
906, Clute, Tex. 77531.
SEMICONDUCTORS,

McINTOSH MC2105, C26. -SONY TA3200F.
MINT, BOTH MAC'S $690, SONY $249. DICK
YESTE, 2330 N.E. 202 ST., N. MIAMI, FL.
33160.
DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES.
Thieves Warehouse of New Orleans, 3528 18th
St., Unit 2, Metarie, LA. 70002.

OWNERS;

THE SS -3 PORTABLE MIXING CONSOLE pro-

our Micro-Preamp outperforms any transformer. Free literature. Huntington Electronics, Box 2009-A, Huntington, Conn. 06484.

vides unmatched performance in remote recording applications. Available in 2, 4, 8, 16
and 24 track configurations. Write for specs.
Reply Box No. A47-1.

ORTOFON

SUPEX CARTRIDGE

-

CROSSOVERS
ALL TYPES.
Definitive booklet describes applications; how
to improve speaker systems; $5.00, credited to
first purchase. Huntington Electronics, Box
2009, Huntington, Conn. 06484.
ELECTRONIC

NEW ORLEANS AREA AUDIONAUTS
AUDIO RESEARCH, MAGNEPLANAR, CROWN,
KLIPSCH, AURALINEAR, PHASE LINEAR, SAE,
BOSE, JBL, RTR, THORENS, RABCO, DBX,
DECCA, SME, AND MANY OTHERS. WRITE
GIBSON AUDIO, 1418 MICHAEL ST., NEW
ORLEANS, LA 70114. 504-367-4525.

SHURE V15 -III -$50 plus your old cartridge.
Shipped prepaid. STEREO SHOP, 107 Third
Ave. SE, Cedar Rapids, Iowa 52401.

AUDIO EXCELLENCE from Advent, Audio Research, BGW, B&O, Fulton, Grace, Dahlquist,
Levinson, Infinity, Quintessence, Phase Linear, SAE, STAX, Supex, RTR, Revox 700, Na -

kamichi, Tandberg, Technics, Magneplanar.
"Certified Audio Consultant." STEREO SHOP,
107 Third Ave. SE, Cedar Rapids, Iowa 52401.
319-365-1324.

AUDIO
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

INTERNATIONAL, McADVENT,
CROWN
INTOSH, REVOX, THORENS, SME, IMF, JBL,
EPI, CITATION, BEYER. FULL SERVICE ON
ALL EQUIPMENT!!!
STEREO SOUND
320 Route 10,
East Hanover, New Jersey 07936.
(201) 386-0050

ONE OF FLORIDA'S ONLY AUDIO RESEARCH
DEALERS. Complete Audio Research on dem-

MUSICASSETTE! Low price high quality wide
selection. Lists free. Thomas Tang, TTM PO
Box 313, Hong Kong.

onstration.

SP-3/Dual

75/Dual

51/Magne-

and Bass Panel (Tri-Amped). Plus
Phase Linear, Crown, McIntosh, Hartley,
Decca, Stax, S.A.E., Braun, Tandberg, Advent,
B&O, Rabco, J.B.L., Thorens, E.S.S. (Heil).
Complete audio counselling. Sound and Sight,
20 N. Federal Highway, Boca Raton, Fla.
33432.. (305) 391-1843. 141 Lakeview Ave.,
West Palm Beach, Fla. 33401. (305) 655-2236.

planers

TURNTABLES, w/Vestigal
tonearm. Futterman handbuilt tubed amplifiers. IMF; Fulton Modular loudspeakers.
Empire 888E cartridge $29. B & 0 2600
speakers, beautiful $170 pair. Grundig 5U

PROFESSIONAL SOUND SYSTEMS: concert
sound reinforcement systems (up to 24 channels, equalized), rock P.A.'s and musical in-

Record Changer $100. Trades accepted. Audiocraft, South Rockwood, Michigan 48179.
Telephone: (313) 379-9945.

MCI and SWTPC. Write ACOUSTEC, 2828 -11th
Avenue S.E., Calgary, Alberta, T2A 0E7,

OUTPUT MONITOR for audio
amplifiers. L.E.D. readout indicates 1/4 to 1000
watts average and transient power output.
Hand assembled, calibrated, tested. $74.95.
Free literature. Analogic Design, P.O. Box

MINNESOTA'S FINEST DEALER! Audio Research, B&O, Dahlquist, Magneplanar. Designinstallation -service AUDIO DESIGNS LTD.,
15724 Wayzata Blvd., Wayzata, Minnesota
55391.

7753, Phila., Pa. 19101.

MARANTZ 10B TUNER custom cabinet, $750
negotiable. Box 128, Shutesbury, Mass. 01072.

TRANSCRIPTORS

TRANSIENT

BGW, LINN SONDEK, KEITH MONKS, INNERMEDIA, CELESTION, IMAGE, ACE AUDIO,
PHILLIPS, KOSS, SHURE, CONNISSEUR, MAR TEX, AKG, More! Shipped pre-paid/insured

from stock. Detailed technical consultation.
Open

7

days. AUDIO TECHNIQUES

259

E.

Campbell Ave., Campbell, Calif. 95008 (408)374-5408.
STAX SR -X SRD-7 ELECTROSTATIC HEADPHONES Acclaimed throughout the world as
the finest available. $235 shipped prepaid,
insured. David Beatty Stereo, 1616 West 43rd
Street, Kansas City, Missouri 64111. 816/

531-3109.
PRE-RECORDED CASSETTE TAPES SUPER
QUALITY 5 FOR $20 air ppd. 550 different
labels, Free list. Excellent Trading Corporation, GPO Box 16424, Hong Kong.

NEUMANN MICS & ACCESSORIES. DBX
Gately Pro kits and mixers. Most models in
stock. Immediate prepaid shipment. Master charge. Write or call Dick McGrew Recording
Service. 7027 Twin Hills, Dallas, Texas 75231.

214-691-5107.
THE EAR DRUM IS NOW OPEN. L.A.'s people
oriented audio store is starting with: Kenwood,
GTE, Audio Technica, Teac, Shure, Saras, Dual
& TSR. Our engineer headed service department will design & modify equipment. Other
store facilities & services are: High speed
tape duplicator "while you wait", large selection of quality "raw" speakers, networks &
network parts, audio test equipment sales &

rentals, technical reference library, component rentals, CD -4 & SQ records stocked in
depth, low capacitance cables in stock. See
us soon. EAR DRUM, 5146 West Imperial
Highway, Los Angeles 90045 (San Diego Freeway at Imperial) 641-1930.
JAPANESE TRANSISTORS, wholesale prices,
free catalog. WEST PACIFIC ELECTRONICS,
Box 25837, W. Los Angeles, Calif. 90025.
PROFESSIONAL SOUND REINFORCEMENT

Don't compromise your system's performance
by using Hi-Fi Equalizers, Limiters and Electronic Crossovers. For studio quality equipment, built for pro sound reinforcement, at
a reasonable price, call or write; Mom's
Wholesome Audio, 2019 Naudain St., Phila.,
Pa. 19146. (215) 545-3488.

CERWIN-VEGA

AUDIO

PRODUCTS

(312)

581-7436.

LOGIC
NEWSLETTER °

strument equipment. Commercial equipment
employed; ALTEC, AKG, CROWN, TASCAM,
Canada.

THE WORLD'S ONLY "ULTRA -DEFINITION"
RECORD PLAYING SYSTEM is available
through THE DKL LABORATORY, INCORPORATED, BOX 683, SEVERNA PARK, MARYLAND 21146. Our system will create a SIGNIFICANT SONIC IMPROVEMENT IN ANY
SOUND SYSTEM.

have always specialized in "ULTRADEFINITION" sound reproduction. The INFINITY SERVO -STATIK. MONITOR, 2000A
(XT), and FULTON J -MODULAR SYSTEM
will produce very REALISTIC and LIFE-LIKE
sound with SELECTIVELY MATCHED COMWE

PONENTS. OUR RECOMMENDED EQUIPMENT
AND
EFFICIENCY
ASSURES
MAXIMUM
COMPATABILITY. For details and/or personal

consultations, contact:
THE DKL LABORATORY, INCORPORATED
BOX 683, SEVERNA PARK, MD. 21146
(301) 647-8918, EVENINGS, 8-11 PM
AT LAST!!!
THE DKL LABORATORY, INCORPORATED
ANNOUNCES THREE OF THEIR NEWEST
PRODUCTS AND SERVICES:
DKL 3-"Hand-Tuning" service for Decca
Mk V and 'Export'.
DKL 4-Individually engineered crossover

networks for "ULTRA -DEFINITION" in
bi- and

tri -amplification.

5-Infinity

2000A speaker modifications
for "ULTRA-DEFINITION".
For details, please contact the DKL LABORA-

DKL

SAMPLE COPY

PO! 125

AA

1.00
ER

wALDMIICK,NJ. 07101

FOR SALE
YOU CAN HAVE FAMOUS "ULTRADEFINITION" in an inexpensive format. HOW?
The ONLY way is with a DKL LABORATORY
MODIFIED DYNACO PAS -3X!! Contact THE
DKL LABORATORY, INCORPORATED, BOX
683, SEVERNA PARK, MARYLAND 21146.
NOW

ATTENTION

RABCO

SL8-E

OWNERS

"ULTRA-DEFINITION" can be yours for only
$90.00. HOW???? Ask THE DKL LABORATORY,
INCORPORATED, (301) 647-8919, EVENINGS,
8-11 PM.

INCOMPARABLE RTR LOUDSPEAKERS . . .
Sony direct drive turntables. Phase Linear,
SAE, Integral Systems. ADC, XLM, SME,
Quintessence, Infinity, Hegeman, others.
SAC certified. Bowden's Audio, Georgetown
Square, Athens, Georgia 30601. 404-549-9156.
MKIV-C POWER AMP 100/100 rms 6
old-like new & with walnut case.
$300.00 W. Bulkley 5630 Raintree PI. Columbus, Ohio 43229.

SAE

months

LOW NOISE RESISTORS-ß/4W, 5%, carbon
film for 3.54 each. Fifty of one value for $1.25.
All 5% values from 10 to 3.3M in stock.
Specifications upon request. 754 postage

and handling charge per order. Deduct 10%
on orders over $50. COMPONENTS CENTER -A
Box 134, NY,NY 10038.
PRIVATE
LIBRARY. Fabulous Jazz and Big Band one -of a-kind Stereo Cassettes. Send self-addressed

A -A -A -H! DISC JOCKEY DISPOSING

envelope for list. Connisseurs Rarities, Box
111, Easton, Connecticut 06425, U.S.A.
BIG BAND JAZZ OF '30's and '40's by Fabulous Al Raymond and his renowned side men,
The All -Star Alumni, on long-playing cassette.
$6.98 post-paid. Connisseurs Rarities, Box
111, Easton, Connecticut 06425, U.S.A.
FOR SALE McINTOSH

amplifier model 2105

Mint condition original carton. John Donmoyer, 2635 Parkway Blvd., Allentown, Penna.
18104.
MAGNEPLANAR Tympani l's $650; Heath AJ15
tuner with case $165; Sansui 5000X receiver
with case $275; Marantz III speaker, pair,
never used $285. Pete Kuruzovich, 24575
Donover Rd., Warrensville Hts., Ohio 44128.
216-292-2864.

683,
P.O.
BOX
INCORPORATED,
TORY,
Severna Park, Maryland, 21146, or call (301)
647-8918, evenings, 8-11 p.m., eastern time.

RAZOR BLADES, Single Edge, Tape Editing.

FINALLY !!! "ULTRA -DEFINITION" amplifiers
desigied SPECIFICALLY for ELECTROSTATIC
SPEAKERS. Unequaled as an ELECTROSTATIC
TWEETER AMP, our smaller unit is also IDEAL
for ELECTROSTATIC HEADPHONES. Interested?? Contact THE DKL LABORATORY, INC.,
P.O. BOX 683, Severna Park, Maryland 21146.

REVOX MINI
10 hours on

$18/M,
44143.

25884

Highland,

Cleveland,

Ohio

STUDIO-Life time guarantee.
system. Save $1000.00. Call

1-913-539-4636.

JBL 'PARAGON ultimate stereo loudspeaker
system in perfect condition complete with
original shipping crates. $1,500. (214) 5264996 or H. Campbell, 4232 Edmondson, Dallas, Texas 75205.

PACIFIC NORTHWEST HEADQUARTERS for
Nakamichi, Revox, McIntosh, Dahlquist, Phase
Linear, and other hard -to -find items. Nakamichi 700, 1000, Revox A-77, A-700 in stock
for immediate shipment. Air Freight specialists to Alaska. Call Len Tweten COLLECT with
your needs: phone 206-284-9292. Magnolia
HI-FI, 2231 32nd Avenue West. Seattle,
Washington 98199.

AUDIO COMPONENTS-lowest prices on all
major brands. Write for quotes; Audio, suite
40-947A Dyer Ave., Cranston, R.I. 02920.

C-28 PREAMP, new; perfect;
McINTOSH
$425.00. Phone 203-929-5255 or write box
2009, Huntington, Conn. 06484.
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LISTEN TO TV THROUGH
YOUR STEREO WITH
TELEDAPTER!
raillirtsabArrai

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

AR, KLH, ADVENT, DYNACO, RECTILINEAR,
ADC OWNERS -Our electronic equalizer gives
your speakers a full octave of new bass, plus

NOTICE: Audio Research Dual 75 $600; Magneplanar Tympani 1D+ $600; McIntosh MX 110 $300; JBL-SG-520 $200; Empire 598 Mark
Il Troubador System with 1000.2EX $200;
Dyne Mark III pair $150; Crown IC -150, with
walnut $225. (919) 967-5723 after 10PM EDT.

three broadband tone controls. Three reviews,

literature, from NORMAN LABORATORIES,
2280 Industrial Boulevard, Norman, Oklahoma
73069.

Works with any television & stereo. No wiring,
just takes a minute to plug in. Now enjoy all
TV
programming with a full new sound.
Complete and ready to use with instructions.
10 day money back guarantee. SEND ONLY
$2.00 for C.O.D. or save C.O.D. charges and
send $16.95 in check, cash or mastercharge

COLLECTORS ITEM: Two Fisher Lincoln Automatic Turn -over Turntables Model 70. Both
are new and in perfect working condition.
$299.95 plus shipping. Palmer Electronics,
3560 N. High St., Columbus, Ohio 43214.

RHOADES & CO.
P.O.

lox

617

lNodenwsile,

MATTES SSP-200 POWER AMPLIFIER. Distor-

tion in left channel. Challenging for qualified
troubleshooter to repair -$75 minimum. (513)

To. 37075

-Dealer inquiry invited

-

922-6800 between 9 and 5.

FOR SALE
AUDIO TECHNICA 20-SL cartridge-w/factory
frequency response curve to 50,000 Hz -$85.
H. Fleischman, 23 Knot St., E. Patchogue,
N.Y. 117 72. 516-289-6828.
McINTOSH MR-71 Tuner $200. Pioneer SF700 Electronic Crossover $100. 404-964-6213.
BOWER & WILKINS DM70 Domestic Monitor
Speakers in teak. List $600 each. Sacrifice
$600 pair. New -unused. Buyer collects or
pays freight. (313) 646-9965.

ORTOFON

Dynamic motional feedback mono disc cutting
system. Complete amplifier system: drive,
feedback and feedback -playback monitor pre amp. Rebuilt- original factory parts. Guaranteed. Albert B. Grundy, 64 University Place,
New York, N.Y. 10003 (212) 929-8364.
AUDIO MAGAZINE 1968-1973 plus 8 19661967; Stereo Review 1965-1973 plus 12 19591964; High Fidelity 1967-1973 plus 14 19541966. All Mint. Postpaid $150.00. Reply Box

#A48-1.
NORTHWEST'S

FINEST

AUDIO

-

DEALER

Audio Research, Dayton Wright, IMF, Fulton,
Dahlquist, Infinity, Radford, Crown, BGW,
Quad, Decca, Supex, Phase Linear, Braun,
Tandberg, Linn Sondek, and Many More.
HARTLEY ELECTRONICS, 1502 Butternut,
Richland, WA 99352 (509) 947-5026 after 5:00
PM weekdays, all day weekends.
FAIRCHILD Program Equalizers. Two 664-NLS
@ $100.00 each. 206-565-0554.
FLORIDA AUDIOPHILES! Phase Linear, E.S.S.,
Klipsch, RTR, Bozak, B&O, Revox, Barzilay,
Sony, Marantz. Sales and service. INTERIORS
PLUS SOUND, 3038 N. Federal Highway, Ft.
Lauderdale, Fla. 33306. (305) 566-3511.
PIONEER TAPE DECK RT1020L, 7" or 10"
reels -Brand new '74 -Minimum fair trade
$700 -must sell $450. Bob Kay, 616-452-7176
2622 Brooklyn S.E., Grand Rapids, Mich.
49507.

-or

SCULLY 280 1/2 -track stereo recorder/reproducer. Special Sp14 model for accepting
14" reels. 71/2-15 ips, mint condition. In custom console. Currently in use at our recording studio. $2850. (314) 334-6116 after 4PM.
F.O.B. Cape Girardeau, Missouri.
RABCO SL-8E, Music and Sound modifications, AR turntable, $240; Rabco ST-4, cover,
$100; Ortofon M15E, $35; Lafayette LA -524
decoder/amplifier, $35; Southwest Technical
headphone amplifier, $40. Pfeffer, 147-04
84th Avenue, Jamaica, N.Y. 11435.

SONY TC-134SD Cassette Deck w/Dolby. Used
5 hrs. $180. Doug Rein, R.R.I., Winthrop,
Minn. 55396.

SOUNDMASTERS-$225.00 for our ultra -high
performance IMAGE IV speaker system. ±3db

/ 20.22,000Hz (40-100watts RMS) utilizing

INVENTIONS WANTED
PROSECUTE Your Own Patent Application. All

Material Necessary -Write: Inventors Service,
Box 3574, Washington, D.C. 20007.

2

dynamic 12" woofers resonant at 15Hz /
4-5" frequency selective midrange units and.
4-11/2" mylar dome tweeters dispersing 150
degrees of pure performance. $1.00 for complete information, refunded on first order.
SOUNDMASTERS, Box 1175, Charleston, W.Va
25324.
SUPEX MOVING -COIL CARTRIDGE is the ULTIMATE! Use with Levinson cartridge preamp
for total transparency and smoothness. Write
Stereo Workshop in Berkeley, P.O. Box 951,
Berkeley, Ca. 94701.

NEW MARK LEVINSON PREAMP, reveals
DETAIL possible only with solid state, yet
retains sweet, open sound of tubes. Write
Stereo Workshop in Berkeley, P.O. Box 951,
Berkeley, Ca. 94701.
STEREO WORKSHOP IN BERKELEY has the
finest! MAGNEPLANAR, FULTON, KLIPSCH,
BRAUN,
AUDIONICS,
QUAD,
LEVINSON,
QUINTESSENCE, CITATION, SUPEX, GRACE,
ERA, RADFORD, REVOX, etc. Competitive
prices and excellent service. Stereo Workshop,
2985 College Ave., P.O. Box 951, Berkeley,
Ca. 94701. Phone (415) 843-5836. Hours
TWThF 2-8, Sat 12.6 (PDT) closed Sun/Mon.

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES.
THIEVES WAREHOUSE OF BETHESDA, P.O.
BOX 34251, WEST BETHESDA, MD. 20034.
SCULLY 284-12 track 71/2-15 motor with 8
Track nest. Syncmaster remote/2X6 Console.
1" Block and Alignment Tape. $8800. This Is
A Recording 904 McClellan St., Schenectady,
N.Y. 12309. (518) 370-1618.
THOUSANDS OF EARLY RARE ROCK & ROLL,
Rhythm & Blues, Rockabilly, Blues, C&W45's & 78's. Mike Valle, P.O. Box 538, Springfield, Virginia 22150 U.S.A.
WISCONSIN HEADQUARTERS FOR QUALITY
AUDIO GEAR. Crown, ESS, RTR, Phase -Linear,
EPI, Infinity, AR-LST, B&O, Marantz, Citation,
Rabco, Teac, Bozak, Thorens, & Tandberg,
Transcriptors, Quintessence, over 50 other
brands. WACK SALES CO., INC. 5722 W.
NORTH AVE. MILWAUKEE, WISC. 53208.

-

AMPEX TAPE -NEW 1800' on 7" reel 12 for
$18 POSTPAID; 1200' 12 for $13 POSTPAID
free list -WIDE RESPONSE, 6114A SANTA
MONICA BLVD., HOLLYWOOD, CA. 90038.

AMPEX 300-4 Professional 1/2" four track tape
machine with late model 351 electronics;
sync added. Also Crown DC -300, Klipsch La
Scales. All good to excellent condition. Absolutely must sell; best offers taken. Nelson
Wright, Main St., Germantown, N.Y. 12526.
(518) 537-4420 evenings.
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AMPLIFIER KITS-60-60W RMS basic amplifier only $149.50. The very latest low distortion stable design in easy to assemble kit
form with quality components for substantial
savings over retail. Buy factory direct and
save. Send stamped self-addressed envelope
for exciting full details. Ruxton Electronic PO
Box 30312, Santa Barbara, Ca. 93105.

MUSIC
RARE ROMANTIC PIANO SCORES-Moscheles,
Henselt, Herz, Litolff, Scharwenka, Scriabin,
etc. Free catalog. MUSIC TREASURE PUBLICATIONS, 620 Ft. Washington Ave. 1-F, New
York, N.Y. 10040.

TAPES &
TAPE RECORDERS
CAPITOL

STACK-PACKS.

8 -TRACK TAPES $1.75
By joining Star Tape Club. Buy as many as
you want or none. No obligation. Big name
hit tapes. Rock, Soul, Popular, Best of, Religious, Bluegrass, Classical, Country, Jazz, also
Party. Join direct from this ad. Send $4.00 to:
STAR ENTERPRISES
35 -AM Woodcrest Ave., Dayton, 0. 45405.

EMPTY REELS: New 1/y". 5" clear plastic with
3" center. $30.00 case of 200. 1//" x 7" with
11/2" center. $25.00 case of 100. Accurate
Sound Company, 114 5th Ave., Redwood City,
California 94063, 415-365-2843 or Box 2159
Garland, Texas 75041, 214-278-0553.
GOOD SELECTION, 8 -track tapes. Send

free catalog -INS Industries, Dept-A,
Palisade Ave.. Garfield, N.J. 07026.

for
324

MAJESTIC RERUNS. Best source for custom
recorded vintage radio programs. $1.00 (refundable) brings catalog. Box 13128, Sacramento, California 95813.

BLANK CASSETTES: C-20 thru C-90, 400 to
83¢; custom lengths. Monarch tape. TARZAC,
638 Muskogee Avenue, Norfolk, Virginia,
23509.

RECORDS
SHOW ALBUMS-Rare. Out of Print LP's. 52
page list 500. Broadway/Hollywood Recordings
Georgetown, Conn. 06829.

PSYCHIC MEDITATION -WITCHCRAFT MUSIC
RECORDS. Free Brochure! (Dealers Welcome)
Brotherhood, Box 1363, Spring Valley, California 92077.

OLDIES-45 RPM Original hits, Catalog 500
C&S Record Sales. Box 197, Wampsville, N.Y.
13163.

PILITA CORRALES-Winner 1973 International
Music Festival-Tokyo sings about "LOVE",
Stereo $6.00 AIRMAILED!! Record-Handicraft
catalog $1.00 (Refundable) ARABELL CO.,
PITOGO, QUEZON E-327, PHILLIPINES.

AUDIO
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Scotch cassettes,

cartridges, reels. Discount prices. Lawson's,
Box 510, Livermore, Ca. 94550.
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RECORDS

EQUIPMENT WANTED

GOVERNMENT SURPLUS

WORLD'S LARGEST SELECTION OF RARE
SOUNDTRACKS, OC, JAZZ, ROCK & PERSONALITIES! Send want lists &/or subscribe
to Music Gazette-$5/year. RISA, 3700 S.
Plaza Drive, Bldg F, Suite 211, Santa Ana,
California 92704.

WANTED: MARANTZ model 7C, 8B; JBL,
SG -520E, SE-400SE; McINTOSH C-22, MC -275.
Kazuo Takishima, 33.7.1421, Takashima-Daira,
2 Cho-me, Itabashi-ku, Tokyo, 175 Japan.

JEEPS, TRUCKS, Cars From $31.50, Airplanes,

CALLAS new privately issued LP.
McKinney, Texas 75069.

Box 658,

78's-HIGH QUALITY DUBS-We cleaned out
our dead storage and found hundreds of old
78's in excellent shape. Dubs are available on
reel to reel and cassette. Send SASE for list
to: N. Moss, WSJM, Radio Island, St. Joseph,
Mich. 49085.
soundtracks, shows, cut-outs.
RECORDS
Send wants-we'll quote. Cohn, 2205 Mary lane, Broomall, Pa. 19008.

-

WHILE YOU WERE LOOKING for out -of-print
records, you should've been looking for us.
Discontinued, 216N Rose, Burbank, California
91505.
RARE FILM

MUSIC-SOUNDTRACKS-Send

wants and we'll quote immediately. F. C.
Flanders, 6016 Bellona Ave., Baltimore, Md.
21212.

-

Soundtracks, Shows,
Personalities. Reasonable Prices. Large New
Catalog, Free. Hiott, Box 440471, Miami, Fla.
RARE RECORDINGS

33144.
FILM -STAGE SOUNDTRACKS. Large free list.
A. Lutsky, Box 557342, Miami, Fla. 33155.

JAZZ-Personalities-Soundtracks

& O. C.
Auction Lists From Ray Macknic, 16114 Napa
St., Sepulveda, Calif. 91343, U.S.A.

CATALOGS. Broadcasts, soundtracks, Personalities of Thirties, Forties. Box 225, New York,
N.Y. 10028.
FREE 200 -PAGE CATALOG. 1,400 New Stereo

Recordings. Renaissance, Baroque, Classical,
Romantic, Modern Music. Not sold in stores.
Not listed in Schwann's. Highest quality!
Budget label prices! Available only by mail.
MUSICAL HERITAGE SOCIETY, Box 932 AU,
New York, N.Y. 10023.
LP COLLECTION FOR SALE -8,000 Records,
Private Party-Jazz Dance Bands, Light Orch.,
Vocals, free lists sent on Requested Artists.
Brian O'Flaherty, P.O. Box 5892, San Francisco, Calif. 94101.
FREE

LP

CATALOG-Deleted Soundtracks,

Shows, Nostalgia. A. Roseman,
16083, Phila., Pa. 19114.

P.

O.

Box

SOUNDTRACKS-SHOWS-JAZZ. Send wants.
Vincent, Box 5202, Long Island City, N.Y.
11105.

-

QUADRAPHONIC RECORDS AND TAPESat discount
ALL labels, over 500 titles
prices! For your free illustrated copy of the
world's most complete quad catalog, write:
SOUND CONCEPTS, 2713 West Radan, Dept.
C8, Peoria, Illinois 61604.

WANTED: AUDIO EMPIRE MODEL 98 Pickup
Arm. Brushed Aluminum finish. Mono or
Stereo. Name your price. R. Bennett, 1460 W.
20th St., Long Beach, Calif. 90810.
TAPE DRIVE PANEL with or without heads;
1/4"x101/2" reels with NAB Hub. No Preamp.
OR information where this is obtainable. William Caldwell, 2200 Prospect Ave., Cleveland,
Ohio 44115.

Typewriters, Clothing, Multimeters, Transceivers, Oscilloscopes, Photographic -Electronics, Equipment
100,000 Surplus Bid Bargains Direct From Government Nationwide
Typically Low as 2¢ on Dollar! Complete Sales
Directory and Surplus Catalog $1.00 (Deductible First $10 Order From Included Catalog).
U.S. Surplus Disposal, 2200 Fuller 601B -AUD,
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48105.

...

MANUALS for Gov't. Surplus Radios, Test
Sets, Scopes. List 50¢ BOOKS, 7218 Roanne
Drive, Washington, D.C. 20021.

AUDIO HI-FI
HANDBOOK

I WANT EARLY ELECTRIC GUITARS in mint
condition. Collector. Either new or used. Call

Joseph Ciccarone, Inc., 2885 West 12th St.,
Brooklyn, N.Y. 11224. (212)-449-8417, I will
pay top money for top quality.
WANTED: NEW OR USED SONY Cassette Re-

corders, dual capstan-reversible-Model TC
165. Write to: Russell C. Jarecki, 2337 Calle
Chiquita, La Jolla, Calif. 92037.

COMPLETE REFERENCE GUIDE to all hi-fi and

stereo equipment including prices, specifications and comparisons of over 1,000 audio
components-$3.50 which includes shipping
and handling. Write: Jean Davis, Audio Handbook, 134 N. 13th St., Phila., Pa. 19107.

BOOKS

SANSUI SD-7000 TAPE DECK. Must be mint

condition. Write giving condition, price to:
Daniel Karsch, 1010 Fifth Avenue, New York,
N.Y. 10028.
NEED SUPPLIER of audio components

for dis-

BOOKS. Send 50¢ for Catalog. Refundable
with Order. Books, P.O. Box 11965, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19145.

count distribution. Drop shipment preferred.
Confidentiality guaranteed. Reply Box A47-3.

"1974" SURVIVAL Military-Books/Manuals.
Catalog 350. Hillcrest Publications, IJ-25, Mc-

WANTED: MARANTZ 10-B, with case. Must be
in excellent condition. 919-449-4132, days
(may call collect).

G.A. BRIGGS TITLES. Catalog $1.00 (refunded
first order) CAEB, Box 1471, Tucson, AZ 85702

-

WANTED: KENWOOD KF-8011 Denoiser. Taylor, 732 Hillcrest, Denton, Texas 76201.
WANTED: PAIR OF OHM F SPEAKERS. May
be new, used, or demo. State price and condition. A. Blanchard, P.O. Box 2034, Burlington, N.C. 27215. (919) 227-7208.

Donald, Ohio 44437.

PUBLISH YOUR BOOK! Join our successful
authors: All subjects invited. Send for free
appraisal and detailed booklet. Carlton Press
(Dept. VRH) 84 Fifth Avenue, New York
10011.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

KLIPSCH, JBL SPEAKERS WANTED. State
model, price, condition. Bruce Faulkner, 24
School St., Keene, New Hampshire. 603-3521206.

MAILORDER MILLIONAIRE helps beginners
make $500 weekly. Free report reveals secret
plan! Executive 1Q7, 333 N. Michigan, Chicago 60601.

KENWOOD KT -7001 AM/FM TUNER, must be
mint with original box and papers. 803-8821433.

REPRESENTATIVE FOR SPEAKER SYSTEM
KITS in your area. Huge, never ending, untouched market. High energy, young, together,
sound & business oriented individual will do
best with this investment or commission op-

WANTED: TWO GE MODEL Al-901 RECORD
FILTERS AND TWO GE MODEL Al -903 RUMBLE FILTERS. WRITE W. R. RAWLINGS, PAE,
APO SF 96393.

WANTED: FAIRCHILD COMPANDER. Must be
in A-1 condition. Dress panel in good ordernot marked up. Please send asking price from
U.S.A. or Canada soon as possible. A. P.
Sanvido, Jr., 34 Maurice St., Kitchener,
Ontario, Canada N2G 2Y8.

TAPE RECORDINGS
RENT CASSETTE or Open Reel Prerecorded
tape. All Labels. Catalog 75¢. Tape & Time,
P.O. Box 740, Hopkins, Minn. 55343.

portunity. Requires very little attention after
establishment in your protected territory. We
must eventually meet for contractual arrangements. Send detailed resume to: Robb Favier/

TSR Engineering, 3673 W. 113th St., Ingle-

wood, Calif. 90303.
STUFF ENVELOPES. $25.00 hundred. Immediate earning. Beginner's Kit, $1.00 (refundable) Robinson Enterprises, Box 38, Augusta,
Ga. 30903.

$1,000

MONTHLY,

FIGHT

inflation!

FREE

details. Worldwide Success Unlimited, Box
398AÚ, Orland, Ca. 95963.
RECORDS MADE FROM YOUR TAPES. Also,
editing and mastering. Send for free brochure.
Nashville Record Productions, Inc., Dept. AM
204 19th Ave., So., Nashville, Tennessee

SOUNDTRACK RECORD ALBUMS-Mail Auction. Free List-Whalon, 2321A Hill-Redondo
Beach, Calif. 90278.

RENT 4 -TRACK open reel tapes-all major
labels. 3,000 different. Free brochure. Stereo Parti. 55 St. James Drive, Santa Rosa, Cal.
95401.

EQUIPMENT WANTED

EVERYTHING ON OPEN REEL! Prerecorded
classical/popular tapes. Latest releases. Dolby
Quad. 96 -page catalogue $1. Barclay-Crocker,
Room 857A, 11 Broadway, NYC 10004.

DON'T PAY the high mail order prices. Thieves
Warehouse is coming to your area. Franchises
available. Thieves Warehouse, P.O. Box 8057,
Pensacola, Florida 32505.

LIVE OPERA TAPES. Professional reel, cassette
copies. Extensive sound coded catalogue.
Quality guaranteed. Also records. A Fischer,
Box 83 Fordham Station, Bronx, N.Y. 10458.

HIGH FIDELITY SPEAKERS REPAIRED
AMPHRITE SPEAKERS SERVICE
655 Sixth Avenue, New York 10, N.Y.
212-CH3-4812

CASH FOR YOUR unwanted stereo LP's and
reel to reel tapes. Record House, Hillburn,
New York 10931.
ELECTROVOICE PATRICIAN IV OR 700. Price
& Cond. To: John Champagne, Route 11, Lafayette, N.Y. 13084, 1-315-677-3793 after 9 PM.

AUDIO
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BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
CUSTOM RECORDING SERVICE Tape and
Disc. Stereo and mono. Live and copies. Editing. Masters and pressings. High quality at
reasonable rates. Joseph Giovanelli, Audio
Tech Laboratories, 2819 Newkirk Ave., Brooklyn, N.Y. IN9-7134.

SERVICES

CABINETS

AUDIO CONSULTATION. Systems guidance
and selection; design considerations. Published engineer. R. Berglas, 30 East End Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10028.

COMPONENT CABINETS
Direct from the factory at low factory prices.
Finished Unfinished Kits. Free brochure.
AUDIO ORIGINALS
546 S. Meridian St.
Indianapolis, Ind. 46225

RECORDER HEADS brought back to
spec. Wear removed. Brilliant finish. $10.00
each. One day service. E. Maher, 5 Evans
Place, Orinda, Calif. 94563.

HEAR YOUR ANTIQUE RADIO PLAY AGAIN!
Service to all 110V radios -1927 to 1947.
Advise and schematics also available. Talk to
Quin Morrison at (303) 686-2791, or write
Broadcast Equipment Rebuilders, Box 458,
Windsor, Colorado 80550. B -E-R, THE AN-

STEREO MASTERS, RECORDS AND ALBUMS.

TIQUE RADIO SPECIALISTS!

Check our prices. Newest type high level cutting equipment featuring: Neumann VMS 70
Computer control lathe, Parametric Equalization, Dolby, DBX, and the new SX74 Cutting
System by Neumann. Special package prices
on album and single record production.
Stereo LP masters $30.00/side. 7" stereo
masters $10.00/side. 1000 45 RPM stereo
singles $217.50 including mastering. Write or
call for brochure. Dick McGrew Recording
Service, 7027 Twin Hills, Dallas, Texas 75231,
214-691-5107.

ELECTRONIC KITS Expertly assembled. FEE:
25% of list price. (219) 272-2186.

TAPE

CROWN

RECORDERS

AND

AMPLIFIERS:

factory authorized service station, Complete
overhaul and rebuilding service. Techniarts,
Box
1716 Washington, D.C. 20013 301-4451112.

ATTENTION! ATTENTION!
UNIQUE APPROACH TO AUDIO REPORTING
Introducing the new AUDIO REVIEW, an entirely unique bi -monthly publication featuring
in-depth coverage of the audio field; new

equipment announcements/descriptions, PROFESSIONAL EQUIPMENT REVIEWS/RATINGS
RECOMMENDATIONS/OPINIONS, sensational
revealing audio articles presenting issues
and ideas other magazines ignore. New, expanded EQUIPMENT BUYERS DISCOUNT
SERVICE. The New AUDIO REVIEW covers the
field of audio in its entirety. Special Introductory Subscription Rate: $8.00/year. (6
issues). AUDIO REVIEW, Box 175, North Branford, CT 06471.
SHORT-RUN DUPLICATION: Dolbyized Stereo
Cartridges -Mono Cassettes. Highest quality reasonable rates. TARZAC, 638 Muskogee
Avenue, Norfolk, Virginia, 23509.
NEED CONCORD PARTS? Parts for most Concord tape recorders and receivers in stock.
Write for quotes. Stereo Lab II, Inc., 262A
Main St. E., Setauker, N.Y. 11733.
SHORT RUN RECORD PRODUCTION (100 &
UP) FROM YOUR TAPES. We do it all -from

-to

-to

the master
the pressing
the album
jacket LP's or 45's. Trutone Records, Dept.
A, 6411 Bergenwood Ave., North Bergen, New
Jersey 07047. 201-868-9332.

RADIO PROGRAMS
THOUSANDS OF OLD RADIO COMEDIES,
Dramas, Band Remotes, Mysteries, etc. $6.00
for 6 Hour Reels. Catalogue $1.00 (Refundable). Cassettes also available. RADIOVOX
1756 Washtenaw, Ypsilanti, Michigan 48197.
1930-1962 RADIO PROGRAMS, Reels, $1.00
hour! Cassettes, $2.00 hour! Catalog. $1.25.
AM TREASURES, Box 192M, Babylon, N.Y.
11702.
GOLDEN AGE RADIO -your best source for
radio tapes. Box 25215-D, Portland, Oregon
97225.

OLD RADIO PROGRAMS ON TAPE. Thousands
available. Low prices, finest quality, immediate service. Catalogue 250. Nostalgic Radio,
Box 29K, Peoria, III. 61601.
YESTERDAY'S RADIO PROGRAMS ON TAPE.
Catalog $1.00 refundable first order. Adventures, Dept. A-7, 1301 N. Park Ave., Inglewood,
Calif. 90302.
OUT -OF-PRINT 78's from the RARE early
30's on TAPE! All discs like new! Arnheim,
Novis, Bestor, Crosby, Fio Rito, Columbo,
Bailey, Bernie, Duchin, Denny, Etting, Downey,
Hi -Hatters, Garber, Coakley, Gray, Himber,
Grier, Jones, Kemp, King, Knapp, Lombardo,
Little, Niesen, Lown, Lucas, Lewis, Madri-

guera, Freddie Martin, Osborne, Newman,
Nelson, Munn, Melton, Olsen, Paige, Noble,
Reichman, Renard, Reisman, Tracy, Selvin,
Waring, Whiteman, Vallee, Rich, Young,
Weeks, Weems, etc. Also many in later 30's:
Tucker, Jurgens, Kyser, Fields, Kassel, Herbeck, Eddie Paul, Cugat, Ferdinando, Hall,
Gordon, Kaye, etc. All taped directly from
discs. Quality taping guaranteed. Free listings. Tony Pirak, 741 N. 104, Seattle, Wash.
98133.

HIGH FIDELITY
SERVICES

LOUDSPEAKERS

-

SAVE HUNDRED; 4'/2"

OEM replacements

MASTERS AND ACETATE DEMOS (STEREO
OR MONO) PRECISION CUT using the Scully Westrex 3D cutting system. Request brochure
-you'll be surprised at our prices. Studio discount available. Trutone Records, Dept. A,
6411 Bergenwood Ave., North Bergen, New
Jersey 07047. 201-868-9332.

E.M.I. SPEAKERS REPAIRED. Our nearly 10
years experience gives you the benefit of
truly expert service. Write or call for quotes.
(Specify model number) (516) 751-1633.

-

MERCURY SPEAKER RECONING
Mail
speaker prepaid and $1.50 per inch -$8.00
minimum or write for information-2018 W.
Division, Chicago 60622.

for reflecting arrays. $7.98
postpaid. Big quantity discounts. Free specifications. Auratone, Box 580.11, Del Mar,
California 92014.

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
30% DISCOUNT. Name Brand Musical Instruments. Free Catalog. Freeport Music, 455R
Route 110, Melville, N.Y. 11746.

HOME MOVIES
CAGNEY! BOGART! DRESSLER! FAIRBANKS!

FLYNN! TEMPLE! SWANSON! Many more!
The usual, the unusual; 16-S8-8mm sound &
silent 200 ft. S8-8mm sampler $2.00 Cat. free.
Thunderbird Bx 4081 -AM, Los Angeles 90054.

HELP WANTED
SERIOUS

RECORDISTS NEEDED. Excellent
remuneration. We train and equip. Modest investment required. Write Box 278, Englewood,
Ohio 45322.

SHORTWAVE
FIRE Dispatchers. Catalogs
show receivers: exclusive directories of "confidential" channels. Send 10!! stamp. Communications, Box 56AU Commack, New York
POLICE

HEAR

11725.

SPEAKER ACCESSORIES
INSURANCE? Hi -Damp Speaker
Protectors can help you protect your investment. Catalog with much more $1.00 (refunded first order). CAEA, Box 1471, Tucson,
AZ 85702.
SPEAKER

BROADCAST SERVICE
AUDIO/VISUAL ENGINEERING CONSULTANT
System

Design,

Sound,

Background

Music.

Intercom, CCTV, CATV, ETV, MAN, 1st Phone,
Supervise and coordinate installations. Write:
ACCRUTEK ENGINEERING CO., P.O. Box 525
Duarte, Ca. 91010.

STAMPS
U.S. PLATE BLOCKS Special Offer 1456-9
$12.00 P/10, 1480-3 $11.00 P/10. Many
Others. Free list available. Technalyst, 17
Cedarwood, Commack, NY 11725.

AUTO ACCESSORIES

INSTRUCTION &
EDUCATION
DIGITAL ELECTRONICS! Complete schematics, parts lists, theories -Discrete Component Digital Clock, $3.00. Increase technical
competence, hobby skills -Complete course
in Digital Electronics is highly effective,
$10.00. Free literature. DYNASIGN, Box 60AM,
Wayland, Mass. 01778.
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CORVAIR PARTS-SAVE! 500 for large catalogue. Clark's Corvair Parts, Colrain, Mass.
01340.

SPORTING GOODS
FREE! New Fishing -Camping Catalog. Write:

Aubrey Products,
Jersey 08739.

Normandy
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Separation saved our marriage
thanks to Marantz speakers.
"Where's the flute Henry?" my wife complained constantly. was about ready to leave her. Then we saw a Marantz
dealer. He told us that separation of sound is a tree test of a
speaker system. He suggested we put Marantz and
other popular speakers to the test by listening
to a familiar recording so we'd be able to hear
for ourselves that it's the speaker and not the
recording that makes the difference. Oh, what
a difference Marantz made! What we thought
were two oboes were clearly an oboe and a
flute. And that barbershop quartet...well,
they're really a quintet.
The proof is in the listening. And that's
where Marantz design concepts come into
play. The transducers in Marantz speaker systems are engineered to handle an abundance
of continuous power, so you get distortion -free
I

sounds that are as pleasing as a nibble or the ear.
We bought the Marantz Imperial 5G Two Way Speaker
for just $99- Perfect for our budget and it delivers fine sound
separation even with minimum power equipment. And there
are five other quality Marantz speaker models
starting as low as $59 and all are available
with the new Marantz acoustically transparent foam grill.
Whatever your power and budget
requirements, keep this in mind. Marantz
speaker systems are built by the people who
make the most respected stereo and 4 -channel ecuipment in the world.
To find out how much better they sound
go to your nearest Marantz dealer and listen.

©1973 Marantz Co.. Inc., a subsidiary of Superscope Inc.. P.0 Box 99P. Sun Valley. Calif. 91352. In Europe: Superscope Europe. S.A. Brussels, Belgium. Available

the Yellow Pages for your nearest Marantz dealer. Send for free catalog.
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We sound better,
Canada. Prices and models subject to change without notice. Consult

Introducing the SL-1300.
The precision of direct drive.
The convenience of automation.
Now Technics adds convenience to perfection.
The SL -1300. The fourth and newest Technics
direct -drive turntable. And the first with convenient, fully automatic operation.
Auto -Start. Auto WOW& FLUTTER
Stop. Auto -Return.
RUMBLE
Auto -Repeat. And
LONG-TERM DRIFT
the kind of outstand- MIN. STYLUS PRESSURE
ing specifications
TRACKING ERROR
hat are normally
sound only in a manual turntable.
The SL -130C, like all Techr ics turntables,
uses cur elec-ronically controlled D. motor.
But with an improvement The plat -er is part of
the motor. Making the drive even more direct.
it also reduces marts, increas:s reliaoility and
produces an ulna -thin proti_e.
The gimbal -suspended automatic arm is
9 is ", pivot tc s ylus. For extremely low
tracking error. And its four pairs of pivot
bearings increase the rotational sensitivity

.,,,

.

'.:¡ .
.

while maintaining flawless balance.
Our anti -skating control requires only one scale
for all types of styli. While gold-plated contacts in
the head shell assure reliable contact and help
prevent hum.
0.03%WRMS
And we haven't forgotten
-50dB (DIN A), -70dB (DIN B)
more refined details. Like
the
Less than 0.1% (over 30 min.)
Memo
-Repeat. So you can play
0.25 grams
record
from one to five times.
a
±1.6°
Or indefinitely.e's also c
new prism strobe. Two -speed variable pitch controls.
Dust cover. Feedback -insulated: legs. And low
capacitance phor.o cables for CD-4 records.
The concept is simple. The execution is precise. The
performance is outstanding. The name is TE-clnics.
200 PARK AVE., NEW YCRK N.7. 10017. FOR YOUR NEAZEE-T E.UTHORrLED
TECHNICS DEALER, CAL'_ TOLL FLEE 800 44-4700. IN ILLt1C IS. 300 322-'40)

clinics

by Panasonic
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